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No Date Is Announced

Khomeini To Let Visitors
See Embassy Hostages
By MAUREEN JOHNSON
Associated Press Writer
TEHRAN, Iran (AP -- Ayatollah
Ruhollah Khomeini today gave permission to Foreign Minister Sadegh
Ghotbzadeh to invite independent
observers to visit the 50 American
hostages at the U.S. Embassy, and the
embassy occupiers said they would
allow the visitors in. No date for the
visit was announced.
Khomeini's move, on the 40th day of
the siege, was reported by Tehran
Radio which said the ayatollah ordered
Ghotbzadeh to form an international
commission as soon as possible -to
investigate the aggressive policy of the
United States in Iran especially during
the treacherous deposed shah's regime
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MR. AND MRS. SANTA CLAUS — Mr. and Mrs. Santa Claus loOk over some of the toys Santa's elves
have been making
spit to visit with yougmailosee-S-71s,Ost hi the Murray*ItaseeeXlsessy Park. The paishalilsee
s,
17.74'.-at the park
from 5 until 8 p.m. inside the old couritouse, which has been decorated for the Christmas season.
An iistant camera will he
set up, andiiictures will be a% ailable at a nominal fee:The visit is part of this year's "Christmas
in the Park" program.
Stall Photo II) Debbi,\

Brown Spends First Full Day In
Office Interviewing Job Prospects
By SY RAMSEY
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — Gov.
:John Y. Brown Jr. spent his first full
day in office interviewing more than 15
prospects for high level jobs.
The governor said in an interview
Wednesday that he is paying the most
attention et the moment to bliwiat artri

women, and that he might take weeks
or more than a month to make a few of
the key appointments.
"I'm not going to have a token
woman or a token black," he said.
''They would resent it and it would be
counterproductive to Kentucky's
future."
Instead, Brown said he has set a rule
of thumb of at least three interviews
with each Job prospect.
In line with the philosophy he expressed in campaigning. Brown said,
he believes the promotion of minorities
would be better served in the fields of
education, personnel and justice.
But one other important post where a
woman is under consideration is
secretary of the Department of Natural
Resources
Environmental
and
Protection, where Secretary Frank
Harscher is the holdover.
Brown said he has been "very impressed with Jackie Swigart" of
Louisville, who heads the Environmental Quality Commission and is
regarded as a dedicated environmentalist.
But the governor added he is not sure
anyone is ideally suited to head an
agency which requires managing 2,000
employees, an understanding of
technology ranging from.strip mining
to hazardous waste disposal and considerable business ability.
"I really would like to have a man or
woman
with
some
technical
background," Brown said.
The governor already has appointed
secretaries of the departments of
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Human Resources, Transportation,
Development and Finance, and he said
most posts involve supervision of
thousands of employees.
Now, he is focusing on the cabinets of
public protection and regulation,
education and the arts and justice in
addition to natural resources.
The governor also at seeking a new
state personnel commissioner. That
post still is held by Addle Stokley, who
Brown said has been asked to stay until
mid-January.
"I want a real professional," he said,
"and this is no reflection on Addie—I've
heard good things about her."
In fact, Brown said, he is making
inquiries about another post in his
administration for Mrs. Stokley.
The new governor said he has been
"tremendously impressed" with the

quality of persons offering to take state
posts at substantial salary cuts and
with pledges to eliminate private
sources of conflict of interest.
"I'm finding more committed,
energetic, bright people coming in at
the state level than I did at Kentucky
Fried Chicken where I could hays
them tw• :slaries," said groan,
who became a millionaire promoting
and managing that fast food business.
"I think they feel they have a chance
to really do something that's nonpolitical and aims at efficient
operation," he said.
Brown scheduled a news conference
today to announce additional ap—
pointments.
"I'm tired," he said Wednesday
afternoon. "I haven't gone to bed until
2:30 or 3 the past two nights."

"Also, to confront the adverse U.S.
aggressive propaganda in connection
with the hostages at the 'den of spies,'
you can invite an independent (team of
observers) to visit them."
The embassy captors earlier had
denounced Sen. Edward Kennedy as
ofth "filthy pawns" of ;,:skinericsie •
unfelIalism" after he disavowed a
bogus letter to Khomeini. Meanwhile,
Iran's former chief prosecutor said the
captives should be freed unharmed
even if convicted of spying.
"American imperialism is trying
hard to get out of the trap and dead end
created for it by the revolutionary
people of Iran and has recently
prepared a great plot," the captors told
the newspaper Bambad.
"It has put revolutionary clothes on
its filthy pawns like Edward Kennedy,
who is a friend of Carter and is trying to
negotiate with the great leader of the
revolution, Imam Khomeini ...
"How can a person like Edward
Kennedy say to the imam of the nation,
'I
give my blood for you,' ... Such
.14 nelesssess. Your filthy blood given
for our imam? Never."
A leading Tehran newspaper also did
an about-face and published a condemnation of Kennedy after his
disavowal of a bogus letter expressing
support for Khomeini and offering to
shed blood for him.
The spokesman said if Kennedy
criticizes the deposed shah today and
expresses support for Khomeini's
revolution, "he is only interested in
strengthening his position against

Saudi Arabia Will Raise Oil Prices
BRUSSELS, Belgium (AP) — Oil
Minister Sheik Ahmed Zaki Yamani
said today Saudi Arabia will raise oil
prices even before next week's OPEC
pricing meeting. Another Arab oil chief
said the Saudis and some other
producers plan 66-a-barrel hates, but he
said they would not take effect until
Jan. I.
If applied across the board by all 13
nations of the Organization of
Petroleum Exporting Countries, increases in that range could add 5 to 10
cents to the price of a gallon of gasoline
or heating oil in the United States.
In comments reported by the United
Arab Emirates news agency, UAE Oil
Minister Mane Said al Oteiba said the
UAE, Saudi Arabia and Qatar would
raise the per-barrel price by $6 at the
end of the year. This would be a 33
percent increase over the current Saudi
base price of $18.
Yamani, asked by a reporter to

NAMED GOOD CITIZENS — Selected as Good Citizens of the Year from the
two local high schools to receive the award from the Captain Wendell Oury
Chapter of the Daughters of the American Revolution are Doug Moore,left, son
of Dr. and Mrs. Ray P. Moore, 1609 College Farm Road, Murray, at Murray
High School: and Amanda Dunn, right, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Ray Dunn,
Hazel Route 2, at Calloway County High School. This annual award is based on
the dependability, service, leadership, patriotism, and scholarship of the recipients, according to Doris Nance of the local DAR chapter. The two high school
seniors and their mothers will be honored at the DAR Good Citizen luncheon on
Saturday, Feb. 9, at the Holiday Inn.

confirm this, said, "Part of that report
is true." But he would go no further.
Asked then whether his country
would raise prices before the
Organization of Petroleum Exporting
Countries' winter meeting, which
begins Monday in Caracas, Venezuela,
he replied, "Yes."
The Saudi minister would not
elaborate. He was in Brussels for talks
with Foreign Minister Henri Simonet

and other Belgian officials.
The newspaper Al Fajer in Abu
Dhabi, one of the emirates in the UAE,
had reported that several major OPEC
members were planning to raise crude
oil prices by $8 a barrel by the end of the
week.
Oteiba's statements, made as he left
his Persian Gulf nation for the Caracas
meeting, appeared to be an attempt to
set a guideline for the meeting.

'Dickens'Christmas'
Set For Next Week
The first annual "Dickens' Christmas
on Press Alley" will be staged for three
days next week through the combined
efforts of interested citizens throughout
Murray and Calloway County.
The public is invited to the official
opening of the Dickens' Christmas set
for 5 p.m. Thursday, Dec. 20. Hours of
the event are from 5 to 9 p.m. Thursday,
Dec. 20,and Friday, Dec. 21, and from 1
to 8 p.m. Saturday, Dec. 22.
Press Alley, located off the court
square between Main and Walnut
Streets, may be entered from either 4th
or 5th Streets.
Visitors will view Christmas
decorations made of natural greens.
Trees will be decorated with small
white lights, and costumed participants
will stroll beneath red and green
banners. Activities will include singers,
musicians, clowns, puppets, Dickens'
characters, strolling carolers, strolling
musicians and bell ringers.
Vendors will offer hot roasted
peanuts, spiced tea, hot chocolate, fruit
and cookies.

There will be a pig roasting
demonstration and a demonstration in
candle making. There will also be an
adoption booth for puppies, kittens and
other animals.
A community sing to bring forth the
sounds of the Christmas season will be
the final event at the closing hour on
Saturday evening.

Carter and as such it is yet another
maneuver to benefit himself."
The paper also quoted the spokesman
as saying that the 1953 coup which
overthrew Premier Mohammed
Mossadegh and returned the shah to
power was "initiated and planned by
Edward Kennedy's group which included John Kennedy," and that the
senator was "one of the instigators" of
the killing of religious figures by the
shah's forces that preceded Khomeini's
exile in 1962.
The membership of the Committee of
American Residents is not known. But
it presumably is the same group that
supplied three American women to a
government news conference last week
at which they expresssed support for
the students holding 50 Americans
hostage in the U.S. Embassy since Nov.
4.
The condemnation of Kennedy
contrasted sharply with the praise
heaped on the Massachusetts senator
locally following his San Francisco
speech Dec. 3 in which he blasted the
shah's. regimeoa.4inia a tile most
repressive in history.
The fake letter was first reported by
Tehran Radio Wednesday. It was
quickly denied
by Kennedy's
spokesman in Washington, and an
Iranian
Foreign
Ministry
spokeswoman then conceded it was a
fraud. But Foreign Minister Sadegh
Ghotbzadeh later brushed aside both
denials and insisted the letter was
authentic.
According to Tehran Radio, the
Kennedy letter asked Khomeini for
permission for the senator and three
companions to visit Iran and said: "We
support your Islamic republic 100 per
cent. .1 will give my blood for you."
The situation of the American
hostages remained unchanged, but in
New York CBS News reported that
Palestinian guerrillas are providing

"technical assistance" to the students
holding them in the embassy.
In Beirut, Lebanon, today, PLO
spokesman Mafunoud Labadi denied
the report.
Some previous reports have noted
that members of leftist Iranian
guerrilla groups — which may be
taking part in the embassy occupation
— were trained in PLO camps outside
Iran. This may explain why some of the
embassy militants reportedly have
been heard addressing each other in
Arabic.
CBS said the Palestinians mined the
embassy grounds and have taken a
direct hand in the security of the
hostages. It said the Palestinians
volunteered their help after President
Carter left open the posspility of
military intervention.
CBS also said U.S. experts reported
members of two Iranian guerrilla
organizations, the fundamentalist
Moslem Mujahadin and the leftist
Fedayeen Khalq, have joined the
students at the embassy.
Tac /in.- immediate comlipt
from the Iranian. Foreign Ministry on
the State Department's order Wednesday expelling 183 Iranian diplomats
from the United States within five days.
In Washington, State Department
spokesman Thomas Reston said the
expulsion was one of a series of
"measured steps" to demonstrate
American concern over the holding of
the American hostages.
"We want to bring Iran to the point of
seeing that releasing them is in their
interest," he said.
The Khomeini regime continued to
wrestle with Iran's rebellious
minorities, and Justice Minister
Mohammad Beheshti raised the
prospect of a federal system of
government in another attempt to
defuse the week-long rebellion by
ethnic Turks in Azerbaijan province.

Jury Acquits Talley Of
Manslaughter Charge
A Calloway County Circuit Court jury
acquitted William Talley, Princeton, of
second degree manslaughter Wed-nesday afternoon in connection with the
Feb. 5 traffic accident which killed
Anthony Lee Coles, 20, of Calloway
County.
The jury, composed of nine men and
three woman, deliberated about an
hour before returning the not guilty
verdict. The trial began Tuesday afternoon after the jury was seated that
morning.
Talley, 20, an agriculture student at
Murray State University, was traveling
south on U.S. Highway 641 when his
vehicle collided with the northbound
vehicle driven by Coles. According to
police reports, Talley was passing a car

Murray Planners To
Elect Officers During
Tuesday's Meeting
Election of officers will highlight the
Murray Planning Commission meeting,
to be held at 7 p.m. Tuesday, Dec. 18, at
Murray City Hall, according to Steve
Zea, city planner.
Other items on the agenda include a
review of the revised mobile home
draft, Zea said.

at the time of the accident. His truck
skidded 136 feet before it hit the Coles'
truck and 98 feet after the impact.
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clear and cold
Clear and cold tonight, lows in
the low 20s. Sunny and cool
Friday, highs in the low 40s.
Partly cloudy Saturday and
Monday. A chance for showers on
Sunday. Lows will be mostly in
the 30s on Saturday and Sunday
and in the 20s on Monday. Highs
will be in the 50s on Saturday and
mostly in the 40s on Sunday and
Monday.

MSU's First President Born 120 Years Ago

Carr's Birthday Today
By L. J. Hortin
Dr. John Wesley Carr, Murray State
University's first president, was born
120 years ago — Dec. 13, 1859 — of
Scotch ancestry in a modest home

Dr. John Wesley Carr
,1:Aulg the hills and valleys of
1awrence County in southern Indiana.

He died in New York City on Feb. 18,
1960, at the age of 100 years and two
months.
Murray's Grand Old Man was in a
school room 87 years, beginning Oct. 8,
1866, in a one-room country school and
ending in 1953 when he finally retired
He was president of Murray State
twice: 1923-26 and 1933-36. He was also
dean, historian and president emeritus.
The "school room" of which he was
most proud undoubtedly was the Old
Normal School Building, now known as
Wrather Hall. Dr. Carr's diary records
that on Aug. 29, 1924, he moved his
"office to the new Normal School
Building. The first year (1923) the
Normal School was operated in the
High School building." On Sept. 22,
1924, the Normal School Building was
dedicated with a formal program in the
Auditorium, which came to be known as
-the Chapel."
This day marked the beginning of

Murray State's classes on its own
campus. The building with the campus
was constructed with funds of $117,000
given by Murray and Calloway
Countians "as a gift to the state of
Kentucky for the location and
establishment of a State Normal at
Murray, Kentucky."
Over the entrance of Wrather Hall
today is the Shield with three stars
adapted from the coat-of arms of the
old Scottish family of Murray. Dr. Carr
told the Paducah News-Democrat on
Jan. 13, 1924, thatthe three stars "have
been taken by the school to typify hope,
endeavor and inspiration." Alex G.
Barrett, member of the Normal School
Commission,, made the suggestion that
the old Scottish Shield be the basis for
the insignia of the institution.
Today the dreams of Dr. Rainey T.
Wells, founder, and of Dr. Carr, first
president, are being perpetuated by the
restoration of ''Wrather Hall."
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HEALTH
Fitness and heart rate

1

Lawrence E. Lamb.M.D.

heart blocili and it's more apt
DEAR DR LAMB
I
like some information about to occur in older people,
heart rate Um a female. age although It can occur in
50 At night after I have been younger people with certain
in bed my .heartbeat is only disorders of the heart I doubt
55 During the day when I'm you have that because your
doing housework. it varies heart rate during the day is
between 60 and 70. I'm a entirely too normal.
Your other symptoms may
farmer's wife and I've always
worked hard and long hours have nothing to do with Your
Can your heart beat too slow" heart but would require an
I sometimes have light pain in evaluation by your physician
my chest In summer's and a more complete story to
extreme heat when working assess what they mean. You
outside I sometimes become may be suffering 'from heat
weak and break out in a cold problems rather than heart
sweat I need to lose about problems. Or you may be
starting to faint for any numfive pounds.
DEAR READER - First. ber of reasons. I would sugabout the heart rate. A person gest you have a medical
, who is physically fit, as you check-up. but I'm not very
may well be from doing a lot much concerned about your
of work on the farm, and who heart rate.
To give you more informahas no medical problems or
bad habits often has a rela- tion about how the heart rate
can vary, I'm sending you The
tively slow heart rate.
I often cite the example of Health Letter number 9-8,
Dr. Roger Bannister, the Brit- Your Heart Rate. What It
ish neurologist. When he was a Means. Other readers who
young man and not in peak want this issue can send 75
physical condition, his resting cents with a long, stamped,
heart rate was in the middle self-addressed envelope for it.
70s. When he was in top physi- Send your request to me. in
cal condition just befdre being care of this newspaper, P.O.
the first man to break the Bps 1551. Radio City Station,
four-minute mile, his resting New York. NY 10019.
In a person who does not
. heart rate was only 38 beats
per minute. I repeat this histo- have any illnesses the pulse
ry because it emphasizes the rate is a good simple indicator
point that vigorous athletes in of a person's level of fitness
optimal health often have rel- and Iffestyle. Many people
atively slow resting heart would have much,slower restrates. It can be a sign of a ing heart rates if they didn't
smoke or use coffee or other
high level of physical fitness.
Certainly a heart rate of 55 beverages that contain
per minute at rest lying down caffeine. Both of these bad
in a person who is physically habits lead to a 'faster heart
active alj the time is quite rate.
Individuals who are in poor
within the range of normal..
Now it is true that there are physical condition Also tend to
a* lew -heart .conditiorts.:4triT --.)-4;ii7;•a--fairly sharp ince/asr-ic-4,
can cause a very 024 heart ;wart rate when they stand up'
rate. One of these is called as- opposed to V.:hen lying.
-down
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Dresses up
the holidays.

This holiday dress them up in Stride Rite g
shoes and they won't mind a bit. Stride Rite's
newest selection of dress shoes are specially
designed in the styles and colors kids like
most. And we'll make sure that they are a
proper fit, too,so your child'sfeet will feel
as good as they look!

Stride Rite'
The right choice for growing feet.

Childret's Shoes
6.161 Si,UM*.
(
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Two Bride-elects Are
Honored With Shower
Two brides-to-be, Miss Tina
Lovett, bride-elect of Rudy
Tripp, Jr.. and Miss Terri
Morris. bride-elect of Tommy
Futrell, were honored at a
bridal shower held Saturday,
Dec. 8. at the Friendship
Church of Christ building with
Mrs. Annette Holden as
hostess.
Both Miss Lovett and Miss
Morris were presented corsages by the hostess. Games
were played.

'North Fork News-Mr.

& Mrs. Grooms Are Married 60 Years

The gift tables were covered
with
white cloths and
decorated with bride :oils
with the names of the brideelect on the dolls. Gifts were
opened for the guests to view.
Refreshments of red punch,
individually decorated cakes,
nuts, and mints were served
buffet style from the table
overlaid with a red cloth under
white lace and centered with
an arrangement of red L'andles,.pine cones,and holl

By Mrs. R.D.Key
Dec.4,Int
The Rev. and Mrs. Warren
Sykes, Mitch Sykes, and Mrs.
R. D. Key returned home
Saturday after spending the
Thanksgiving weekend with
Use Rev. and Mrs. Jerry Lee
and daughter, Tabitha, in
Roseville, Mich.
Mr. and Mrs. Berthal
Grooms and daughter,Kim,of
Detroit, Mich., spent the
Thanksgiving weekend with
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Gallimore
of Hazel and Mr. and Mrs.
Enloe Tarkington.
Mr. and Mrs. Morris
Jenkins and son, Kenny, Mrs.
Bertie Jenkins, and Mr. and
Mrs. Terry Orr spent
Thanksgiving day with Mr.
and Mrs. Milford On'.
By Abigail Van Burer.
Mr. and Mrs. Max Dale and
Mrs. Ruby Owen visited Mr.
and Mrs. Jesse Hopkins of
Chicago, Ill., over the
Thanksgiving weekend.
Mr. and Mrs. Odell Hopkins,
Karen, Kenny, Kim, and
DEAR ABBY: I'm sitting here on the plane reading the Kurk, of Cincinnati, Ohio,
letter in your column about the son who didn't want to put spent the weekend with Mrs.
his father up temporarily because he felt his father's
it Ovie Wilson and Mr. and Mrs.
Rufus Hopkins. Other visitors
would be an invasion of his privacy.
That item caught my eye because I am on my way to .it in the Wilson home Saturday
my son in Omaha for two weeks-at his insistence. I as were Mr. and Mrs. Clerris
reluctant to do so initially because I felt I might be interfer- Wilson and Lavittia.
ing with his personal activities.
Mrs. Ovie Wilson joined the
I wonder if the son who wrote that letter ever ga%e a Odell
Hopkins family for
thought to the privacy his father might have forfeited durThanksgiving dinner sat the
ing his son's time at home?
home of Mr. and Mrs. Rufus
There were times during my children's lives when, gien
my druthers. I'd have preferred some alternative aeti% ity, Hopkins.
Mrs.
Bertie -Jenkins
but npw I don't regret one minute of the time I spent th
them. I'm only sorry it touldn t have been more. Their ti
returned . to her home on
after ining
I won't mail hisiof course,sin& rekhze you-will ref()
'?)f
thetile home of Mr: avid
thousands of more articulate letters on the above. Th.. ts Mrs. Morris Jenkins and Mr.
just my way" of
and Mrs. Milford Orr, Mrs.
Jessie Paschall is staying with
DEAR ABBY: My father died suddenly of a heart at.,.•k.
Mrs. Jenkins.
•and this unfinished lett,- was in his pocket. My wife
I
Mr. and Mrs. Maburn Key,.
will miss him very much. Sign this ...
Jimmie Key and son, Kevin,
"A SON WHO REALLY WANTED HIS DAD TO
Mr. and Mrs. Derrel Wilson,
.WILLIAM SMZYK. OMAHA, NEBR.
and Lisa and Mike Wilson had
DEAR ABBY: My husband is 33 but sometimes acts .:t••• a Thanksgiving dinner with Mr.
chi:d. He refuses to shave or comb his hair on
and Mrs. Clerris Wilson.
thinks deodorants are for women, walks around ban.:-)t,
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Young
slurps hi,coffee, blows on his food, cracks- his knuckle..cid
visited Mr. and Mrs. Maburn
when he belches he never says. "Excuse me."
We've been married for seven years and he seems I, ‘:et Key on Saturday.
Mr.'and Mrs. Bailey
more gross every year.
I am fairly neat and well-mannered. When I try to c•,r-- et Grooms celebrated their 60th
him, he blows up and picks a fight with me. He wasit: --us wedding anniversary on
way when I married him. What shall I do'?
Saturday, Nov. 24. They
ANGRY IN SAN MA'l
returned home with their
•
daughter, Lettie Stafford Of
DEAR ANGRY: How you "correct" him is important. Detroit, Mich.,for the winter.
Take one offense at a time, explaining that his slovenlims
Arlin Paschall had some ot
offends you and his rudeness hurts and irritates you.
his children and grandWhen you attack a man, he'll instinctively either try to
defend himself or counter-attack. Anger generate anger. children for Thanksgiving.
They all could not be with him
Love generates love. Think about it.
due to illness.
Mrs. Jessie Paschall visited
DEAR ABBY: Thank you for printing the letter from the
16-year-old girl who had recently undergone a hys:erectomy Mr. and Mrs. Douglas Vanas a result of gonorrhea. So many people believe gonorrhea dyke on Wednesday.
is a minor infection that's easily detected and quckly cured.
Mr. and Mrs. Terry Sills of
Like the girl who wrote to you, I wasn't a ",.eep-around" Paducah spent Thanksgiving
type either. I had only one boyfriend, but e\ en though he with Mr. and Mrs. Douglas
KNEW he was infected, and had seer his doctor for treatment. he didn't mention it to me. My doctor misdiagnosed Vandyke.
Mrs. Peggy Farley of South
my symptoms, and even though I was 24. I was naive and
uninformed, which resulted in my haying a hysterectomy,
too. I'm still single, but I plan some day to adopt because I
HOSPITAL NEIZ1
want a family.
Please keep warning your readers of the consequences
(and symptoms) of VD. This letter is sincere, hut please
12-01-79
forgive me for not signing my name.
Adults 104
A READER
Nursery 6

1DeakAbly

His Last Letter
Was First Class

DEAR READER: VD is still a serious epidemic. Anyone
reading this (regardless of age) who suspects that he (or she)
has it should phone the VD hotline (toll-free) 800-523-1885.
All questions will be answered by trained persons, and
you'll be told where to get an examination and treatment
free!
CONFIDENTIAL TO "ALL CONFUSED IN
SATELLITE BEACH,FLA.": Don't mistake that "ringing"
in yours ears with wedding bells. When a man tells you to
date other guys, it usually means that he wants to date
other girls.

No Newborns Listed
Dismissals
Mrs. Myrtle E. Parrish, Rt.
2, Hazel, Mrs, Fern Sue
Williams, Rt. 8,Box 9, Benton,
Mrs. Martha L. Scott, 401 Ash,
Murray, Mrs. Brownie K.
Mitchell and Baby Boy,603 S.
4th, Murray, Mrs. Lesia L.
Bowerman, Rt. 1, Benton,
Tamara L. Lusk,Rt. 2, Box 53,
Hazel, Mrs. Iva Lou Evans,
Rt. 1, Box 125, Cottage Grove,
Tenn., Dennis R. McDaniel,
Rt. 1, Box 130, Dexter, Mrs,
Carolyn V. Rice, 822 North
19th St., Murray, Toy W.
Grooms, 102 North 13th St.,
Murray, Carl Lovett, Rt. 4,
Benton, John Q. Burton, Rt. 2,
Hazel, George R. Edwards,
1111 West Main St., Murray,
David D. Morgan, B-2 Fox
Meadows,Murray, Mrs.Stella
S. Futrell, 502 South 6th St.,
Murray, Mrs. Conova E.
Miller, Rt. 1, Mayfield, Arthur
Frias, Rt. 3, Box 299, Murray,
Mrs. Connie D. Gibson, Route
6, Mayfield, Mrs. Ruth P.
Boggess (expired), Rt. 1, Box
33, Almo, Mrs. Murrell Kelly
(expired), Rt. 3, Box 377-A,
Murray.
12-2-79
Newborn Admissions
Dismore,
Baby
Girl
'Charlotte), Rt. 2, Benton,
Young, Baby Boy (Linda), Rt.
3, Box 335-B, Benton.
Dismissals
Mrs. Margrett E. Larson,
Rt. 6, Box 112, Murray, Robin
S. Etherton, Rt. I, Box 236,
New Concord, Mrs. Rosie J.
Barnett, 605 Sycamore,
Murray, Perry R. Tyler, Rt.5,
Box 568, Murray, Kathleen L.
Higginbotham, 1203 Kirkwood, Murray, Mrs. Barbara
Jo Waddell, Rt. 5, Box 698,
Murray, Kim Thu Dinh, 1809
Monroe,Murray.

Haven, Miss., visited Mr. and
Mrs. Cooper Jones last week
and attended the funeral of
Calvin Holley.
Mr. and Mrs. Tony Sykes
and son, Bryan, visited Mrs.
Lanoice Harrington last
weekend.
Henry Jones Holley of
Birmingham, Ala., was called
here due to the illness and
death of his father, Calvin
Holley.
Mrs. Warren Sykes and
Mrs. Jessie Paschall attended
the funeral of a cousin, Mrs.
Leland Baucum, at Mayfield
Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Milford Orr
visited Mr. and Mrs. Morris
Jenkins last Sunday afternoon. Enroute home they
visited Mr. and Mrs. Douglas

Vandyke Sunday night.
Mrs. Joetta Paschall, Steve
and Carolyn, visited relatives
in Chicago,Ill., last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Tommy
Jenkins and . son, Adam,
visited Mr. and Mrs. Morris
Jenkins Saturday night for a
deer supper.
Mrs. Ovie Wilson and Mr.
and Mrs. Clerris Wilson and
Lavettia visited Mr. and Mrs.
Maburn Key on Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Milford Orr,
Morris Jenkins, Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Paschall, and Mrs.
Tommy Jenkins and son,
Adam, visited Mrs. Bertie
Jenkins on Sunday.
Mrs. Mark Paschall visited
Mr. and Mrs. Douglas Vandyke Sunday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Howard

Morris visited Mrs. Margaret
Evans on Thanksgiving day.
Christmas is not far away
My sympathy goes out to all
who have lost their husbands
since last year.
The sad but loving memory
of my dear husband who died
Sept 6 lingers on as one year
ago on Christmas day with
hearts of joy and a feast
before us we enjoyed the day
with him.
Just a thought of sweet
remembrance. Just a memory
fond and true.
Just a token of affection,
and a heart still aches for you.
Often still our hearts do
wander to a grave not far
away
There dearest husband was
laid just three months ago.

a,
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Fall and Winter
Merchandise

wpm

"WIN

Pants
Skirts
Jeans.
Ores
Raincoats
Wool &
Leather
Coats
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SAVE
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Special Group

Jeans
Just Arrived

A
WOIV

$12"

Extra Special

Chertis
Downtown

1204 Chestnut

1900 Broadway

Paducah

`CHolid,tjSecia0

Hot Fudge Cake
gzwy69c
When you're out Christmas shopping,
treat yourself to a slice
of our famous Hot Fudge Cake.
You'll love it, especially with a
piping hot cup of Jerry's coffee.
Offer expires December 31, 1979.
Good only at participating units.

elas
RESTAURANTS

South 12th Street
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Community Calendar

Murray Couple Is
Married 50 Years

Thursday, Dee. 13
Town
Country
and
Homemakers Club will have a
potluck supper at the home of
Jean Bennett, 106 South 16th
Street,at6:30 p.m.

et .

Greater Paducah Area
Chapter 106 of Mended Hearts,
Inc., will meet at 7 p.m. at the
Western Baptist Hospital,
Paducah.
Progressive Homemakers
Club is scheduled to meet.
Grove 6126 of the Woodmen
of the World is scheduled to
meet at 6 p.m. at the Triangle
Restaurant.
Murray 'Middle School
Eighth Grade Drama Class
will present a special program
at the school auditorium at 7
p.m.
Murray Chapter No. 92,
Royal Arch Masons, will meet
at 7:30 p.m. at the Masonic
Temple.
Art Exhibit, sponsored 8y
Murray State University
Housing Program,• will continue from 6 to 8 p.m. in the
Hart Hall Lobby.

11r. tool 1Irs. Forest Boyd
Celebrating 50 years of marriage on Dec. 14, 1979, will be
Mr. and Mrs. Forest Boyd of Murray. They were married on
that date in 1929 in Highland Park, Mich.
Mrs. Boyd is"the former Ina Dick. Mr. Boyd is a retired
employee of the Ford Motor Company, Dearborn, Mich.,
where they resided until 1971 when they moved to Murray,
•
j)enativeho[MrsBojd.
oillikttinieti Of,
• They are nierriber3.Dithe-Seventh ind-P—
Christ.
No formal celebration is planned for the 50th anniversary
date,

Murray
4zR1-in,,

0

1

Phebian Sunday School
Class of First Baptist Church
will have itriteonner at the
.aii of the church
Fellowscsoce
at 6 p.m. Note change of
meeting place.
Mr. and Mrs. Santa Claus
will be in the old courthouse at
the Murray-CallowaY county
Park between 5 to 8. p.m. An
clatiLa will be
available-fOrnicturei. ‘,

Thursday, Dec. 13
Rachel Sunday School Class
of First Baptist Church will
meet at 7 p.m. in the church
parlor.

Murray
High
School
Friday,Dec. 14
Chapter of the Future
Local Chapter of National Homemakers of America will
Association
of
Retired have its Christmas tea from,
Federal Employees will meet 2:30 to 4:30 p.m. at the home of
at 11:30 a.m. for a Christmas Mary Morris.
luncheon at the Colonial House
Smorgasbord.
Chapter 50 of the Disabled
American Veterans and
Auxiliary will have its annual
Christmas dinner at the
Legion Hall at 6:30 p.m. Meat
and beverages will be furnished and each is asked to
bring two dishes.
Second day of Christmas
Decorations in the Making will
be from 9:30 a
to 2 p.m. at
Empire Farm, Land Betikeen
the Lakes.
Eastwood Christian School,
grades 1 to 5, will present a
Christmas musical program
at 7 p.m. at the Eastwood
Baptist Church, The public is
invited.
Five
Murray
State
University graduates in the
ROTC Program will be
commissioned
second
lieutenants in the U. S. Army
at 2:30 p.m. in Room 228, Roy
Stewart
Stadium.
The
program is open to the public.
Shopping for Murray Senior
Citizens will be held and call
753-0929 by 9 a.m. for morning
shopping and by 1130 a.m. for

Hazel Senior Citizens will
Murray Art Guild will be
,have activities at the Hazel
open from Ito 4 p.m.
Community Center from 10
General
meeting
of a.m. to 2 p.m. with lunch
Christian
Women's served at 11:45 a.m.
Fellowship of First Christian
Saturday. Dee. 15
Church will meet in the church
The Gospel Foundations will
library with the program to be
by the First Baptist Church present a program of gospel
music at the Chestnut General
Bell Choir.
Baptist Church at 7 pin.
'Open

MDT'S

Nights

'7'18.30
Sunday
• 1 to 5'

c71/10NET
No oph sfnll be rrKWe popular ttns yea. than o beout.ful
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HOSPITAL NEWS

I

11-30-79
Adults 112
Nursery 5
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Black, baby girl ( Patsy ),
Hardin.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Cynthia K. Guisinger
and Baby Boy, Rt. 1, Box 119,
Paris, Tenn., Mrs. Jacqueline
J. Tharpe, Rt. 2, Box 264'2,
Paris, Tenn., Charles E.
Hopkins, General Delivery,
Hardin, Connie Grace Lyell,
501 West Oak, Mayfield, Mrs.
Margaret L. Holland, Rt. 6,
Box 272, Paris, Tenn., Mrs.
Pauline Harris, Rt, 1, Hardin,
Mrs. Tracy N. Stalls, Rt. 1,
Almo, Mrs: Kathy June Hill,
Rt. 1, Dexter, Harold J.
- Plumley, 6000 New Camden
Hwy. Paris, Tenn., Mrs.
Teresa R. Combs, P. 0. Box
13, Grand Rivers, Beverly S.
Young, 1106 Main st., Murray,
Mrs. Sarah J. Moody,'Rt. 8,
Lot 12, Murray, Mrs. Ebith
Louise Bray,306 South 3rd St.,
Murray, Roger Dale Warren,
69 Shady Oaks, Murray, Mrs.
Brenda R. West, Rt. 1, Perry
Mayfield Ryan Thomast_
0. ffoV3572, Hen , Tetiff.7"Charles L. Rumfelt, Rt. 2, Box
79, Stewart, Tenn., Jacob D.
Niccum, Rt. 5, Box 475,
Murray, Mrs. Hazel M.
Snyder, 208 North 13th St.,'
Murray, Mrs. Mary Lou Foy,
512 Broad St., Murray, Mrs.
Jessie Flora, 1618 Magnolia
Dr., Murray.

DICKENS'CHRISTMAS—Volunteers worked on pine garlands to be used at the Dickens'
Christmas which will be located in Press Alley between Fourth and Fifth Streets north of the
court square. The community project involving hundreds of persons wilM:te held Thursday
and Friday, Dec.20 and 21, between the hours of 5 to 9 p.m. and on Saturday, Dec. 22,from 1
to 8 p.m. To capture the old fashioned spirit of Christmas is the idea behind the three days'
celebration. Pictured, left to right, are Hattie Kopperud, June Smith, Blanche Titsworth,
Sarah Sinclair, and Helen Bennett. Others working on the greens, not pictured, are Betty
Scott, Mary Jane Littleton Libby Hart„,and Bettl
,
Hahs.

—Nothing else feels like real gold.

Third day of Christmas
Decorations in the Making will
be from 9:30 a.m. to 2 p.m. at
Empire Farm, Land Between
the Lakes. The farm will close
after today until Feb. 18.

BC RD BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Bird
of Benton Route 3 are the
parents of a baby boy,
Richard Steven, weighing
Decorate The Honiepliiee- Aifight pounds five ounces,
1850 in Land Between the
measuring 20 inches, born on
Lakes from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. Saturday. Nov. 3, at the
Materials used by the early
Murra -Calloway County
settlers will be used.
Hospital.
They have one daughter,
Captain Wendell Oury Cathy .1o, 4.
Chapter of the Daughters of
Grandparents are Mr. and
the American Revolution will Mrs. Robert L. Burd
and Mr.
meet at 1 p.m. for the and Mrs. Bill Coursey,
BenChristmas party at the home ton. Great grandparents are
of Kim Davis.
Mrs. Vadie Cousey, Murray,
the Rev. and Mrs. Fred
_ AI-A,Thon_ is schscluled ti Alexander and Mrs.
Lillie
meet at 8 p.m. at Carman
Burd, Benton, and Mrs. Ruth
Pa villion, College Farm Road Ward,
Mayfield.
This is a support group for
families and friends of
alocholis and for information
call 437-4229.
Potluck supper for Masonic
Widows will be held at
Masonic Temple by Murray
Lodge No. 105 F. & A. M. Any
one needing transportation
may call 753-8695, 753-3563, or
753-5331.

Give
THE GIFT

Sunday, Dec. 16
Square and round dancing
will be held at 7:30 p.m. at the
Wood!'len f the World Hall

Joy Class of Sinking Sprint:
Baptist Church will have a
Christmas party at the home
of Jan and Randy Walker at
p.m.

Karat Gold Jewelry

Lindsey's Jewelers
114 S.5th

30% Off
Fashion Footwear
A.Men's NOW

Youth of Sinking Sprine
Baptist Church will-- meet. at
6:30 p.m. at the church to visit
Thrner,.Orr, Bogard, Starks,
and Cunningham homes for
fun,food, and fellowship.

D.Girls' NOW

$
12
88

$688
Reg.,10"

Fur show will be held from 7
a.m. to 12 noon with sale in the
afternoon at West Kentucky
Livestock and Exposition
Center. For information call
Kenneth Outland, Fairdealing,354-8022.
Murray State Men's Racer
basketball team will play
Towson State at 7:30 p.m at
the MSU Sports Arena.
Sunday.Dec. 16
Mr. and Mrs. Odell Orr of
Murray Route 4 will be
honored with a reception 111
honor of their golden wedding
anniversary from 2 to 4 p.rn
at the University Branch of
the Bank of Murray.
Christmas Celebration will
be held from 7 to 9 p.m. at The
Homeplace-1850, Land Between
the Lakes. Th.,
Homeplace will close tonight
until Feb.20.
Field trip lasting rt hour"
for The American Eagle v,iIl
begin at 1:30 p.m. at Center
Station, Land Between the
Lakes.

B.Women's NOW
$1588
Reg.62.2"

Prices good through weekend only.
A. Slip into style in these black pleated
vamp slip-ons.
B. Natural wood complements genuine
leather in these stylish Highlights'
sandals.

C. Ankle straps and new "cone" heels for
double appeal in these dressy
Highlights' sandals. In black.
D. These black shiny Highlights • t-strap
sandals are dressy yet durable.

Payless SheeSource America's#1 Self- Service Shoe Store:t „s„.41111
119

Murray Central Shopping Center Open 9 o.m.-9 p.m. Daily, 1-6 Sunday
lame
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Looking Back

Jo)

Helps Create
Tottlemania'
"I asked the senator to break the
mold and he flew into Phoenix for the
ceremony held in front of his home. The
TV cameras recorded the event and,
afterwards, everybody wanted to get
their hands on the dolls."
Wayne, who started in the whiskey
business in 1933, has his headquarters
in Bardstown, where the five newest
decanters are coming off the assembly
line. They look like framed oil paintings.
Four of the bottles carry reproductions of Norman Rockwell's work while
the fifth is Everett Kinstler's portrait of
the legendary actor John Wayne.
"We're not related but I knew him.
My home in Beverly Hills is just four
blocks from his office. I put $1 million
up front for the rights to the painting."
He said the Kinstler and Rockwell
originals were shipped to Germany,
where a special process was used to
transfer the paintings to ceramics.
The decanters were then fired at 1,400
degrees at the plant in Mayfield which
also added 23 karat gold to the framed
portion.
The whiskey came from a Bardstown
distillery ) Heaven Hill) which also
handled the shipping to 73 outlets in 46
states. "We hope to being doing
business in the other four states soon,"
said Wayne.
To him, a ceramic decanter is more
than a liquor bottle.
"It's a piece of art, something that
should last a thousand years if handled
properly."

Jimmy's White House

iti(or

Garrott's Galley-

20 Years Ago

With Artistic Talent Like This,
She Wants To Work In Computers
I envy talented people like Lisa
Mantgomery.
Lisa, 20 years old, is a junior computer systems management major at
Murray State. She also is the daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Tony Montgomery, 1504
Tabard in Canterbury Gardens, and is a
1977 graduate of Murray High School.
Lisa also is an artist, and a pod one

I had the opportunity the other day to
see a couple samples of her work at the
ROTC offices in Roy Stewart Stadium
where she is a student worker.
She is taking an art course simply as
an elective — or a sideline course to her
major field of study. Previously, the
only art course she has ever had w.as a
drawing course while she was in high

By FRANK CORMIER
Associated Press Writer

Rosalynn Shows
Flashes OfHumor
WASHINGTON AP — Rosalynn
Carter may not be the soul of drollery
but, as her husband's recent stand-in on
the campaign trail, she has shown
flashes of humor amid appeals for the
president's reelection.
Mrs. Carter gets effusive introductions everywhere, so much so
that an uninformed visitor from other
shores rnight conclude she was the
embattled candidate.
An introduction last week in Atlanta
pictured her as the only individual who

AIFFisirt

tr

r9

so,.

Letter To The Editor
Thanks
Dear Editor:
On behalf of the Kentucky Chapter of
the Arthritis Foundation and the many
sufferers of Arthritis-your donations to
this year's Arthritis drive are deeply
appreciated. The people of Murray and
Calloway County have once again
proved that their generosity and concern for their fellowman never ends.
As I look at the long list of volunteers
and business and individual donors, I
wish it were possible to thank each of
you personally.
The organizations which raised over
$2,100 this campaign were: Theta
Department of the Murray Woman's
Club, $1101; Alpha Omicron Phi
Sorority at Murray State University,
$316.94; Hazel Woman's Club, $70.25;
Murray High School Chapter of Future
Homemakers of America, $217.71:
Calloway County High School Chapter
of Future Homemakers of America,
$138.10; and the 4-H Clubs.
Particular acknowledgment is given
to Annie Nance, treasurer, Jo Burkeen,
publicity chairman, The Murray
Ledger & Times, and Radio Stations
WNBS and WSJP because they made
the rest of our jobs so much easier and
successful.
Sincerely,
Mrs. Billy P'Pool,
1979 Chairman, Arthritis Drive

can give the president realistic straight
talk across the White House dinner
table.
"Jimmy and I have had to give up
reality at the dinner table," she
deadpanned, "because sometimes you
have to swallow."
When the president took his mother,
Miss Lillian, to a movie in the White
House theater last week, the film
coincidentally concerned a religiously
oriented ruler who met an abrupt end:
Mary Queen of Scots.
The president's mother created a
small stir at a state dinner last month
that honored Jack Lynch, then prime
minister of Ireland.
Seeking the Irish leader's attention,
the Carter matriarch showed little
tolerance for Lynch's title as she
beckoned to him with the words,
"Prime! Prime!"
•
Seth King, a Washington reporter for
the New York Times, has infrequent
occasion to visit the White House on
business, which worked to his advantage this week.
King joined a group of reporters and
photographers who recorded the start
of a Cabinet Room meeting between
Carter and members of a presidential
commission on world hunger.
But when other reporters retired on a
signal from a Carter press aide, the
distinguished-looking King pulled up a
leather-upholstered chair near the
Cabinet table and proceeded to monitor
Carter's private discussion with
Agriculture Secretary Bob Bergland
and other advisers. He sat through the
entire meeting.
Bergland was the only participant
who recognized King as an interloper,
but he kept his mouth shut.
The reporter explained,"That's what
they taught me in journalism school."
In other words, stick around until you
get thrown out.
Sen. Edward M. Kennedy's nowcelebrated sharp criticism of the ousted
Shah of Iran reminded some White
House reporters of the apparent
warmth between President John F.
Kennedy and the shah in the early
1960s.
Presidential confidant David Powers,
who now runs the John F. Kennedy
Library in Boston, confided to reporters
during a White House visit by the
Iranian, "He's our kind of shah."

Bible Thought
We declare unto you glad tidings how
that the promise which was made unto
the fathers, God bath fulfilled the same
unto us. — Acts 13:31, 32.
Though sometimes seemingly
delayed, all of God's promises are
certain to be fulfilled.

Ago

An average of $38.83 was reported for
the opening day sales of Type 35, dark
air cured tobacco on the Murray
Tobacco Market, according to 011ie
Barnett, reporter for the local market.
Deaths reported Include Charlie
Bury, 87, and Dan Tabers, 83.
Ronnie I.. Moubray, native of
Murray, has been appointed director
for the Division of Construction
Administration of the Kentucky
Department of Parks.
Births reported include a boy to Mr
and Mrs. Michael G. Miller and a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Max R. Dowdy, both on
Dec. 10.
Lance E. Booth III, Stephen E.
Douglass, and Thomas W. Lassiter, all
of Murray, have been named
Distinguished Military Students by the
Military Science Department at
Murray State University.
Fifty-six senior education majors
from Murray State University are
presently doing their student teaching
in schools in Calloway County.

By George Hacket

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — A new
word — "bottlemania" — slipped into
the English language in the late 1960s,
and Mike Wayne may have helped to
create it.
He's developed and distributed more
decanters than anyone else in the industry and isn't afraid to spend money
on an idea.
He recently paid $1 million for the
reproduction rights to the painting on
one of his latest decanters.
''I'd guess there are more than half a
million collectors in the United States
today." Wayne said. "They have a lot to
choose from. A current catalog lists
more than 2,300 different bottles but
over the years, I'd bet there have been
4.000 produced to represent approximately 400 brands of liquor."
They come in different shapes and
sizes, immortalizing everything from
slot machines. horse shoes and the
Kentucky Derby to King Tut's death
mask. All have one thing in common:
they contain one-fifth of a fine bourbon.
Some hobbyists believe the attraction
is in the bottle itself and not the
whiskey; others claim that the value of
the container increases if the federal
tax stamp remains unbroken over the
cork.
•'Prices can range as high as $3,000,"
said Wayne, recang -that the Hapi
Indian Kachina Doll which he marketed
started out at $25 and soared to $500 five
days later. Television and Sen. Barry
Goldwater, R-Ariz., contributed to the
sudden rise in value.
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Lisa Montgomery IA ith her label and aerosol container.
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The Story Of

Is)
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county
1822-1976

By Dorothy and Kerby Jennings
Copyright. 1911
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No community strived more diligently to cope with a staggering

disaster than did the people of Calloway to render aid to neighboring
citizens fleeing high water in McCracken County. Within a matter
of hours, 6(X) wet, hungry., bewildered people arrived in Murray off
buses arriving at the rate of eight to ten loads an hour. Within
an additional 2-) hours an estimated 2,000 additional refugees slogged
off buses. Every available person rushed to lend aid, stalwarts with
motor boats organized rescue crews to go into flooded Paducah to
rescue people from second story windows and rooftops. Hundreds
of persons were rescued by Calloway County citizens who toiled
on through a (2,Id and rains. night in the heroic efffort and on into
the following day and night non-stop except to munch a sandwich
and sup a cup of coffee. Although there were many of Calloway's
sons participating in the rescue efforts, one may he singled out for
admiration. Ile was George Williams, Murray postman. Although
George's boat was reasonably rugged, he had much difficulty. handling the craft in the swift current running in front of the Irvin Cobb
Hotel because of the light horsepower motor. After being swept
across Broadway and abandoning a family pleading out a window, he
calmly remarked: "We'll catch a family on the lower end of town
when I get this critter under control." Ile finally got the little craft
under control and within 15 minutes was unloading another grateful
family near Bill Carson's Coca-Cola plant out Broadway. Right
back into the water within minutes, he stubbornly turned the boat
back into the area where he had previously been forced to abandon
to successfully rescue the family he had overrun.
With Murray's population doubling in a matter of hours, the
task of feeding and housing refugees was the first order of the day.
Mercy calls were sent out for any type clothing, bed clothes, fresh
eggs, home canned goods. Even country hams were fetched to
town by generous farm folks to fill the larder of the emergency mess
hall set up in the Overbev Tobacco Barn on Depot Street where
the gracious Mrs. J. D. Rowlett directed the mercy operation. No
person in the county was known to have shirked the opportunity to
render aid.
Within 48 hours the burden of housing and feeding the straggling horde surging into the county threatened to upend the operation with collapse. Special trains were rushed to Murray to relieved
the pressure which transferred hundreds of people by way of Nashville to Hopkinsville for the siege: Ex-service veterans of World
War I assumed the task of night and day patrols to keep the traffic
moving and to maintain law and order. Within hours $1,400 in
cash was donated to the relief Red Cross agency headed by Mrs.
Bea Melugin.
To Be Continued

school.
Not long ago, her art teacher,
Margaret Himel, gave her class two
specific assignments. First, they were
to duplicate a canned foods label. Next,
they were to design and produce in
three deminsion an imaginary product
just as it would appear on a shelf in the
marketplace.
++
For her label duplication, Lisa chOse
that of a can of Campbell's Barbecue
Beans, in its original size something
like 10 inches long and 4 inches deep.
This she reproduced something like 4
feet wide and 14 inches deep in minute
detail reininisent of the late, great
Norman Rockwell's style.
Reproduced to scale in full, matching
color, it is truly a thing of beauty, really
something to see and a reflection of a
great talent.
For her product design, Lisa came up
with an aerosol container, 30 inches
high, for her imaginary product —
"Youth Dew Mist" and advertised on
the container as the "Quick and Easy
Way to Be Young and Beautiful with
One Easy Touch of The Finger."
A regular aerosol product — secreted
in the top — provides a realistic spray
at "the touch of the finger."
+++
Lisa may be preparing herself for a
career as a computer programmer, but
she is holding a second ace with her
artistic ability. She shows as much
promise as any one I've seen on the
campus in a long time.
The only way I can judge the stuff I
run across hanging on the walls of the
art galleries today is the way it grabs
me,and Lisa's label and product design
really grabbed me with their almost
unbelievable authenticity and detail.
Tome, that's talent — and Lisa's is a
refreshing and unusual one.
-4.- -0-

I've just finished reading a novel
which, mark my words, will be made
into a movie.
It's "Cold Is the Sea," by Edward L.
Beach who also wrote "Run Silent, Run
Deep." As reflected by these titles, it's
another submarine story, and "Cold Is
the Sea" is hard to put aside, turn out
the light and go to sleep.
It's the story of one of the Navy's
latest atomic submarines, the USS
Cushing. and its pursuit of a secret
mission beneath the 20-foot-thick Arctic
ice in waters not so neutral as the Navy
believed.
As it moves forward, an alien force
also probes the frigid waters, senses the
Cushing and moves to meet it. Thus the
scene is set for the book's life-or-death
confrontation beneath an implacable
ceiling of ice.
"Cold Is the Sea" is an exciting and
gripping tale of modern warfare and
the age-old bond between the fighting
men of the Navy. Its climax is as heart.
stopping as you'll ever read.
If you like military novels, you'll like
"Cold Is the Sea." And, if you don't get
a chance to read it, don't be dismayed.
I'll bet a new DT Titlist golf ball that
you'll be able to see it on the screens at
one of Tommy Brown's flicker houses
one of these days.
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Sgt. thane Shelley, R. L. Cooper, Dr.
Howard Titsworth, and John 0. Pasco
attended a series of operating committee meetings pertaining to Boy
Scouting and the program in the Four
Ikivers Council at Mayfield.
Deaths reported include Fred S.
Chambers, 82.
Mrs. Gordon Pattie Mae) Moody
was presented a life time membership
in the Woman's Society of Christian
Service of the First United Methodist
Church. The presentation, was made by
the Wesleyan Circle of the WSCS to
Mrs. Moody for her devotion and work
for the church.
Births reported at the Murray
Hospital includea boy to Mr. and Mrs
Cletus Colson and a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
John D. Johnson.
Jimmy Thompson, vice president of
the Kentucky Association of the Future
Farmers of America, will attend an
executive state committee meeting at
the University of Kentucky, Lexington,
on Dec. 14.
Doyle A. Karraker is serving as
minister of the Green Plain Church of
Christ.

30 Years Ago
Calloway County farmers have
placed 12,808 bushels of the 1949 corr
crop under loan in the government
price support program, according to Q.
D. Wilson, chairman of the Calloway
County
Production
Marketing
Associational committee.
Deaths reported include Michael
James Hale, three months, and Mrs. J.
U. Langston, 92.
Audrey Simmons has been named as
a member of the Board of Constituency
of the Murray Hospital.
Elected as officers of Murray
Chapter No. 92 of the Royal Arch
Masons were A. G. Walton, Guthrie
Churchill, R. H. Robbins, Peter Kuhn,
0. B. Boone, Preston Boggess, 0. G.
Higgins, Otto Swann, and D. L.
Divelbiss.
Today there are about 2,700
telephones in Murray as compared to
300 subscribers in 1922, according to
telephonre books for both years. The
1922 phone book is owned by Cleve
Calhoun.
Murray State College Thoroughbreds
lost to Morehead 65 to 63 in a basketball
game. Murray players were Stanford,
Snow, Beshear, Dick, DeWeese,
I.oughary, Stephenson, Cope, and
Lam pley.

Today In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Thursday, Dec. 13, the 347th
day of 1979. There are 18 days left in the
year.
Today's highlight in history:
In 1781, the United States observed a
day of prayer and thanksgiving to mark
the end of the Revolutionary War.
On this date:
In 1545, Protestant princes opposing
the Holy Roman Emperor, Charles V,
met in Frankfurt.
In 1944, a Japanese`suicide plane
crashed into the American cruiser
Nashville, killing 138 crewmen.
In 1950, the Marshall Plan's aid to
Britain ceased.
In 1967, the military government in
Greece crushed a counter-coup, and
King Constantine fled to Rome with his
family.
In 1972, presidential adviser Henry
Kissinger returned to Washington from
Paris without the hoped-for Vietnam
peace settlement.
Ten years ago, a 13-week strike by
performers, which had delayed the
opening of the Metropolitain Opera in
New York, ended.
Five years ago, the House gave final
approval to a bill curbing strip-mining
One year ago,sources in Iran said the
shah's army had gone on a rampage
against government opponents, and
that at least 40 people were killed and
600 wounded.
Today's birthday: Entertainer John
Davidson is 38.
Thought for today: The best way to
cheer yourself up is to try to cheer
someone else up. — Mark Twain 18351910)
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Man Arrested In
Connection With
Ashland Robbery

THE ACES'

IRA G CORN. JR

-Doing what you like LS
-freedom Liking what you
do is happiness - Frank
Tyger
le
of

to

at
rs
re

1979

ASHLAND, Ky.(API — An
Ashland man has been
NORTH
It-11-A
arrested in connection with
•J 9 2
the robbery Wednesday of a
•K 1053
branch bank in this nor•9 8 2
theastern Kentucky city,
•A 7 3
according to the FBI.
The FBI said Everett Randy
WEST
EAST
Huff, 25, would be arraigned
•1085
•Q
•J 7 2
•A Q116 4
today before a federal
•.1105
•K 7 6 3
magistrate at Catlettsburg. •
410 6 4 2
•KQJ
He was arrested Wednesday
SOUTH
night in Ashland by federal,
•AK7643
state
city ilawand
•9
enforcement agents.
*AQ4
4985
Bank of Ashland president
Paul Grumbles said a man
Vulnerable Both Dealer. walked up to a drive-in winEast The bidding
dow, pulled a
pistol,
demanded
money, and
East
Smith West
escaped on foot with "a r
North
I
14
Pass
24
minimal amount," less than
Pass
4•
All pass
$1,000.
Opening- lead: Deuce of
hearts

Declarer had reason to be
happy after the play of
today's challenging hand
He manipulated the enemy's
suit to his own advantage
and found happiness by
crashing two enemy heart
honors on the same trick
East won the queen of
hearts and switched to the
king of clubs Dummy s ace
won and declarer ruffed a
low heart The spade ace
brought forth East's queen
and eliminated the problem
in the trump suit but how
was declarer to avoid the
loss of two clubs and at
least one diamond'
Even with a successful
trick three. Had Seymon
diamond finesse, defense
played spades before ruffing
would land four tricks. just
a small heart, he would not
enough for down one
have been left with suffiHere's how Seymon
Deutsch of Laredo. Texas. cient entries to get the job
managed the heart suit to done
solve his problem. After
winning the trump ace, a
•
Hid with Coro
low trump was led to
dummy's nine and the heart
South holds
12-13-B
king was pushed through
•Q
East East covered and
•A Q8 6 4
declarer ruffed and the
*K 7 6 3
•KQJ
hoped -for heart jack
appeared from West
South
North
A third spade was led to
1V
1•
dummy's jack and the
established heart 10 took
ANSWER: Two diamonds.
care of a minor suit loser. In
An excellent hand, but not
dummy for the last time.
strong enough for a jump shift
Seymon took the winning
or an irregular rebid of two no
-diamond finesse and the -trump. 'defense was held to three
--bridge questions to The Aces.
Send.
tricks
PO
Box 12363 Da/las. Texas 75225.
Note the importance of
with self-addressed. stamped envelope
the farsighted heart ruff at
''r reply

ritache thaek
LOW
PRICES
Elegant
Bookshelf
Speaker

SELECTION
FOR
EVERYONE!

AM/FM
Stereo Phono,
8-Track
Record/Play

Nova' -6 by Realistic

Clarinette -92
by Realistic

Iowa Utility Exec
Named President Of
Kentucky Cooperative

WINCHESTER,Ky.(AP)-Donald R. Norris, a utilities
executive in Wilton, Iowa, has
been named president and
general manager of East
Kentucky Power Cooperative.
Norris, 52, currently is
general manager of the
Eastern Iowa Light and
Power Cooperative. He has
served the Iowa firm for 23
years in several capacities,
including chief executive
office since 1971.
Norris was selected by the
EKPC board of directors
Tuesday from among 31
candidates for the position. He
is to begin his duties Feb. 4,
succeeding 'Ronald Raison,
who is resigning effective Dec.
31.

Reg. 79.95 Each

Be a smart Santa
give two for the
price of on& 8- acoustic suspension
woofer for deep bass. 3- tweeter delivers
up to 20,000 Hz response. Genuine walnut veneer cabinet. 40-4019

Record tapes off-the-air or from 3-speed changer Auto-Level sets recording volume for you.
Tone control, headphone jack. 15' high enclosures. Dust cover included. 13-1201

Cornpact-Etzr3o
Phono System Clarinette-20

AM'FM Stereo 8-Track System
Modulette-Sby Realistic

by Realistic

0•Wilrerlairgirciliftlirgirgreftira NIQINPVI TOQI IMZ3 aPC,I042 WNVIONION)WC
0
.

MURRAY-McKENZIE
JEWELERS

• Removable
Dust Cover

DOWNTOWN PARIS

OPEN SUNDAYS
1-5
For Your Shopping Convenience
irg frPta Wu311Pla CP,Z,
1,

C2,1110,
,)WZVOQ

W.:: VP

• Matching
Speakers
Separate
Up to 18'

Save $
$10"

109.95
Ideal gift for any young person! Features big
sound, modern styling, low price, compact size!
3-speed changer includes ceramic cartridge with
diamond 'sapphire styli, auto-shutoff, stereo
headphone jack, separate volume, tone and balance controls. 13-1166

7.1,
flO" C
0

No Body Can Do it

Like McDonalds

Complete 3-piece system at a low, low price, Features a tone control. headphone jack. AFC on FM.
even an aux input for adding a record changer
Tape player operation is fully automatic. 12-1402

Mobile CB with
Emergency Switch
TRC-427 by Realistic

Save
41%

Portable
,Cassette
Recorder

.

CTR-43 by Realistic

Reg. 149.95

mcDonaicrs
U

Instant Emergency Channel 9
switch lets you call for help
quickly. Includes mike. hardware for do-it-yourself underdash mounting 21-1534

CHARGE IT
(MOST STORES)

Police "Action" Radio

Communications
Receiver

Can!

41

TRC-80 by Realistic

ttOtOOtiti

: 1111111i.

Give a pair! With Ch
14 crystals. FCC Type

11 1 111111
Q

4*

Accepted. Wrist strap
Batteries extra. License required. 21-1602

*

17995
n shortwave
Five bands
stations woric' de, CB and
Ham operate' marine and
VVWV time
aviation stet
signals. loca I distant AM
stations Cb•- • - 535-1600 kHz.
- 1-30 MHz. 20-152
150-400 k

3 Channels,
2 Watts

Four bands scan up to 8 channels. VHF-Hi Lo. UHF-Hi Lo.
Crystals extra. 20-122

TRC-201 by Realistic

2-Bands, Budget Price
PRO-52 by Realistic

Range-Boost extends signal reach
With Ch 14 crystals
Batteries extra

Covers VHF-Hi
Lo 8 channels
Crystals extra
2o-121

21-1630

Smart Santac Shop The Shack'". . . Most Stores Open Late Nights 'Til Christmas

107 N. 12th St.
_Murray, Ky

Olympic Plaza
Murray, Ky.
A DIVISION

•

1 Channel Walkie-Talkie

PRO-53 by Realistic

DX-16C Dy Realistic

Santa
Claus
Will Be
At The
Murray
McDonalds
Sat. Dec. 15
From 1-3 p.m.
Kids Come See

Santa

Ideal gift for students! Tape lectures, live
concerts. and more. Built-in mike, Auto-Level. AutoStop, jacks for remote mike, aux. earphone
Batteries extra 14-870

-'4DY CORPORATION

9:30-8:00 Mon.-Fri.
9:30-6:00 Sat.
1:00-5:00 Sun.

Most ,ten s
avadabie at
Radio Shack
Dealers
Loot' tte tivrs
Sign in you r
neighbor hood

Radio
Thae
k
osALspi

AtSG

•

PRICES MAY VARY AT INDIVIDUAL VOREci,
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FBI Investigates Right Complaint
ELIZABETHTOWN, Ky
AP — The FBI is investigating a civil-rights
complaint filed against the
Kentucky State Police in
connection with officers'
actions at the home of Clyde
Graham the nigght Trooper
Eddie Harris was fatally shot,
a spokesman says.
FBI spokesman Bill Cheek
said the findings of the probe
will be sent to the U.S.
Department of Justice, as is
customary in civil-rights
cases.
Graham, named in a
murder warrant in Harris'
Nov. 7 death, was shot and
killed last Saturday by a
Kentucky State Police officer
after he answered the door of
his room at an Effingham,Ill.,
motel. However,the FBI is not
involved in the investigation
into Graham's death.

Jollies Graham, Clyde's
brother, _ confirmed Wednesday that he had filed the
civil-rights complaint. He said
it centers on police conduct
during the first night of the
manhunt for Harris'killer.
Several dozen police officers
converged on the Graham
home in Elizabethtown about
four hours after Harris was
shop to serve a search
warrant.
James Graham, his father,
Buddy Graham, and a friend,
McLain, were
Charles
arrested and charged with
disorderly conduct and
resisting arrest. A court
hearing on those charges is
scheduled Dec. 20. The
hearing originally was set for
Thursday, but was postponed
because of Clyde Graham's
funeral.
The Illinois Division of

Criminal Investigation will
look into the conduct of all the
police officers involved in the
Clyde Graham shooting in
Effingham, according to
spokernan Les Pauley.
"If there is any appearance
of impropriety by anybody
involved, the matter will be
referred to the proper
authorities," he said.
Pauley said part of the investigation involves the legal
questions raised because a
Kentucky officer, rather than
an Illinois officer, tried to
arrest Graham and then shot
him. .
The principle of reciprocity,
or the right of an out-of-state
police officer to engage in
police functions, is not
automatically conferred in
Illinois, he said.
However, he said, the
Kentucky officers apparently
acted correctly by involving
Illinois police agencies before
attempting to arrest Graham.

Will Station Missiles In Europe

Pauley said another part of
the investigation will focus on
Graham's conduct while in
Illinois. Agents in that state
will try to determine what
Graham did while he w;:i in
the,ir state and how he, .931
there, Pauley said.

NATO Decision Is Step

AP News Analysis
Netherlands and Belgium,
By BARRY SCHWEID
beginning in 1983.
Associated Press Writer
A new round of arms-control
BRUSSEIS, Belgium ( AP) negotiations to scrap those
— The North Atlantic Treaty
missiles and the Russian SSOrganization's decision to 20s "begins
with the
station new American nuclear publication of this commissiles in Western Europe is munique," said a U.S.
a step towardhpcs control, strategist after the anof t
arter ad- nouncement of the NATO
HENDERSON, K). Al' — officials
ministration
claim.
decision.
at
The Eaton Axle plant
They; contend that the best
It's a tricky, two-track
Henderson laid off 50 of its 2.80
get the Russians in- approach the United States is
way
to
employees Wednesday, said{
decreasing taking with its allies - —
in
terested
plant manager Bob Snyder
tensions in Europe is building up nuclear weapons
Snyder said most of the laid military
show resolve.
to convince the other side to
off workers were probationary for the West to
The Soviets have more than join in slowing down the arms
employees.
missiles aimed at race..
The main reasons for the 1(10 SS-20
Europe. Became of
To demonstrate the sinlayoffs, he said, were strikes Western
at cerity of its commitment to
Eaton -Ole-action taken Wednesday
at
two
major
NATO's winter meeting, the arms
reduction
while
customers, International
deploy 572 deploying the missiles, the
States
will
United
Harvester and Caterpillar
II and Tomahawk United States will withdraw
The 50 employees will be Pershing
cruise missiles in West 1,000 old nuclear warheads
the
inrecalled as soon as
Germany, Britain and Italy, from Western Europe. And,
dustry "rights itself," Snyder
the Secretary of State Cyrus R.
possibly
in
and
said

Henderson Eaton
Plant Lays Off 50

Vance said, it lh ready to
negotiate cutbacks with the
Russians right away, even
before the Senate votes on the
SALT 2 treaty.
The question is how the
Soviets will view NATO's
decision.
foreign
week,
I.a st
ministers of the seven Warsaw
Pact countries switched from
harsh warnings against new
Western nuvlear arms to an
appeal for broad East-West
disarmament talks.
At the same time, they'
cautioned that "the acceptance of a proposal on the
production and deployment of
new types of American-made
missiles in Western Europe
and the realization of this
proposal would destroy the
basis for negotiation."
The Russians may be trying
to make the point that they

won't ko.e up on negotiation
wild -the weapons are actually
deployed three years Iron.
now.
The Russians also are trywn. •
to demonstrate that they art,
sincere when they say the%
want arms reduction. A Soviet
military train with 18 tanks
strapped down on flatcars lett
dtenberg„ East Gerniatit,,
last week eastward bound. It
was the start of a unilateral
Soviet pullback of.1,000 tanks
and 20,000 troops.
The future of arms'control
in Europe may depend oir
whether Soviet President
1,eonid Brezhnev's warning a,
ictober is operative.
He told NATO that it faced a
last chance to bring dic
nuclear arms race oink,.
control. If that really is Ow
Soviet position, NATO way
have booted that chance.

Sporting Goods
wy.641 South-Murray, Ky.-753-9491
Open 9 A.M. To 9 P.M. Daily
1 P.M. To 6 P.M. Sunday
e

RELOADER
SPECIAL
RCBS J.R. PRESS

Each Huck's Store will be giving
away a bike free. Registration
ends Dec. 21, 1979. A drawing
will be held at each Huck's Food
Store on Saturday, Dec. 22 at
noon. Each store will post
bicycle winner on store window
after drawing. Register as often
as you like.
Every store will have a winner.
Customers may view bike at
any Huck's Food Store.

Remington.
REPEATING SHOTGUNS
REMINGTON AUTOLOADER MODEL 1100
GAS OPERATED

IC.4

Vent. Rib Barrei

..- :4" 12 or 20 Ga.
23A11

Reg.$258.50

REMINGTON HIGH POWER
MODEL 700BDI CUSTOM DELUXE

Reg.$249.95
REMINGTON HIGH POWER AUTOLOADER
"WOODSMASTER" MODEL 742

vivo.
Center Fire Autoloader. 5 Shot

Now reload your high power rifle or
pistol shells for a fraction of the cost
of factory ammo. R.C.B.S. Press
RegA9:95-

Sale $2850

Sale$19950 Ea.

Choice Of Shotgun or Rifle
Sale Limited To In Store Merchandise

Marlin

Game Winner
When second best is not
good enough give Game
Winner this Christmas.
Camouflage, insulated
coveralls in new winter
brown camo color,
tough cotton duck outer
shell, dacron polyester
insulation nylon lining.
Reg.44.95

Salo$3495

Reg.$249.95

Glentieid 60
Autoloader 22

W/Scops

Sale$389$

$4688

The Original Marlin
SuperGoose 10 — Model 5510

The SuperGoose 10 is a more powerful version of the famous Marlin
Goose Gun.
Complete with 2-shot clip magazine and super long 34"
full choke barrel, the
SuperGoose 10 is a must for any waterfowler
Sue:1*Mo*** Gun specifications: 10 gauge: 31
/
2" magnum or 2'4" Shelia (2%"
shells must be
single loaded): full choke 34" barrel wrth bead front
Sight;
clip magazine: genuine
American black walnut stock with Mar.Shtield'. finish,
detachable
sling
swivels
and detua•
leather carrying strap; gold-plated steel trigger and
ventilated- Pachmayr recoil pad Overall
length WA". weteht 10,/, lbs Thumb safety

2.shot

Sale $11995

12Ga. Version

sifaAv-phoe.
Our Rust Cold Weather

Snow Suit
Kfrivenience STORES
FAST SERVICE - CLEAN STORES
OPEN 6 A.M. Til 11 P.M.
OPEN 365 Days
Corner of
Glendale & Whitnell
(Behind Big John's)

•

Urethane coated, water repellent nylon outer shell.
6 oz. dacron hollofil insulation. Color, navy/blue
stripe, pile collar, 3 pockets, elastic back waist, adjustable belt, full leg zippers. Available for men,
women,children.
Reg.$69.96
$4850

ail ren
C
Sh

Sizes $28.50

164901 22 LB & 22 WMRF caliber 5k,2 inch barrel.
Each model fitted with two cylinders,
quickly convertible to use either the
economical 22 Long Rifle cartridge or
the hard hitting 22 WMRF...each an
ideal choice for trail or target.
Harrington & Richardson quality
throughout. Made in U.S.A.
Fteg. 89.50

Salo
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Murray Downs Farmington 66-54

Free Throws Lift Tigers Murray Home
& Auto Store
In Tourney's First Round

Open
Sundays
1-5

Chestnut Street

itellaMERICAR

Free throws proved to be the
difference for Murray High
School in the Tigers' 66-54 win
over Farmington in the
opening round of the Calloway
County Holiday Basketball
Tournament Wednesday
night.
Capitalizing on several
Wildcat fouls, Murray connected on 22 of 29 attempts
from the charity stripe,
compared to just 6 of 8 for
Farmington. The Wildcats did

etal
•

k,

have the shooting advantage
from the floor, 24 to 22.
With about five minutes
remaining in the first half,
Farmington, in foul trouble all
night long, lost two starters
with three fouls each to the
bench as the score' was
knotted at 16. The Tigers then
took control and went into the
locker room with a 25-20 lead
at the intermission.
Bobby Daniel led Murray in
scoring with 16. Teammate

Nick Swift added 15. Howie
Crittenden and Greg Latto
also connected for double
figures with 14 and 11,
respectively.
The Wildcats' Don Brittain
led all scorers with 22. Alan
Cochrwm added 13.
The win boosts the Tigers'
season mark to 5-1 while the
Wildcats fall to 7-4. It was the
third straight loss for Farmington.
MURRAY (66)- Daniel 16,

Murray High's Howie Crittenden (22) makes his move toward the basket
during Wednesday night's 66-54 win over Farmington in the opening round of the
Calloway County Holiday Basketball Tournament. Applying defense is Randy Coleman (22). Greg Latta {40)and Richie Coleman (53)look on.

SPORTS AT A GLANCE
Prep Cage
Standings

College Scores

LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP - Here are
the top 15 teams In Kentucky boys highschool beaketball, with first-place votes
in parentheses, records and total points

r;.

1.Lou Ballard r 12) #0...
2.Warren FAA*(3 1 4-0 ...
3.4.114and 44i 24
4.1au Moore 4-I.
5 Owensboro 2-0 .
6 COV Hoirries 34 ..
7 Shelby Co 5-1 ...
8 Oldham Co 3-0
9 Lou Does 54
10.Hasard S-1
ILLou Iroquois 4-1
12.Lei Bryan Station 64
13.Pad Tiightnan 4-1 14.Frankfort 44
15 In lafayette 4-2

..385
.292
.246
.231
230
154
152

86
54

so
.78
74
52
12
40

Kentucky High
School Scores
By The A/Mriela tett Press
Wedseskey Boys Games
Bourbon Cola Bath Co 53
Franklin Co82 Montgomery Co 54
Girls
Adair Co 44 Cavenui 37
Hart Co 30 Taylor Co 48
Jenkins 58 Denton 55
Ky Country Day 93 Lou Evangel 36
Lou Assumption 79 Lou Atherton 49
Lou Sacred Heart86 Woodford Co 66

Wednesday '4 °liege Basketball Scores
By The Assocuited Press
FAST
Illaidgewerl 112. New Haves 914
Harvard la, Bramdeis 811
Loft Island U.412, Manhattan 62
Prhicetom 53, Focal= 43
Rhode Island Cola,Nichols 70
St. Joseph's,Pa. 41I, West Chester 44
Villages& 91, Baltimore 70
wavier 94,Simla 91, OT
SOUTH
Ala -Birmingham 86, Washington St
67
Alabama St 71, Tuskegee 66
Ark -Little Rock 72, Jackson St.66
Columbus 62, Berry 50
Davidson 83, Eck err)64
Dayton 70, Biscayne 58
E. Tennessee St 54, Appalachian St 41
-4eorgia 64, Mississippi 62
Georgia Tech 98, Presbytenan 53
_ilikNeese Si 73_Tuloo 65
Tennessee 61. Auburn 58
VMI 101, Concord, W.Va 80
MIDWEST
Ball St 77, Indiana Cent. 73
Bradley 90. Portland St.65
Cent St , Oklahoma 57, NE Oklahoma

Transactions

NHL Standings
By The Associated Press
Campbell Cealereace
Patrick Deviates
W L tPta GE GA
Philadelphia
16 1 7
43 121 83
NY Ftangers
14 13 4
32 130 117
Atlanta
12 12 1
26 96 95
NY Islanders
10 13 5
25 101 100
Washington
1 20 5
15 82 121
Smythe Dishilos
Vancouver
12 11 7
31 98 M
auras°
8 10 10
36 73 at
St Louis
9 16 5
23 64 106
Winnipeg
9 17 4
21 SO 116
Colorado
8 16 3
19 88 102
Edmonton
6 14 7
19 91 120
Wales CaMereace
Adams 131risiew
Buffalo
19 I 3
41 110 08
Boston
l6 7 4
M 99 71
Minnesota
13 6 7
33 114 90
Toronto
13 11 3
29 98 91
Quebec
11 14 4
218 30 700
Non* Dtebies
Montreal
15 9 4
313 III 90
ha Angeles
13 11 5
31 125 117
Pittsburgh
1189
M 90 M
Hartford
8 12 8
34 93 101
Detroit
8 12 5
Wedaesday's Gamer
New York Islanders 3, Pittsburgh 3, tie
Minnesota 5. Washington 4
Quebec 5, WiriMpeer 0
Toronto 5, Colorado 3
New York Rangers 5, Chicago
Atlanta S. Edmonton S. tie
Lee Angeles 7, Hartford 4

n 98 46

Wednesday'a Sports Transactions
By The Associated Press
BASEBALL
Americam League
CHICAGO WHITE SOX - Purchased
Bill Atkinson, pitcher, from the Montreal Expos.
National League
SAN FRANCISCO GIANTS - Signed
Rennie Stennett, infielder. Milt May.
catcher, and Jun Wohlford, outfielder.
Pacific Coast League
VANCOUVER CANADIANS - Named Bob Dither manager.
FOOTBALL
National Football League
LOS ANGELES RAMS - Placed Sid
Justin, cornerback, on the injured
reserve list. Signed Ken Ellis, cornerback.
NEW ENGLAND PATRIOTS - Activated Bob Golic, linebacker, and Dick
Conn, safety. Placed Sam Cunningham,
fullback, and Dwight Wheeler, offensive
tackle,on the injured reserve list.
HOCKEY
National Hockey League
EDMONTON OILERS - Announced
the retirement of Bill Flett. right wing.
and said he would remain with the club
as a scout. BMONTREAL CANADIENS
- Announced resignation of Bernie
Geoffnon, head coach. Named Claude
Heal head coach for the remainder of the
year.
COLLEGE
APPALACHIAN STATE --- Named
Mike Working head football coach.
LOUISIANA STATE - Named Rip
Scherer, George Belu, Bishop Harris,
Dwell Moody, Bobby Morrison, and
Greg Williams, assistant football
coaches.
,
WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY-ST.
LOUIS - Fired Chns Gianoulakis, head
football coach.

36
Chicago St. 69, Wis-Parkside63
cuicannata7S, Miami,Ohio 73
DePaid SA N. Illinois 56, OT
•
E. Illinois 65, NE Missouri 51
Kansas St.63, Arizona St. 50
Kentucky 57. Kansas 56
Michigan 85, Detroit 72
Missouri 64, Butler 60
North Dakota 79, Tenn. Martin 64
W. Illinois 107,St. Xavier 86
Wisconsin 69, E. Michigan 57
SOUTHWEST
Texas A&M $5,E. Texas St. 42
Texas-Arlmgton 44, Oklahoma A&S 71
W.Georgia 72,Sam Houston S1.65
FAR WEST
Fresno Pacific 102, LaVerne 74
St. Martin's 80, Linfield 78
Utah 71. Nevada Reno 68

Swift 15, Crittenden 14, latto
11, Bradshaw 7, Roberts 2,
Hibbard 1.
FARMINGTON (54) BrALLain 22, Cochriun 13,
Colley 8, Randy Coleman 6,
Richie Coleman 3, Pigg 2,
Kendell 0,Smith 0.
Fulton vs. Wingo
In other first round action,
Fulton County used a stout
man-to-man defense to down
Wingo 65-55.
With the score deadlocked
at 12 and five minutes
remaining in the second
quarter, Fulton resorted to
man-to-man pressure and
outscored the Indians 18-4
before the halftime buzzer.
Darrell Holder took scoring
honors with 23 in leading
Fulton to its second win in
seven games. Gary White
followed with 13.
Jeff Skaggs and Brian
Graves paced Wingo with 16
and 15, respectively. The
Indians fall to 2-9 for the year.
Fulton was 27 for 64 from the
floor and ,11 for 15 from the
charity stripe. Wingo was 20
for 44 from the field and 15 for
20from the free throw line.
Murray will take on Fulton
in the opening semi-final'
round game at 6:30 p.m.
Friday, Dec 15. First-round
action will resume tonight as
Sedalia--faees--4sowes at-6:30
p.m. Livingston Central will
play host Calloway County in
the nightcap.
Winners of tonight's games
will square off following the
Murray-Fulton contest.
FULTON 165, - Wilder 23,
White 13, Warren 8, G. Bishop
6, Donlow 6, Mays 4,F. Bishop,.
2, Chears 2, Argo 1, Alexan9er
0.
WINGO 155 - Skaggs 16,
Graves 15, Mullins 10, Bugg 6,
Wade 4, Stephens 2, Duke 2,
Watkins 0, Tucker 0, Puckett
0.
BIG LINEBACKER
KANSAS CITY (AP)-The
Kansas City Chiefs have a
rookie linebacker named'
Frank Manumaleuna. He's 6-2
and weighs 245 pounds. Coach
Mary Levy says the big
linebacker is fast and a hitter.
Levy calls him Frank.
But Manurnaleuna says his
name is easy to pronounce.
"The first part is 'Monti'," he
said. "The middle part,..is
'Molly' and the last part IS
'Oona'. Put it all together,
'Monu-molly-oona'."

Pro Cage
Standings
NatWest Basketball Assodaties
At A Glaser
By The Associated Preis
Easters Conference
Atlantic Dividea
W
L
Pet GB
Bosun
12
7
.759
Philadelphia
22 7
759
New York "
14 16
.457
94
Washington
11 14
440
9
New Jersey
11 18
-.279 11
Cenral DIvIslaw
Atlanta
19 13
.594
Houston
15 13
.536
2
San Antonio
15 14
.517
24
Cleveland
14 17
.462
44
Indiana
14 17
.452
44
Detroit
9 30
310
84
Western Cadereace
Midwest Modal=
Milwaukee
19 13
554
Kansas City
17 14
.546
14
Denver
22 20
355
7Ls
Chicago
10 20
333
8
Utah
7
21
250 10
Pacific Division
Seattle
21
9
700
1M1 Angeles
20 10
667 1
Phoenix
18 13
3i1
.361
Portland
16 18
.300
6
San Diego
14 18
.438
8
Golden State
II 20
.2541 104
Wedaesday's Games
Boston 116, New Jersey 102
Atlanta 114, New York 102
Philadelphia 112, belwaukee 91
Seattle 112, Indiana 107
Kansas City 124, Portland $S
Detroit 114, Golden State 96
Houston 116, San Diego 107
Monday', Genies
Washington at Cleveland
San Antonio at Utah
Houston at Phoenix
Friday's Gimes
Milwaukee at Boston
New York at New Jersey
Atlanta at Philadelphia
Washington at Indiana
Utah at Kansas City
Denver at Son Diego
Detroit at Los Angeles
Hotrattm at Seattle

Sears

HARDWARE STORES

Blacks Decker
Dual Height

Workmate'
25 soleplate vents release
steam at the push of a button. Selector dial
F63I-4

It's a foldaway,
portable workcenter,
giant vise and
.
Sawhorse all in one,
,
.;., Lih
• A goo0.
• D•2$.9`•
Obi•Kts

• Secure' ,reguar
circular shapes

• tiortis large ',aril to hanlle

cueces
• Vise bats actiust it,
wedge Shapes

And holds
,114,melly
tOOI .01*

L)

• Makes cutting easier rater
more accurate

center

NO,

7 HR

•1
,
tr,
(
i,ncig an
titrIcoy
D,
,,Jele
,
rita tlrt

,
1),uhular
4

Spray, Steam & Dry Iron..
Instant spray at a touch of a button
25 ventsfor efficient steam.

•

By Jason Err re America s
number one name in sports optics

FAST FOCUS7..for
fast-action viewing.
Introducing Mercury binoculars with exclusive FAST
FOCUS -the feature that allows 5 times faster focusing
than conventional binoculars Priced low, Mercury
FAST FOCUS'IAnocularsindude features you'd expect
only on 'binoculars costing
twice as much
Model 1117 7 X 35 FAST FOCUS'
7 power.coated °Pecs,
rubber eyecups Carrying rase included.

McCULLOCH

r

II 1111

McCULLOCH
10-IN. GAS
CHAIN SAW
Automatic bar and chain oiling with
manual override. Wraparound chain
brakerhand guard.
MAC 110

Jii REGINA,
$3799

Food
Processor

ELECTRIK BROOM

On Off switch for
continuous operation
or
pulse.
Incl.
slicing shredding disc, chopping blade.$
27#FP-1

Vacuum cleaner vvar, air pule has 3 speeds for deep
pile rug cleaning. Also has an edge cleaner nozzle. B4549

99

Special

Mr.
Cof
fee
CB600

SHOCK
ABSORBERS
• SteadyRider Shocks
• Heavy-duty Plus
• Heavy-duty Shocks
Choose the one best
for your kind of driving

Flexscreen
Fireplace Fixtures
By Bennett Ireland

$1888

INSTALLATION
AVAILABLE
Fast, low-cost installation
for all Sears shocks

Satislaction Guaranteed
or Your Money Bach

Sears
sexes. enFarrcix AND CO

kicl Air Center
9-i".:30 Mon.-Sat.

-7-44.1
-faaa

Shop

TOOL

With

VALUE

Us
And

IM:'111E 140‘"111

Save

"er
:1,4r,,ifAmic

$4995
Sale
(A)Glass Fireplace-Enclosure. Bi-folding, heatresistant glass doors. Adjustable vents for draft
control. Closed doors keep home heat from going
up chimney. Flexible mesh screen lets you enjoy
fire while reducing danger of sparks. Sizes to fit
most fireplaces. Antique-Brass finish. 25#8606.

Morgan,Trevathan & Gunn,Inc.
INSURANCE-BONDS-REAL ESTATE-108 E. 12TH ST., BENTON

Now Has A LocalNumber
FOR THE RESIDENTS OF MURRAY, CALLOWAY COUNTY AND AURORA

The Number To Call

7534434

Si

While Supplies Lest

now

4i4

7.99

19-IN. HIP-ROOF
TOOL BOX
Enameled -steel box

removable tote tray Piano
hinge, padlock eye

79x

8','x7 in.

819

Ileasesitios Limited

21
Electric Blanket

Northern Lido

with

Double Bed Single Control
Twist lied Single Control
Ourien Bed Dual Contrel r

'
139

Discount Price

55

897

Consumer Rebate
Your Price

917.811First Alert
Si 1191 Dual larrization-type gives you early warning
s29.99of smoke and fire

4.50

3.)

/./

./)

1)

1)
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Another Honor For MSU Star

Love Named To College All-America
Murra
State defensive
.back Ter0 Love was named
11/(iit to the Associated Press
k'.IIege Division All-America
----football team.
Love, W ho plays safety for
he Ohio Valley Conference
thanipion Racers, was the
11p0 Kentuckian named to the
first team. Love is a 205-pound
junior from Maywood,Illinois.
Racers receiving honorable
mention on the squad were
offensive back Danny Lee

I

.Johnson and defensive tackle
Rick Lanpher. defensive end
Glen Jones irnd defensiVe back
Greg Evans.
Love had earlier been
named the 1979 OVC Defensive Player of the Year and
was also picked on the Kodak
Little All-America team. He
was the first Racer picked to
an all-nation team since
running-back Don Clayton at
the end of the 1974 season.
Offensive guard Tyrone

MI:riff. a 265-pound demon
blocker from Florida A&M,
st as named to the All-America
team for the third year in a
row.
Joining McGriff as the only
other repeater from the 1978
squad on the so-called Little
All-America team was running back Frank Hawkins of
the University of Nevada at
Reno.

Eastern received honorable topped Division 1-AA in
passing efficiency. He threw
mention.
for 19 touchdowns and set a
Joining Hawkins in the first
team offensive backfield are Big Sky reccord by comquarterback Joe Aliotti of pleting 65.8 percent of his
Boise State and running backs passes - 144 of 219 for 1,870
Chris "Poke" Cobb of Eastern yards, with only seven inIllinois and Mal Najarian of terceptions.
Cobb broke the all-time
Boston University.
All players at four-year NCAA, Division II career
NCAA and NAIA colleges are rushing record, piling up 5,042
eligible for the College yards and becoming only the
Division All-America team fifth College Division player to
except those at NCAA Division hit the 5,000-yard mark. For
the season, he gained 1,609
I-A schools.
Aliotti, the Big Sky's yards and averaged 5.5 per
Offensive Player of the Year carry.
Najarian was voted New
after transferring from Los
Medanos Junior College, England Player of the Year-

including Division I-A teams
- by rushing for 1,137 yards,
including a 244-yard effort
against Northeastern, the top
single-game performance in
Division I-AA.
The rest of the offensive
team consists of tight end Paul
Muckenhirn of North Dakota,
wide receiver Jerry Young of
Wisconsin-Whitewater,
tackles Dave Melone of
Lehigh and Jeff Lear of
Youngstown (Ohio) State,
guard Herb Beck of Delaware
and center Jim Leonard of
Santa Clara.
The rest of the defensive
unit is composed of ends
Plummer Bullock of Virginia
Union and Pete C,atan of
Eastern Illinois, tackles Joe
Gordon of Grambling and
Doug Scott of Boise State,
middle guard Ernie England
of St. John's (Minn.),
linebackers Andy Hawkins of
Texas A8#1, Ed Judie of
Northern Arizona and Ezekiel
Vaughn of Ouachita Baptist
and backs Mike Ellis of
Norfolk Va.. State, and Jack
Quinn of Springfield( Mass.).
Love, Aliotti, Hawkins,
Catan and Judie are the only
juniors on the first team. The
others all are seniors.

Two Kentuckians made the
second team on the defensive
unit, tackle Michael Johnson
-of Kentucky State and
linebacker Bob McIntyre of
Eastern Kentucky. Eastern
plays Lehigh this week for the
NCAA Division I-AA championship.
Other Kentuckians who
received honorable mention
on the offensive unit included
1#
it
ends Rick. Gwinn and Eddie
Preston of Western Kentucky.
NEW YORK(AP)-Franco is one of six Chargers on the
tackle Charlie Young of
Morehead. guard Kevin Greve Harris, Pittsburgh's perennial AFC team. Fouts will start
and center David Neal of 1,000-yard rusher, was among along with wide receiver John
10 Steelers named today to the
Jefferson and tackle Russ
Eastern Kentucky.
Come by Dwain Taylor Chevrolet and talk
American Conference All-Star
Washington.
Quarterback John Hall of
season's
li
The Houston Oilers also had
with Jan Dalton, one of our salesmen.
Western and running backs team for this
National Football League Pro six players picked, including
Call Jan during the daytime at 753-2617
Bernard
McIntosh
of
Coach Cary Miller keeps a watchful eye on
two starters on offense, AFC
Morehead and Dale Patton of Bowl.
his Murray High team during Wednesday night's game
or after hours at 436-5673.
rushing
leader
Earl Campbell
Eastern also were cited.
I
The
total
Steelers'
with the Farmington Wildcats. Murray will face Fulton
Keep That Great GM Feeling #
Honorable mention on the represents exactly one-fourth and tackle Leon Gray.
County
in the semi-final round Friday night.
Campbell
and
Pittsburgh's
defensive team went to end of the 40.-man AFC squad that
GMWEIZAL MOTORS RUMS DIVIS7014
With Genuine GM Parts
Webster
were
the
AFC's
only
('art Estelle of Western,tackle will play the National ConTim Ford of Western and ference All-Stars Jan. 27 in unanimous choices.
Oakland fight end Dave
uard Joe Richard:of Eastern. • Honolulu, Hawaii
753-2617
641 South
•
linebarker Riadner Jef- ' The defending Super-- Bowl -Casper-, Jikati_agnard Joe
-Owensboro, '2-0, nipped headed the bottotti-fiVe fr"o a•tEXINGTON,
i AP
ferson of Morehead and champions, playoff par- DeLaniielture- and New
0414 mem im4Ear ma* A411:
'
2 ma*ABIDIF
Henderson County 71-68 and second week after blasting
' defensive back Dan Martin of ticipants for a record-tying England guard John.Hannah Louisville Ballard, clinging by
round
out
the
offensive
rounded
.a
unit.
out the top five for the Jesse Stuart 83-53.
thread
to
the
No.
1
ranking
in
eighth straight time this
The five Steelers starting on, Last week's Associated Press
second straight week.
season,
will
represented
be
1:*
Recorders-8 Tracks-Cassettes-Recorders-8 Tracks-Cassettes-8 Tracks
Sixth-ranked Covington
two other starters on offense defense will be joined by two boys high school basketball
- wide receiver John members of the Houston poll, got a firmer grip in this Holmes,2:0, held its ground by
humbling Erlanger Lloyd 84- ••••••OOOOOOOOOO O
voting
after
Stallworth and center Mike defense, outside linebacker week's
•
•
Robert Brazile and safety demolishing Louiville Manual 59.
Webster.
•
•
Mike Reinfeldt, New England 81-50.
Shelby County moved up a •
•
Also, five Steelers will start cornerback Mike Haynes,
•
notch to No. 7 after the •
The Bears, unbeaten in four
on defense: end L.C. Denver cornerback Louis games, received 12 of 20 firRockets, 5-1, whipped Grant •
•
Greenwood, tackle Joe Wright and a pair of Pro Bowl stplace votes in balloting
County 72-49.
by
•
Greene, outside linebacker newcomers, Miami tackle Bob sportswriters and broad• Oldham County, unbeaten in •
•
Jack Ham, middle linebacker Baumhower and San Diego casters.
three games, moved from 10th •
Jack Lambert and safety end Fred Dean.
to eighth with a 54-37 conquest •
Warren East. 4-0, jumped
•
Donnie Shell.
Kansas City's Bob Grupp is two places to second with
of Fort Knox.
•
Harris, who has gone over the punter. Houston's Toni three votes after downing
•
Louisville
Doss, 5-0. •
the 1,000-yard mark this Fritsch the kicker and Den- Warren Central 79-62.
grabbed the remaining vote •
season for the sixth straight ver's Rick Upchurch the kick
Ashland stayed unbeaten in and jumped three notches to •
time and seventh of his eight returner.
ninth by outgunning Shawnee
two games with a 55-47 victory
years in the NFL, will play in
The AFC squad was chosen over Wheelersburg, Ohio, and 76-58.
Daily 6-10 am
his eighth straight Pro Bowl. in balloting among the 14 head received four votes, but
Hazard, 5-1 but unbeaten a
He is the only AFC player to coaches and NFL Players slipped one notch to No. 3.
week ago, rounded out the top
•
•
be picked every year during Association members on loch
SIRLOIN lpip •
Louisville Moore, 4-1, 10. The Bulldogs outpointed
STOCIU1DE
that period.
team, with none permitteU to slipped to fourth after losing to Knott County Central 63-57.
•
•
San Diu() quarterback Dan vote for a player on his own Trinity and bombing Durrett but dropped from No. 7.
Fouts. the AFC's No. 1 passer, team.
I.ouisville Iroquois, 4-1,
92-50.

Nem adifismo.

Ten Steelers Named
To AFC All-Conference

I
I

Ballard Firms Grip On Poll

STEREO-TOPS ON THE GIFT LIST

BroalWist

Buffet
All you can
eat,$1.99.

t",!•t',

km
:

C-•

BYRON'S

Olympic Plaza

506 N 12th Murray, Ky.

DECEMBER
SPECIALS

DISCOUNT
PHARMACY
Phone 75_12

Great Values

EVERYDAY LOW PRICE PRESCRIPTION SERVICE
Come Visit Our New

afiRIBILSE

rn

tp..

Music Room

HUDSO
Vitamin

We have the year around room for your year
around listening pleasure.

100 Tablets
500 Mg

Prices Starting
For 8 Track
Recorder and
Speakers

uitutl

$1 39

WILAN7144.

Boil N
Soak
$129
.

Great Taste
Fast Action, Low
In Sodium

$'1 39
Limit 2
•

$12995
$99995

Uo To

9
Sylvania
Flash
Cubes
WNW

JO

$51 -143t/i

We Carry
Parts And
Needles For
All Stereos
We Sell

Nagioriles

C04/00.WIT Accobarure 0.01.
01.11110nk..1. COU110.4
.

ShaveAf
Cologn
e/ ter

PHONE 153-1588

EiI fr,111`-, ,

$499

7

limit 2

,.-

if

Denim

Open 9-9 Mon.-Sat.
14 San.

Jon

_

We Have In Stock
New

^
•

83.

Use Our Lay-Away
1r tek

YOUR GENERAL ELECTRIC DEALER IN MURRAY
HOWARD COY and JONI SIMMONS OWNERS

Polaroid
SX-70
Film

12 Exp 179
20 Exp 2.79
24 Exp 349

(MOM

MURRAY APPLIANCE
212 EAST MAIN ST.

COLOR ROLL
PROCESSING

Flash Cubes
That Don't Fail
Rashembes

99C

-J

rack - assettes-Recorders-8 Tracks—Cassettes— ecorders-8 Tracks—Casset

Dwain Taylor Chevrolet, Inc.

Lc3

Have You Moiled
Your

Electronic
Game

Ambassador

Maniac

Christmas
Cards

Ages8& up
F'rom 2-4 Players
tiounds. light, speed, action
The hand must be as quirk
as the eye and ear

$3999
Prices Good Thru Dec. 20th
r.
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Hall Displeased With 'Cats
Even Thought They Beat Kansas
LAWRENCE, Kan. (API —
Joe B. Hall, no easy man to
please,
was downright
disgusted with the way his
fifth -ranked Kentucky
Wildcats beat Kansas 57-56,
Wednesday night in a battle
between the two winningest
teams in college basketball
history.
"We played with no con-fidenee, no emotion," said the
Kentucky coach. "We played
very poorly."
Although Kansas,3-3, shot a
miserable 25 percent in the
first half the Jayhawks trailed
only 27-25, by virtue of Kentucky turnovers. Early in the
second half, behind the
shooting and rebounding of 7foot-1 freshman Sam Bowie
and senior guard Kyle Macy,
the Wildcats mounted a 10point lead,41-31.
But again Kansas came

back, led by guards Darnell
Valentine and Ricky Ross, and
pulled even at 47-47, with 5:53
to play.
Kansas never could take the
lead. After a Ross bucket
again tied it at 51-51, Bowie hit
a bucket and two free throws
to help fashion a 57-52 Kentucky advantage before
Kansas closed the gap on a
Valentine bucket and a layup
by center Chester Giles with
19 seconds to play.
Early in the first half the
Wildcats reeled off 12 unanswered points to seize a 16-7
lead. .
"When we led 14-7 we folded
up our tents and didn't play
the rest of the night," said
Hall. "Had they shot better,
they would have handled us
with ease."
Now 6-1 with their only
setback an 82-76 overtime loss

to Duke, the Wildcats committed 20 turnovers to just
eight for Kansas.
"That's like trying to give
the game away," said Hall.
"We were intimidated by
Kansas' defense. We are just
going to have to play with
more courage."
Bowie led the Wildcats with
17 points and 14 rebounds and
blocked three shots. Macy had
10 points.
"He intimidated inside,
there is no question that we
felt his presence," Kansas
Coach Ted Owens said of
Bowie. "We didn't settle in
and run our offense. It seemed
like we just didn't maintain
our confidence on the offensive end of the court. We
started to get some good shots,
but they just did not fall."
Valentine had 17 points for
the Jayhawks while Ross had
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"They are a good ball club,"
said Hall. "Kansas played
very emotionally tonight."
It was victory No. 1,239 for
Kentucky, the winningest
team in history. Kansas, No. 2
on the all-time list with 1,186
victories, has lost to the
Wildcats 11 of the 12 times
they've met.
"Both team played real
hard," said Owens. "There is
no doubt about that."

cooortri

Central Center Across From The Stadium(Old Kroger Building.)

Your Gift Center

'Kentucky-Kansas,Box
KENTUCKY (57 — Cowan 3 2-2 8,
Williams 30.06, Bowie 60.017, Macy 422 10, Anderson 2 0-1 4, Venierber 1 2-2 4.
Hord 20-04, Hurt 0040, Mmaiefield 004
0,Shidler 2044. Totals 2311-1357.
KANSAS (56) — Guy 1 0-0 2, Magley 0
1-2 1, Giles 5 2-2 12, Valentine 7 3-3 17,
Ross 6 1-213, Crawford 31-27.Snow 10-0
2, Douglas 02-22. Totals 73 10-15 56.
Halftime—Kentucky 27, Kansas 25.
Fouled out—Williams. Total fouls—Kentucky 17, Kansas 16 6-15.800

Meyer Gains
600th Win
At DePaul
By KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Sports Writer
The first 600 victories would
seem to be the hardestfor Ray
Meyer. Especially No.600.
The DePaul coach, who
admits that losing basketball
games "used to tear me up,"
reached that exalted plateau
Wednesday night with a
victory over Northern Illinois.
But.itrataa4.00.0y coming
in a - heart-stopping 57-55
overtime thriller.
"I'm just happy to get this
over with," said Meyer. "At
least we don't have to go
through this 600 stuff
anymore."
It put Meyer up there with
some good company.Only five
other coaches in major college
basketball history have won
600 games or more — Adolph
Phog Allen (771),
Rupp (874),.
Hank lba 4767t, Ed Diddle
759)and John Wooden 1667).
And the 65-year-old Meyer
conceivably could pass
Wooden's total if he sticks
around a couple of more
years,which he plans to.
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Merry Christmas

COAST TO COAST STORES

Timex for
Men and Women

Christmas is the ideal time for a
Timex. Women's silver tone
Cavatina watch. 169-1330.
Women's gold tone Cavatina watch. 169-4348
Men's Marlin chrome plated watch. 169-2367
Petite chrome plated watch. 169-

Timex
1795

Merry-GoZoo

Take a little rolling friend for a
merry ride thru the zoo. Ages 3battery not included.
7. 1
C
803-2203

1773.
Men's gold tone Timex watch.
169-2383

Your Choice

1499
113

460

1247

34

88

Adventure Buggy

Norelco

Speedshaver
Triple header with three trocrogroows floating heads 18 rotary
blodes for extra comfort Pop-up surileburn trimmer Flip-top head
For easy cleaning_ 115/230 rob AC/DC 50 60 c-s For
worldwide

Trek into side rood too ...oh the Adventure Buggy it
f•OlUr. Super Jock removable wheels I Spore tire Jerry
ran whip CB antenna molded console CB radio and 1-bar
top F its I 2 In action figures 840 3503

P00.1.160-6500

.0,10•,
-

•
•
•

•
•

Wholl Pay You 11.769%
Month Savings Certificates?
Peoples Bank money market certificates are non-negotiable time deposits.
These certificates have a 6 month maturity (182 days). The minimum deposit
amount is $10,000, but deposits may be made in any amount of $10,000 or
more. Federal regulations prohibit the compounding of interest on these
money market certificates. The interest is subject to change at maturity. This
11.769% rate is effective on certificates purchased from now through December
19,1979

TYCO
2199

Jason.'

2197
Jason
Binoculars

Pump Pot ... To Keep
Drinks Hot or Cold
1.9 tter pump pot comes in assorted floral
patterns and colors to brighten up any
affair Unbreakable liner 143-5726

Jason binoculars in in case 7 v 35 binoculars 627-5200
1121.57
7x50 binoculars. 627-5213 11132.018
10:50 binoculars 527-5275$M
7.35 wide angle b.noculers v*1,01..0140 fast focus.- 627.
5291 031.811

Nite Glow Lighted
Racing
Test your racing skills with the
double 8 race track. Converts to a
double oval layout. Complete and
ready to run in 2x5 foot area. 8490559.

WHO'LL PAY YOU 9.6% ON FOUR YEAR MONEY CERTIFICATES

8

eftik
If you want a longer term certificate - how about our new higher interest
FOUR YEAR MONEY CERTIFICATE? You can earn an interest rate only 1%.%
below the average four year yield on US. Treasury securities. The interest rate
for December is 9.6% and yields 10.074%. The rate on new certificates is determined the first of each month.

r*1
I

Electric
Knife

WHO'LL PAY YOU 51:% ON A PASSBOOK SAVINGS?

1288

General Electric slicing knife cuts even slices as
thin as you like Features 9 stainless steel blades
and power handle Avocado color 157-7014

Do you have some surplus cash you want readily available yet want to earn interest on it? Then a Blue Chip Savings account is your answer. Interest rate is 5'4%
and paid quarterly. Interest is paid from the day of deposit to day of withdrawal.

Fillet Knife
Normark fillet knife. A quality gift for someone
special. Features double tapered blade, ebony colored handle, and tanned leather sheath. Comes in
handsome gift box. 658-0260.

Head to Head

Football
No

WHOU OFFER YOU A FULL RANGE OF OTHER CERTIFICATES OF
DEPOSIT TO SUIT YOUR NEEDS?

ON SALE

$2988

809 4153

Christmas 299
Cookie
Cutter Set
Make each day of Christmas
special with the 12 days of
Christmas cookie cutter set. 4'
detail. Incl, recipe book. 125-3822
2

Rival
Crock Pot

A substantial interest penalty is required for early withdrawal of certificates of
deposit.
••

Tie
cw
ce
l

PEOPLES - BANK

• 4 Qt. Rival crock pot features removable stoneware bowl
for easy cleaning Red or gold. 163-2074. 163-2082

1988

MURRAYCYIKY.

I9c9
A Christmas
Glow
Yeyf room will hose 0teams gkrie with
rhos. Iloor.ng wocit crystal cood1•4 by
•
lebey
A 7 crystolconall• 1344415
S. crystel candle 134.4407
C 9 crystal con4041 13'4.4423

119

Member FDIC
•

a
-nr
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Gillette Pro Max
Compact Hair Dryer

Cordless manicure machine,
shapes, files, cleans, polishes,
buffs, portable nail shape'n
shiner with five tools that fit
every task.
No. HB9400

'
090
• • -44

Prices Good Thru Sun.
We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities

3 heat/airflow settings, turbo-Go design for high
velocity airflow,small,light weight. 1000 watts.
No.9010

5

OP"

Jumbo California
English Walnuts
Fancy Mixed Nuts

,
IF
Nick Hibbard (55) and Richie Coleman 53
watch the ball under the basket during Murray High s
66-54 win over Farmington in the Calloway County
Holiday Tournament.

IIIC
Bobby Daniel goes up for 2 of his team
leading 16 points against Farmington. The Wildcats'
Kendell puts on some pressure.

1 Paved leg

Philadelphia Is Roiling And
Milwaukee Is Reeling In NBA
By The Associated Press
The Philadelphia 76ers are
rolling...the Milwaukee Bucks
are reeling.
. "There's no doubt in my
'iinifthariiie-ce in themidstof
a majot slump, and we can't
seem to come out Of it,'aid
Milwaukee Coach Don Nelson
after his Bucks dropped their
fifth straight decision Wednesday night, 112-91 to
Philadelphia.
"We're just not playing
well," added Nelson, whose
team holds a slim 112-game
lead over Kansas City in the
National
Basketball
-------Associaton's
Mid-west
Division. "We've had a couple
of guys out with injuries and
i Marques) Johnson having a
pulled thigh muscle tonight
certainly didn't help us."
Johnson, one of the Bucks'
leaders, pulled the muscle
after scoring seven points and
was unable to play in the
second half.
The 76ers, meanwhile,
continued their • hot hands.
7.:._.Wednesday
night's victory
_.
. was the ninth straight at home

for the 76ers, who are tied with points. After a close first
Boston for the Atlantic period, during which the lead
Division lead with a 22-7 changed hands seven times,
record.
Atlanta outscored the Knicks
The Celtics kept pace with 12-1 in the middle of-the second
the ifiers by beating .New stanza -and held a 48-46 l‘ad at
Jersey 116-1112:-In
games, Atlantal.defeated New .Johnson's . basket put
York 114-102; • Kansas City Atlanta ahead 70-69 with 3:21
crushed Portland 124-85; left in the third period and the
Seattle turned back Indiana Hawks, who lead the NBA's
112-107: Detroit whipped Central Division with a 19-13
Golden State 114-96 and mark, slowly built their lead
Houston tripped San Diego to the final margin.
118-107.
Kings 124. Blazers 85
Julius Erving scored 24
Otis Birdsong and Scott
points to lead the Philadelphia Wedman combined for 68
offense.
points to spark Kansas City
Celtics 116, Nets 102
over Portland. Birdsong
Dave Cowens scored— -24- -tossedpoints and Larry Bird added points, despite sitting out the
21 for Boston, which. leading final six minutes. The Kansas
79-73, broke open the game in City guard hit 14 of 18 shots
the final 90 seconds of the third from the field and 10 of 11 free
quarter. Chris Ford hit two throws.
straight three-pointers from
Wedman got .18 of his 30
the corner and Bird connected points in the first half and did
on a layup and a foul shot to not play during the game's
give aoston an 88-75 lead final nine minutes.
heading into the final quarter.
Sonics 112. Pacers 107
Hawks 114. Knicks 102
Gus Williams scored 27
Eddie Johnson hit a third- points as Seattle held off an
period basket to put Atlanta Indiana rally in the closing
ahead for good and scored 21 minutes. The Pacers battled

back from 11 points down at
the start of the third quarter
and pulled within one on a
basket by James Edwards
with 2:30 remaining.
Paul Silas scored on a
up
eattle and-InclianaAlex
Ehglish countered w it
basket before Lonnie She Ittwo free throws gave Sea:
some breathing room 1.slft 4.
seconds remaining.
Pistons 114, Warriors 96
John Long, Bob Lanier
Terry Tyler each score,
than 20 points, leaditn. over Golden Stat,
Pistons broke a 13-gan.,
losing streak, winninc
from ,.home for the fir- •
since their _SeaS.On op
San Antonio.
Long finished with 30
Lanier 29 and - Tyrer
Warriors' top scorer
forward Purvis Short wit
points.
Rockets 118. Clippers 10'
Moses Malone scor,
points and blocked foe:. Shdts
and Calvin Murphy a Aed 24
points to lead Houst in over
San Diego
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Safe Year Choke

Corning Ware
Grab It Bowls
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12 Pieces of ChIcken
Large Mashed Potatoes
Large Salad
6 Rolls

"rs SMSS
I_a, r•rnaujoilli

0/0

OFF MFG.SUGGESTED
RETAIL PRICE

t

.20

Jovon
Musk Oil
Cologne
Spray Mist

Clairol All Purpose
Lighted Mirror

So earthy, so senseof is its
message it ass bosom* the
fragrance rage of the decade.
201.
No 11997

j Sunday Only

'•

1hr

-

7

New Toni
Light Waves

Old Spice
Gift Set

Scotch Magic
Transparent Tape

One step soft perm
etimpleee kit p•ro.,
styfing system Will not

After Sarno Letiao Aiwa Sew On A hp.
N. 3)0i

u,„„..ediame
••••11.111.161111•••

z4S0
No 104

OVIrr Curl
rinf.

Szar,

G&W*
LIGHTED ZODM
MIRROR

$249

S239

s., 29'

f-

sole dap

SoleIhdr

Cleo 3 Jumbo Rolls
Christmas Gift
Wrapping Paper

Gillette Lighted 'I
Zoom Mirror with

Faberge
Brut 33

HOMO

Splash On Lotion
7 ot Seth*

100 squire feet, Wide, design, No
250,2721

zoom
The only lighted make-vp mirror
mognrfication Just tern DOM dial toont
for eyes zoos oat foe loco siodie-vp,
natural glare free indirect lighting Model
0409

.$198

nil MAO* an
Mrs..

...$17"

6-Foot Scotch Pine

cit

Christmas Tree
flame retardant use yea, after year 61
Tips
No 72 61-07

•
4„,•

mitt

as oar obriaarao

,grtatili* •101•11,4:w

Gleamlite SO Light
Decoration Set

or

,
r 1 ;eft
•

•
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Corning Ware

Way Flasher Multi Color
No. P150, If

Pyrex 4-Pc.
Mixing Bowl Set

Or Cl...

Side Kick Dish

From the freezer or refrigerator right
into microwevo or cooventiefial oven.
No. 440-49 &Meson Harvest or No. 440
48 Nomesteed

From Oven To Toile
Set of
lie. P140

$399

6

$ 99

4rSi

Sale

Nevco
"Ceramic
Chef"

Nevco Spice Rack Set
12 jars, 32 spite labels
moisture proof stoppers
No. 1449.2

._Ai

5 Pc. Wichita Teel Set
No. 2200

•=11Cts.-4
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By Clairol
rise speed
'
, MOO1 weed, mach Oret op,
reser to sot ii 60 woods, 120.240 vettego
AC fer wisrW wide trevol, light, compact
siva. Model DC-2
$

Sole

Your Choice Site

yi1 4.t. •

Crazy Locks
95

$1195

$295

Sole

CuoRC*

Reggio sod inagaifong,
sets ea MOIL Itimay on
wail, ,tare-free, fog-free,
contingent for both noon
end women. Model 1M-2

•

/':NM

...i.
'
,

1 oz After Shave lotion 2 Solis end
Buckle No 705

Woo, mem old ekildrea, wilts sod
yellow volt

I'll/6

if
11
1
:,.!,
0

Mennen
I Gift Collection

restos for

_ in. en:,

—

$567

•11.7111111W111

*47
a%

,..6

convent.0001

Site

All Timex
Watches

4116

1117:

locommosided for microwevo toso Ported for ese in
moo. 1501. Bawls. Set ef 2
No. ISO

ItlIt.••• N`

....
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CLIP THIS COUPON FOR A

MOUNTAIN OF A MEAL
12 pieces of "finger lickin. good' Kentucky Fried Chicken, large mashed potatoes.
large salad and 6 rolls
all for $6.49. Saturday and Sunday only
OO FOR

LiAlh•ED TIME ONLY

Itntacky Fried Chicken.
1113Sycamore, Murray t

7*.

.$497
Westclox Big Ben
L.E.D. Deluxe
Electric
Alarm Clock
lighted Mal, solid Moto hon., sculptured case
on•low pedestal bate
No 22586

14

Sole s

Aliedge.Pi

49

3
,7-1=11J41..s

Ailjestablp tripleheaskre charger, cord or
cordless Illentag, onflestebk for world
aide au. 34 toff sharpening Warts with
Nein microgroove heads.
Model 0111312

$45"

Selo

• II II II II

Norelco
Rotary
Razor__

1?.
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Tenex "Fiber Pro"

Racquetball
Racket

Gun Rack

With Genuine Cowhide
Leather Wrapped Handle t
Can of Two
I IF
Racquetballs $1.67

For All Trucks &
Recreational Vehicles

1

Tackle Box
#1118 Bait & Worm Box
Reg.$9.97

Men's

18 Multi Sized Compartments

3 Piece

Jogging
Suits

Includes 4 official size 5-ply rubber
faced paddles, 4 table tennis balls,
net, adjustable net posts & instructionbooket.

Luggage Set

Kodel Insulated

Hooded Parka

Reg. $44.99
Sale
$3588

Reg $17.99
Sale Priced
At Only

50% Polyester,50% Cotton
With A Thermal Knit
Insulated Lining
60 ft. scale, 120 ft. inside,
completely waterproof.
Will show depth, bottom
structure and fish,
comes complete with
transducer and mounting hardeate„

"Jon-E Hand
Warmer"
Standa

Great Christmas Gift
$959
Reg $11 99SALF:

fteg $14 995AI 1-S1

Shimano

Bantam 100
$4695
Sale

rd size hand warmer
and 8 oz. can of fluid
in carded pack

188

Designed especially to meet the needs of the avid light tackle
baitcaster and the bass fisherman. Lightweight construction,
fast retrieve, perfect palm fit and a host of outstanding Performance features make the Bantam 100 the reel that today's
bass fishermen are coming to!

Men's Wrangler
Sherpa Lined
Denim
Boot Flare
Sizes 8-12
Slim & Reg.,
Size 14 Slim

Reg.$29.99

Sale

Minn Kota

88

With Battery
Designed To
Withstand Rough
Handling

21

Save S8.11
All Ladies'

Winter
Coats
From $39.99 to
$66.00 are

Uncle Jeff's has the largest selection under 1 roof of hardware, paint, automotive,
plumbing, electrical, sporting goods, health and beauty aids, housewares, clothing
and shoes, toys, a complete camera department and the lowest priced discount
pharmacy in the entire area. Everything At Discount Prices.

$1200 Off Regular

Super Specials From Uncle Jeff's Hardware Department
Fuller 7 In 1

Nut Driver Set
Many Sizes
& Styles

Includes Sizes 3/16", 1/4", 5/16",
11/32", 3/8-,7/16",& 1/2"

Screwdriver
Tool Set
CUM, A

Inter

" Handle & . .thle Blade,

Socket Set

Extra Low
Prices

&

Drive

with tool box and tray

Buffalo 3/8"
Buffalo 11 Piece
Big Rater

Heat Tapes
Regular & Automatic
6, 9, 12, 24 & 30 Ft.
Lengths

Buffalo 8 Piece Impact

Screwdriver Set

Driver Bit Set

For Home,Shop,Farm,
&Factory Use
Lrrirle Jeff's Low Price

Reg.$3.97
Buy Both For The
Low Price Of

Block & Decker
Deluxe

Auto Compass
Satin black insulated, tempered glass, wid
29" to 3P/Z", Height-28" to 311
/
2"

Stove
Mats
Asbestos Backing
Covered With Tin
32" x42"

Illuminated, easily
Installed, fits anywere

Belt Sander
re451
Comes %k !• 1st Collector

5".

& 10'. Pliers

Gift Pack
Contains 16 Oz. Spray
Bottle Cleaner, Reg.$2.17.
16 Oz. Spray Bottle
Protectant, Reg.$6.47

$
9
91

now
Shovels
Pushes
$47
Shovels so

Trouble
Lights
12 Volt,20ft. Cord
$527
110 Volt,25 Ft. Cord
$417

2 Pieces have 7 Drawers, 1 Cabinet &
1 Compartment. Made in USA.
Reg. $189.99
Special

Fiberglass

Pipe
Wrap
25 Ft ftoll
With 30 Ft
Vapor Seal
Wrap

Less than some heat bills, cut
electric bills in half or better invest now and spend your money
an something more exciting than
Only
electricity.

Black & Decker Universal

Drill Accessory Assortment
Contains 18 piece, paint mixer, polishing bonnet,
buffing wheel, grinding wheel, backing pad, 9 sanding discs, 3 drill bits, arbor.

December 13, 1971
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By HERBERT SPARROW
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT. K.(AP) —
The 1980 General Assembly
will face a wide range of
issues relating to the state's
legal and law enforcement
systems.
Among the areas expected
to be subjects of legislation
and debate are junvende
offenders, domestic abuse,
wiretapping„ kidnapping,
"white collar" crime, jails,
pre-trial release, paroles. and
the number of district judges
and their salaries.
The most extensive and
( 0,41v issues to face the

collar
The legal system task force legislattrs during the interim the penalties for white
Estimates of costs for the
state's
the
revise
and
crime
legislature to stud), the state's
a
has
to
would
endorsed
proposal
Another money issue will
that a state wiretap law
new system, including the
kidnaping statutes to comply
legal system. has endorsed a
jails center around claims that the raise the salaries of both reduce crime, especially in
of
new
on
some
constructi
as
with recent U.S. Supreme
Bureau of Corrections plan
and
and
district
circuit
judges.
pa)
and
narcotics
facilities for district
the areas of
and renovation of others.
decisioons on the deatff
Court
a broad outline for the 1980
The legislature will again organized ('rime.
range from $30 million to $100 court judges are inadequate.
penalty.
General Assembly to use in
take up a bill to revise the
increase
would
Other bills
facing the problems of jails.
method of handling crimes by
a
create
The plan would
juveniles. A bill that has
three-tier jail s)stem in which
already been prefiled would
each count) would have either
provide for trying juveniles
CINCINNATI (AP) — A _ tnembers of The Who, the charged with felonies much
a -lock up" facility for
and
producers
the
City of
temporar) detention, a feeder third suit has been filed in
the same as adults are now
Cincinnati.
jail for people serving less connection with the crowd
tried.
for crush outside Riverfront
da)s
30
than
However, juveniles senAP) — III of Jackson in Breathitt
STANTON, Ky
misdemeanors or one of 36 Coliseum for The Who concert
tenced under the measure
in County.
postponed
been
larger district jails for pr- Dec. 3 in which 11 persons died
would be sent to a facility Trial has
The three are charged in the
Court
Circuit
County
Powell
and
12
injured.
were
sentences.
sioners with longer
operated by the Department
of Charley Gross, a 75deaths
in
charged
persons
Shawna Lynn Abbott, 20,
MILLERSBURG, Ky:(AP) for Human Resources rather for three
All jail.-vven the lock-ups.
blind storekeeper in
old
the deaths of an elderly year—
Millersburg Military than to a state prison.
would have to meet minimum Cincinnati, seeks $150,000 in a
coMmunity, his
Haddix
r,
the
storekeepe
County
Institute must raise $100,000 a
state requirements, and suit filed Wednesday in
The measure is similar to a Breathitt
74, and her
Lulu,
wife.
year for the next five years to bill passed by the 1978 General his wife and her brother.
jailers would be required to Hamilton County Common
Chaney, 79, who
Sam
brother,
Douglas
Judge
Circuit
Pleas Court. She said she was qualify for an anomymous Assembly but vetoed because
take mandatory training.
in Gross'
Graham granted separate were found dead
grant of $50,000 a year for the of funding problems.
The system would be state hospitalized for chest and leg
store and
on
combinati
who
,
defendants
the
for
trials
same period, says Col. James
funded, with jailers receiving injuries.
Another prefiled bill would
last February.
Earlier, a class action suit
B. Leer,a Millersburg trustee. create a new Class A had been scheduled to stand residence
a set salary. Jails are
Bowling and Fisher
White,
.
Wednesday
jointly
triaal
fee
$1.1
the
million
was filed seeking
Leer said the anonymous misdemeanor category for
.currently funded under
County Jail.
A trial for Gene White,20, of are in the Powell
system, whereby the state each for all the dead and.le- donor promised $250,000 over domestic abuse and would
set for
been
has
bond
No
gives jailers 66.75 per day per jured. And Todd Volkman, 18. the 5-year period,citing the 87- give law enforcement officers Saint Helens in Lee County
Fisher are
and
Bowling
White.
Graham
County Coroner Richard F. prisoner.
14.
Jan.
for
lAweland. seeks $11.25 million
year-old school's "importance greater leeway in handling was set
bond each.
Greathouse said he called the
did not set trial dates for the held under $150,000
counties with low for injuries he said he inBourbon County and the suspected abusers.
to
Sonic
moved from
was
trial
The
Tommy
,
inquest to dispel rumors about prisoner populations face curred.
defendants
two
Bluegrass region," but only if
And while no bill has been other
Jackson to Stanton on a
the death and to find out if financial difficulties and
Miss Abbott named as
the school itself raised $500,000 prepared, several law en- Bowling, 17, also of Lee
change of venue
Fisher
negligence was a factor.
Edward
and
County,
defendants the coliseum. over the same period.
substandard facilities.
forcement officials told
According to Greathouse,
the infant died of kidney
failure and blood poisoning,
the result of wounds he
We buy direct We're Diamond Specialists.
sustained wHen the dog
Don t be mislead by fake Catalog pricing
•
chewed off his legs at the
e
piN
f‘ P4°
g
We ye been trusted for over 60 years!
NOW OPEN
knees.
M. MANAS
Evidence presented at the
SUN.
Downtown Paducah
et
inquest Wednesday included
Choice
Your
the
of
slides
color
MICHELSON'S
graphic
r0
sr C
ngP
a d01 n
t
i9
:
if:myo
for
dWg
ehdiamond
ti 41111)
j
murroy Mayfield. Cairo 111
infant's wounds. The wounds
like these? Our low,
Union City Tenn
Weight— 4r..
were associated with those
price is only
do!
a
a
He
!Pe
by
rolesslotal
that would be made
•
. V
Ar
Jargetoothed_ animal, medical.
records showed.
Police officers testified the
baby's crib mattress and
bumper guard had been
chewed and torn. There was
mattress stuffing and plastic
material on the floor: there
also were bloodied paw prints
and skin on the bed's slats,
--Greater Selection
they said.
After hearing much of the
*Greater Quality
testimony. the jury of one
woman and five men decided
-1C-Greater Valuer
that the infant's mother,
Linda Johnson, did not need to
testify. The jurors agreed that
she had experienced enough
trauma.
inquest,
the
After
the
said
Greathouse
dachshund was responsible
for the infant's death.

legislators will deal with the
state's system of incarceratingJaw breakers.
A special commission appointed by former Gov. Julian
Carroll has recommended
that Kentucky prisoners be
required to serve a minimum
of 20 percent of their sentences
before being considered for
parole. There currently is no
minimum term under Kentucky law.
The same commission also
recommended that judges
rather than juries hand down
sentences.
Another special task force,
this one created by the 1978

Third Concert Suit Filed

Murder Trial Against
Three Is Postponed

Institute Must Raise
Money To Qualify

Coroner's Jury Rules Dog
Responsibile For Death
LOUISVILLE. K. I API —
A coroner's jury has ruled that
the death of a 15-day-old boy
who died after being attacked
by a pet dachshund was accidental.
Christopher M. Johnson
died Nov. 3, three days after
he was attacked by the dog at
the family's home. Jefferson

Something l -nii4ual
for the
Prafessional

1980 Uniform
Savings Plan" ---Buy 8 I -niforms
:year and get
one free
Details available at

Barbara's
Uniforms
523 Broadway
Paducah,K.42001
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5 BIG DIAMOND CENTERS
ONE NEAR YOU .•

),

46 Buy Diamonds
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00
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Two Local Students
Enrolled At UTM
For Fall Quarter
Two local students — Anita
Sue Terry of Murray and
Belinda Jean Davidson of
Lynnville — are enrolled
during the 1979 fall quarter at
the University of Tennessee at
Martin.
According to Jerry Lacy,
director of admissions, 5,203
graduate and undergraduate
students are registered for
classes at UTM.

PAM .
MAW
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Dependable heatfor
your home...with fuelsavings
to vvarm your heart!

(LOSPII rim)

.FHERNIOSTATICALLY CONTROLLED
WOODRI'RNING HEATERS
511111111114 LIOPIPTIK
OfUto

/NOM MOIOAPITI
Ala OPAIIK1110 MONICA

BOWS OP DIAMONDS
57111 MOB 011
LIPPOIKI

o worries about fuel shortages when you
heat with inexpensive, readily available
firewood. And Ashley ,irculators heat up to
6 rooms for 12 hours and more on a single
fueling! No fuss, rib fumes, no smoke. Ashleys
require ash removal,on the average,only three
times monthly.. maintain the heat level you
select by setting a dial. Choose from 4 fuelsavings models now!

N

a 299 k se,

Now In Stock At

,Inc.
Purdom's
Murray, Ky.
753-4872
"We Service What We Sell"

Islc% $59 $69

OUR ENTRE
STOCK

2okF
1
/

UNHEARD OF BARGAINS!
UNBELIEVABLE SAVINGS!
UNLIMITED SELECTIONS!

Charge Your Purchases - Pay Next Year
• 90 Doys Some As Cosh • 6 Months • 12 Months
• Up To 2 Teorg To Pay • Open Late Friday
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Police Speculate Kiwk-Pik
Robberies Are Bandit Game

California Investigator Says
Club Fire Burned For Hours

Your Individual
Horoscope
Fraak.es Drake

million in out-of-court set- ir the cubbyhole.
COVINGTON, Ky. ( AP) —
FOR FRIDAY,DECEMBER 14, 1979
-There was no change from
fire investigator. tlements in other litigation.
California
A
bothering you. Include family
The defendant aluminum 1975 until the night of the fire,"
What kind of day will
fires.
electrical
in
specializing
members in plans. Show
tomorrow be? To find out what
the May 28, wire industry contends the Allman said.
for the elderly. has testified that
consideration
fortunate.
the
read
say,
the stars
Hills Supper wire and recepticles were safe
Beverly
1977,
Owensboro police still are forecast given for your birth
Stanley Chesley, attorney
SCORPIO
Club fire started in a recep- and that the fire started in the for survivors of the victims.
investigating two recent Sign.
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 211
and north wall of the Zebra room
at
You may be aggravated tionist "cubbyhole"
robberies
Kwik-Pik
said the fire began in an outlet
burned for hours before being where was no aluminum wire of the cubbyhole, moved up
a
with
friend.
narkets in that city.
Don't
wait
for
ARUM
used.
And the search is continuing (Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)1914 another time. Speak of your detected.
2'7 stories over the Zebra
U.S. District Judge Carl
In opening day testimony
will
and
issue
grievance,
the
for a suspect in what police
your
Room and spread horizonon
are
Partnerships
mmust
jury
the
Wednesday in U.S. District Rubin said
be settled favorably.
are calling an early morning mind, but you may not agree
tally.
Court, Capt. Carl Duncan, of decide first what caused the
SAGITTARIUS
robbery and attempted rape upon how to share your time
Duncan described the
Huntington Beach, Calif., fire. If it determines the
at a Henderson Kwik-Pik last together. Be flexible in the ( Nov. 22 to Dec. 21)
alcove as a -chimvertical
civil
the
cause,
the
and
was
wiring
aluminum
the
disputed
Don't
overextend yourself.
Friday.
name of togetherness.
said the fire started
He
ney."
industry'
the
industry's
against
trial
receptical
Too many social engagements wire
TAURUS
7 p.m. and was not
about
said.
started
he
would
proceed,
fire
the
that
contention
on
your
you
may
calendar
find
(Apr. 20 to May 20)
Defense attorney's Bruce discovered until 9 p.m. when
Romantic interest in you late for some appointments or in the north wall of the first
and Mike Cronin, in the fire was burning so fierroom.
Allman
Zebra
sorts.
of
out
the
of
floor
Don't
distance:
a
at
one
from
the
arguments Wed- cely that the Southgate Fire
to
opening
returned
CAPRICORN
Duncan
at
take on too many tasks
stand today and was expected nesday, said the fire started in Department could not expresent. Be thorough in what ( Dec. 22 to Jan. 191
tinguish it.
A call from you will lift the to give his precise opiniop on "a concealed space of the wall.
you do.
Duncan, who said he had net
spirits of a shut-in. Career the cause of the fire. Cross"Aluminum branch circuit
GEMINI
WASHINGTON (AP) — (May 21 to June 20)111
fr progress indicated, but avoid examination was scheduled to wiring could not be at fault for heen to the fire scene, said he
4
the simple reason there was had studied evidence and was
President Carter said WedDon't neglect domestic disputes with associates or follow.
nesday that he will nominate obligations in the pursuit of advisers.
The fire resulted in the never any in the place where familiar enough to testify no
a good times. The accent is on AQUARIUS
Smith,
P.
Albert
deaths of 165 persons and the fire started," Cronin said. an expert witness.
close (Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
He used charred timberso
in
Allman said that during a
injury to 50 more. The
Russellville, Ky., newspaper tenderness
A planned trip may have to plaintiffs contend the fire was 1975 remodeling, no aluminum color photographs, drawings
publisher, to be federal co- relationships. Be responsive.
be revised if arrangements
chairman of the Appalachian CANCER
caused by electrical wiring. wiring was used either in the and a large model of the club
(June 21 to July 221 'Bie) prove too costly. Under the They have collected 915 north wall of the Zebra Room to illustrate his testimony.
Regional Commission.
Don't be impulsive in influence of a friend, you could
Smith, editor and publisher
decisions re a be led astray.
making
of the Russellville NewsWeigh PISCES
Democrat and the Logan domestic matter.
downplay (Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
Don't
alternatives.
Leader, would replace Robert
Disputes re joint assets will
the opinions of others. Listen.
W.Scott, who has resigned.
wqrk themselves out by day's
LED
The ARC is headed by a
end. A social occasion finds
(July 23 to Aug. 22)
Register for our BE 1.-AIR CENTER Christmas Give-Aco-chairman,
states
Listen carefully. Avoid you the recipient of comrepresenting the 13 states misunderstandings re money. pliments.
Way Dec. 22. One of our lucky customers will win
involved, and a federal co- If careless with details,
BORN
are
TODAY
YOU
$500!! Big K
chairman, representing the mistakes possible. Accept an adventurous and like to take
Pier 1 Imports
federal government.
a
settle
for
you
yet
often
risks,
co-worker.
invite from a
Say-Rite
Den
King's
job that doesn't allow you full
VIRGO
Sears
Michelson's
( Aug. 23 tq Sept. 22) nP%. expression of these qualities.
Bin
Shoe
Insurance
success
Murray
comes
Your
greatest
a,
Impulsive spending
The Step Ladder
temptation. Save cash for when you cultivate your
Otasco
essential items. A party at ambition and aim for the top.
Storey's Food Giant
Panhandler
home has romantic overtones. You can be successful in
business, ,ksp as_ a_...1.1ey_
Be considerate of others.
Must Storistipen -Nights'
stocks and bonds. Law and
LIBRA,
Sun. Afternoons until Chcistmas
.&
'which
fields
two
are
acting
(41 South
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22)-4--n
Trying to escape problems will give you the changes and
won't work. Find out what's excitement you crave.

MADISONVILLE,Ky. iAPi vinced that robbing the
— Some west Kentucky police convenience stores amounts to
officers are speculating that something of a game for
robbing Kwik-Pik markee. bandits intent on showing up
may be becoming something the police and Kwik-Pik
of a game for bandits trying to management.
outwit the authorities.
The latest Kwik-Pik robbery
For the first time, law en- occurred Tuesday, when a
forcement officers are saying man made off with $20 to 840
that,an "ego trip!' — as op- from a Princeton market.
posed to robbery or sex —
The 42-year-old clerk, Janet
could be a prime motive in Webb, was treated at Caldwell
repeated attacks on the 24- ('ounty Hospital for head and
hour convenience stores.
facial injuries she suffered
Nearly a month ago, Kwik- when she was struck four
Pik officials launched a 10- times with the assailant's gun.
point crime prevention plan • Sgt. Terry Vinson of the
aimed a.t. stemming a wave of Princeton Police Department
violent crimes that has left described the weapon as --a
three of its female clerks dead_ "Saturday night special,"
in west Kentucky since August
Vinson said Mrs. Webb was
1978.
in the back of • the market
But several violent incidents stocking milk in a cooler when
have been reported since the the man walked up behind her
company launched its plan, and grabbed her.
which includes an "exact
In the struggle that ensued,
change only."policy that takes Vinson said, the clerk was
effect after midnight.
struck by the gun.
Among the proponents of the
"He intended on knocking
"eLtii trip" theory is Jerry
her out," he said. "When he
Summers,a Henderson Police hit her three times, she
Department detective who is .stumped to the floor but got
investigating that city's latest right up after he left."
Kwik-Pik case.
The robbery marked the
Summers noted that in most first at any of Princeton's
• Kwik-Pik robberies, only $40 three Kwik-Piks. But some
to $50 is taken. He said he is western Kentucky cornbecoming increasingly con- munities have not been so
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battery, pick-up module and coil AN solid state
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Value

DOG FOOD
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Motor Parts & Bearings
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The manual every do-It-yourselfer needs or
uses Shows how to repair all u S cars since 1973
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counterman

YOUR CHOICE
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Smoked Turkey -- For Christmas
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polyester fit Stand-up
collar, snap front. 2 large

Each with LED
digital display and
integrated quartz
clock For U S. cars
and Imports
Cassette has elapsed
time memory, 12 watt
stereo 8 track 10 watt stereo
LIMITED QUANTITIES

AtilfiVeRSIltir

:Bonus Special
• Both With
$25.00 Order

Choice of 1 With $12.50 Order

A gift you's want for
yourself Gives 15 hours
Of light vAth a
3-battery system
High Intensity beam
high impact case
completely sealed
Choice of colors
1-year guarantee
#16568
LIMITED QUANTITIES
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Big Sale-Abration Days
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Country Ham
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*
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the were not reconciled to the throughout the country. appearance, he wrote: "They the first holiday advertising
Christmas morning; colored Christmas Carol, with its won over by two reasons:
Smithsonian News Service
decision. Complained one Dickens' A Christmas Carol, took it so tremendously last appeared in the 1830's.
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off at 7:20 p.m. It crashed in
flames 90 seconds later on a
wooded ridge within sight of
the runway.
In August-1978, the National
Transportation Safety Board
concluded the crash was
caused by failing to remove
external control locks from
"NANCY
the plane's rudder and right
I'VE
E
aileron.
-OT
G
WHY WE REN'T
A contributing factor was
BAD
A
YOU IN
the decision to load all 624
COLD IN
SCHOOL
pounds of 'luggage in a rear
TODAY F
MY NOSE
compartment; giving the
plane "a rearward center of
gravity."
Human error. s
Evansville grieved.
"Some people may have
wondered whether it was
1979 Unqed Feature Sy Oct e in
worth it to start over," said
university president Wallace
THE WAY YOU
! HA IVA!
Graves. "But others felt it was
SOLDIERS?
SORRY,OUR
DO YOU GIRLS
GOT IN STEP
WHAT MAKES YOU
doubly important to goon."
A#10THERS WON'T
WANT TO GO'
WALKING OVER
S?
SOLDIER
WE'RE
THINK
Walters, a highly successful
DATE
US
LET
DANCING
I ER6
head coach at College of
DuPage in Glen Ellyn,
was hired in March 1978,
While Walters recruited
players, fans from Evansville
1980 Oldsmobile
1980 Oldsmobile
and elsewhere reached for
CUTLASS SEDAN
CUTLASS SUPREME
their wallets and donated
more than $330,000 to the
university's rebuilding effort.
EPA
ESTIMATED
Membership in the Tip-Off
MPG
club,
booster
Aces'
the
Club,
IT TAKES DAw/00C2
BLONDIE
soared from 450 to 960. And the
your hard-earned money for anyAt Hometown Olds we believe that
A Minij—ETtD
Purple Pride Gang,a new club
especially a
these days
thing
just
that
numbers
of
lot
a
are
there
ELC"" IT,
university
by
formed
car.
new
spend
you
have to add up before
students, had 1,330 members
began
cars. Your
Aces
the
by the time
REMEMBER: The circled EPA estimates are for comparison to other
weather;
and
length
trip
speed,
on
your
ng
dependi
their first full season in
actual mileage may vary
.
estimate
highway
the
than
less
be
Division I.
probably
will
mileage
highway
actual
your
diviConsidering the players'
by
d
various
produce
engines
built
GMwith
Oldsmobiles are equipped
lack of experience and the
See us for details.
sions.
they
formidable opponents
faced, many observers said
So, before you buy any new car, come in and compare value,
well
doing
be
the Aces would
engineering, affordability and, most of all ... Olds fuel economy.
games
five
or
four
win
to
We think you'll find a lot of numbers Drat add up in your favor.
during the 1978-79 season.
and
"But we won 13 games
lost 16, and 11 of those 16 we
Olds-Pontiac-Cadillac
lost by six points or less,"
Walters said. "We have not
Satisfied Customers Are Or
snuck into Division I, we have
attacked it."
Nun Concern
Still, last year marked
Main-753-5315
West
1406
in
M
Walters' first losing season
He
coach.
head
a
s
years
11
does not want another.
"We don't ever want to play
for second place. Evansville is
606608ei
a winner's town and that's
what we have to do. That's
why we're here."

Time Helps Heal The Pain
For Evansville University
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Dixieland Center
The Exciting Gift Center in this
area has
*Music boxes and music box tables
*Furniture and accessories from the
Orient
*Gorgeous towels
*Stationery & notes
'Items in brass and pewter
*Oriental tea sets
*Soaps & colognes for men 8. women
'Dirty Kids Headquarters
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OF EXCTIN) gIFTS
FOR EVEPYONE
ON YOUR LIST

OPEN SUNDAYS 1-5
Free Gift Wrapping
Mon.-Sat. 10-5:30

SHOP EARLY'
NI EASY
2. Notice

2. Notice

Better health through better Free Store. 759-4600.
2. Notice
nutrition Call today for allot'nation. Murray Nutritional John 1415. -If ye love me.
keep iny commandments.- II Toddler s Day Care now has
Consultants. 753-9960
John 19, -Whosoever tran- openings for 2 3 and 4 year
sgresseth. and abideth not in olds 1534481
the doctrine of Christ hath not
Nearing Aid
God He that abideth in the
BIBLE CALL
doctrine of Christ. he hath the
Service Carder
ordinary people
"Can
Sabbath
the
and
Son.Father
Moon
u.ne.-12:00
9
the Bible?"
understand
11
Saturday's
worship
service.
• Friday, 21st
til
For Teens:
or
759-4444
6
study,
Bible
am
12
til
am
Store
Wallis Dreg
7 evenings. Study by phone
"Living Together" 759Ky
of Swim
anytime Free Store for the
4445.
Benton, Ky Ph 5Z711463
needy All donations apI preciated Anyone having need 5.1ost and'Found
FREE
Free ride to Southwest .Florida or would like Bible information
tost.-targe dark brown striped
Leaving for southwest Florida or study call Bible Facts or Free
male cat, wearing flea collar.,
•
3:
December
about
on or
missing since Saturday in
1979 Would like lady or wool,
vicinity of South 16th and
to help with the driving Ca
Have a Daughter getWiswell Road. Reward offered'
753-3599"at night or
ting married? We make
Call 753-3562 or 753-6204.
Thursday
wedding pictures.

1

6. Help Wanted

Carter Studio
304 Main, 753-8298

Cut or trim trees
753-7364 or 7534397.

NOTICE
Mr. Farmer it is
not too late to treat
your plant beds
with VORLEX.Soil
no
temperature
problem. Call your
custom applicator
Bob Kemp 435-4343
or 435-4315. $45.00
per 100 yards.

FOR SALE
COLT PYTRONS
a.M.
$35500
111.
$340.00
Below Discount
Call Rogers
753-3309 atter 5

CLASSIFIED AD
DEADLINES
In order for your ad to appear
ion the date you specify you'
imust adhere to the following'
deadlines An ad must be called or brought in by 12 noon
the day before in order to appear in the next days paper,
with the exception of ads to
start in Monday's paper, they.
must be called or brought in by
10 AM on Saturday
• To have an ad cancelled
ibefore publication you will
need to contact us by 8 AM
that morning in order for it not
to appear in that days edhon.

3. Card of Thanks

memory of Mike
Davis Adams, we would like to
express our thanks to our
neighbors and friends for all
the kindness and sympathy
that you have shown.
In our tune of sorrow the
cards, food, flowers and blood
donations have warmed our
hearts
A special thanks to Dr. Hal
Houston, Dr. John Querterinous. Dr Russell Howard. and
Intensive Care staff of Murray Calloway County hospital; Dr.
Sawyer. Dr Nix, and Intensive
REWARD $3000! For informa- Care staff of Vanderbilt
tion leading to apprehension of Hospital, faculty of Puryear
cattle theif in Pottertown area. Elementary School and Carlisle
or apprehension of persons Co. Elementary School, and
shooting cattle this spring in employees of Purchase Equipthe Kirk Ridge area Igleheart ment Company.
Farms Call 4365391 or 436: Charlotte John, Pat. Ann and
Colie Do,A da
2425
n loving

HRISTMAS GI

MEN
All Suits and
Sportcoats

with copper bottoms. $29.99.
Wallin Hardware, Paris.
Christmas Special! Revereware.
Saucepan. 1 quart. $10 99. 2
quart. $14 99. 3 quart. $16 99
Willin Hardware. Paris
Christmas Special! Slow
cooker. 52 2 quart. high and low
heat. Teflon II lined. $;4,88.
Wallin Hardware. Paris.
Christmas Special! Water Pulse
Shower Massage Deluxe Head,
$9.99, hand held and wan
mount unit, $13 99. Wallin
Hardware. Paris.
Christmas Special! Selfcleaning Munsey ovens. Model
353. $27.99, model 351.
$43.99: Model 359. $49.99.
Wallin Hardware. Paris.

SETTLEWORKMAN

Help wanted. Need day cook
and part-tune waitress. Apply
in person at the Rib Shack,
901 Coldwater Road.

We appreciate your business
E. Main Street
Downtown Murray
Free Gift Wrapping

9. Situation Wanted

15. Articles For Sale

15. Articles For Sale
Hospital bed. in good condition. mattress extra clean.
$165. High back wheel chair,
ideal for home use, $65. See at
625 South 4th Street. 7534992

International School
Bus, 46.000 actual
miles. Call 753-7746.

;

111

210E. Math
753-009

1b2(1

frillrlff/ Wi 'V'I/ 1

I

DESIGN
In.nal Panel
Retail 56 95

ELLIS
POPCORN
753.9451
Wiswell Rd., Murray

16. Home Furnishings .

14. Want To Buy

tot vui"
slot

of,

anyly a

Hours:
9-9 Mon.
thru Sat.

Your
ther;
late.
divi-

fev,

Sundays 141

le,
my.

or.
TNE STORE FOR MLR

rzi
i315

BEE AIR
CENTER

WAN0.*N '1/

NOTICE
The regular meeting of the Commissioners of the South 641 Water
District will be held in the law office of
Harold Hurt at 4:30 p.m. on December
20, 1979.

Buying All Kinds of
Scrap Iron & Metals.

Bargains! Leaf rakes, $1.99.
chain saw files, all sizes. 79
cents each; air conditioner
covers, $1.99: fire shovels, 99
cents each, windshield de-icer,
12 oz. spray can. 88 cents,
duct tape 2-x180. roll. $2.59.
stove pipe.
S1.39: heat
bulbs. 250 watt, infra red,
$1.39 each Wallin Hardware,
Paris.

Industrial.
Clean-11p Service

Christmas Special' Purple Martin houses 6 rooms. $23 99,
lard,Ey. NOW.I 1141.-4
12 rooms. $36 99. 18 rooms.
Nos.-Fn.
412-ISIS
$49.99. 24 rooms. $59.99
15. Articles For Sale- Wallin Hardware, Paris.
Christmas Special' Hair dryer
Several Scout uniforms, $20. compact. 1200 watt, light
pair 750-16 truck tires. $50. weight. $999 Wallin Hardutility box trailer $475. 159- ware
1739.
200 amp service pole also 2
front tractor tires and wheels,
MUST SELL
new, size 10 hundreds by 16
Immediate delivery liquidation
Call 382-2327
of all new all steel buildings
4002114
$2 46 per sq ft
82 38 per sq ft
601108)05
Coll Toll-Free 1400-874-

3030
Century Stunt Buildings

Quilt for sale All hand stitched
in small 9 patch Double bed
size $100 See at public
library.
Wadeshoro
Homemakers Club

•

GIVE THATSPECIAL
' PERSON THAT
. SPECIAL GIFT

Christmas Special! Silvertone
cookware 7 piece set. $26.99
VVallm Hardware. Paris

GIFTS

MIRRORS
Open til &00P.M.

Thousands of Patterns to Choose From

1/2

All

Wallpaper
In Stock

Prices Good 12-8 - 12-15

Bel Air Center
Hours: 10-8 Mon.-Fri.
10-6 Sat 1-5 Sun.

15. Articles For Sale

1.

Chr istinas Special! Club
aluminum 7 piece set. $33 99,
8 piece set. $39.99: 10 piece .
set. $49 99: 11 piece set.
$59,99 Choice of colors 1.:
Wallin Hardware. Paris

Black's
Decorating Center r
701 S.4th

753-0839

•

Paying $10 50 per dollar for 90
per cent silver coins Halves
1965-69, paying $1.80 each
527-9139
Want to buy one acre more or
less at reasonable price near
Murray Call 753-0193 after 5
pm

FOR SALE
Three 55 foot Augers in
good condition, one
new. Two heavy duty
John Deere wagons.

CRISSCROSS

You Order

PRICE

Woo

11//11•SEIM

No 1625
DIAGONAL
:
,
DE sic
Innial Panel
Retail 56 95

No

All Wallpaper

GittS

,tri
re 1.of the Sho
'
We
for

rEN

10%
OFF

Wed,

ft

OUR
LIGHTERS
NAME
GRAVE
FREE

STAINED GLASS j

Min

12. Insurance

&
Boa.
NMI/ Its.

Sb

pier

Earn $200 per week in your
own home part tune business
No experience necessary. Call
527-3813 extension 800.

Ints.omnse Cornsmov

RIBBON DE SILN
Ininal Panel

WICKER

10. Bus. Opportunity

rn••••
Nolo
• .6os to
-n Soad
men Imo..
Ow Sonor to std.,
op ...rule So, NI ad ve....,to
••s% • Gold.. V o att.
2
1
SOFA 1 /
Oleo ,ad b

lb I

No

No 1610

HIGH ROI ISH
CHROME
R,-tad S5.95

Dress shirts, Sport shirts, Flannel shirts, pajamas, robes, sweaters, leather
jackets, all weather coats, jeans,
overalls, dress pants, socks and un- 16. Home Furnishings'
derwear by Hanes. Work shoes, dress 18 cubic foot hiniral
refrigerator. $450 Call 753shoes, work pants and shirts to mat- 3248.
ch. Belts golves, hats and house Christmas Special! 9 piece
stainless steel cookware set
shoes.

The (.loss
of *98

KING'S DEN

10% OFF

1972 160 Allis Chamber diesel
Also 8' Case wheel clis,s
cylinder and hoses All in good
condition. Call 489-2716 after
6 pin.
Buildings!! 40)(12'x14' All
steel clear span buildings
a 24'x13' double slide door
color walls, three wall lites and
20 lb live load This complete
package for $6.890 Other sizes
available F 0 B factory. Call
614-294-4449 collect 9 AM_ to _
PM
ost proof hydrants 2 ft bury
'1)th. For yards -or barn lots
Hardware
Wallin
.25.99

SLIM MODLLS

Handmade Barbie doll clothes
753-4011
Six inch Craftman jointer, good
condition, 36 inch table with
motor, $240. See at 625 South
4th St.. 753-4992
Three wagon wheel fights and
one wagon wheel-table with
glass top Phone 753-5940.
Two chain saws: Polan and
Steele. $140 each 1973 Datstm, for parts. $200 1966 Mercury. $175 Red belly tractor,
$1500 753-0835. _

SUGGESTIONS FOR

Hoineworkers earn $50 per
hundred securing, stuffing
enevelopes. Free details. Reply
Titan-S12. Box 94485,
Schaumberg, IL 60194.

Housework, one or two days a
week. 753-7812.
Mature, experienced young
woman will do babysitting in
iny home. Have references. Call
/53-3899.
Will do bahysitting. have own
transportation Call 489-2566
Will do babysitting, have
references. 753-0762.
Will do housekeeping 7530351 or 753-5380
Will do housekeeping 2-3 days
a week Experienced. 4928925

it Farm Equipment

15. Articles For Sale

THE CITY OF MURRAY SANITATION
DEPARTMENT IS REQUESTING BIDS
FOR UNDER CARRIAGE PARTS TO A
TD-24 INTERNATIONAL DOZER.
SPECIFICATIONS CAN BE PICKED UP
AT: CITY CLERK'S OFFICE 5TH AND
POPLAR STREETS, MURRAY, KENTUCKY 42071

Opportunity
Beginning January 1, 1980
Openings For

Advertising Sales Positions
Murray Ledger& Times
Good Salary-Insurance-Vacation
and Other Fringe Benefits
Experience Nelpful.
Send Resume and Recent Photo

the

Murray
Ledger & Times
Box 32
Murray,Ky.42071

HonieTurnishings
Christmas Special! Corelle Expressions. 20 piece sets All
patterns $46.99. Wallin Hardware, Paris.
Christmas Special' Victorio
Number 200 Tomatoe juicer
H3rdware
Wallin
520 99
Paris
For sale Real nice wriie side
by side Frigidare refrigerator
freezer $175, Also have older
refrigerators Call 753-0762
after 4 pin
Stainless steel sinks 4 hole
self rumning double compart
inext $29 99 $39 99 any
Hardware
Wallin
$49 99
Paris
Will sell good used furniture
and appliances The Odd Shop
We buy. sell. and
ad
trade

17. Vacuum Cleanets
Christmas Speciall Auto
vacuum cleaner Operates on
12 volt system, includes 15 ft
cord,-nozzle brush, crevice tool
and removable bag, $10.99
Wallin HardWa.e. Paris

iAd
The
Decor Store
Bel-Air Shopping Center
Phone 753-3642
Murray, Ky.
Open Till8:00P.M.
Mon. Thru Friday

4

••

••
4.

We Accept Visa &
Master Charge
7,
•

••
I.•

v..•'

14 4

•

so',•

•
,

Quantity Discounts

Fireworks! Big Selection!
Also Fiberglass for Sale

Discount Building
Materials

14 mile south of Hazel, Ky. on Hwy.641 (across from
the carpet store, green building
4

Studio Open House
Hand made Utilitarian pottery featuring
a selection of cups, tumblers, bowls,
tea pots, casseroles and other items.
Also unusual hand carved Sgraffitto,
bowls,jars and vases.
Friday, Dec. 14, 1 p.m. till-Saturday, Dec. 15, 10:00 a.m. till-Sunday, Dec. 16, 1:00 p.m. till-or call 436-5610 for an appointment
Directions:
Take 94 East to 280, follow 280 past Bonners Shell
Grocery to Panarama Subdivision. At first stop sign
turn right, then left at first street (Ken Circlet then
watch for Studio signs. Approx. 12 miles from
Murray.
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GUITARS
GUITARS
GUITARS

\ Be Prepared
For
I Christmas 1980
,11
OPEN YOUR

711,-

Christmas Club
TODAY

Priced From

Bank of
Murray

$4295

Member F.0.1. C.

Chuck's

4.

THE CHRISTMAS WAREHOUSE STORE
wrwre Every Item In Stock Is

Ak

753-3682

Murray. Ky.

19. Farm Equipment

24. Miscellaneous
Firewood for sale • $25 a rick
Call 474-2382 before 6 pin
Firewood for sale Phone Jewell
Puckett at 437-4319

f

ENTIRE STOCK'
STUFFED TOYS

AN5

•1/2

9T
-F

Wanted re-: wsible party to
take up ma nonthly payment
on 25- cul t id Warranted
B Music 753Clayton's • 1
7575
Inn color .
1980 Zenitn
3 months cc Cali 753-6292
For rent or Ale Double wide
mobile home 3 bedrooms. 2
baths wood: horn•ng stove, also
central heat and air conditioning Large shaded lot Located
in Baywood vista near Kentucky lake Rent $150 per inonth. sale price $18000 See or
call Ray Eircwnted business
phone 753-3231 noine phone
153-1721
For sale iDvSO New Moon
furnished
mobile home
with washer and air conditioner and large hot water
heater Excellent condition
Call 492-8523
Price redc-1: nt sell 1974
Allago.;14 d‘luble_ite.de- mobile.
home Car he used as 2
bedrooms c• 4 bedrooms 2 full
baths I yurrg room dining
room and den Gas heat
carpeted th..ughout new 3.:
ton central a r With or without
furniture Can he seen between
9 am anc 7 um at :47 Riveria
Courts
3
12465
R.-....e
1973
bedroom 2 Nth Jinpleteiy
furnishec -clueing washer
and dryer ,entral neat and air
priced a' $5250 Call 753
2762

410.WBOTp4=M/N
INNIS/ AMIP...11/
,
•AMINE
MEP

Book Hack 3Je Jr sell used
certificates
u
hooks
808 Chestnut
Western Up
Call 1534.
Mayhelie iu,' Bridals Wingo.
Kentucky A • ea Angelo bridal
gowns orlc-sinaid s dresses
and veils :es 6 to 24'7
Shown hi, ...pointtnents. Call
376 5387
26. TV-Radio
25 inch -.SA color t v •
)0 In good conautomaticdition Pholri, 753-6531

Vogt

vac;
That's It
Levi's

lmi

VOL .
*No .154.'
WORTH Of
TOYS AND Gif Ts,

11,1
•

lie

27. Mobile Home Sales

Music Center
1411 Main

25. Business Services

Pr

Open 10 a.m.-6 p.m.
Mon. thru Sot.

Olympic Center

50-D Toy Store
Dixieland Shopping Center

29. Heating-Cooling

Sun.
1-5

Mon.-Sat.
9:30-9:00

38. Pets-Supplies

43. Real Estate

43. Real Estate

For sale Shanandoan wood Boarding and grooming tar Cnuice commercial site J 34
JOHN SMITH
stove with thermostat control Christmas holidays • We hoard acres on bypass 121 16th
any type of- pet Make your Street subdivided into 4 lots
and blower Call 489 2200
Hidden Excellent view from all apreservations early
For sale 27 cubic foot chest
36. Business Rental
Lynn proaches good access high, 4481
435
Valley
Kennels
clyndiair
ton
,5
type freezer.
OF /HOME'
For. rent 1000 square toot Grove
traffic area Will sell land jot
rioner commercial tomatoe
to,
build
15or.will
Center
Shopping
Southside
lot
000,..per
$25
sLicer. less _than one
')I&d;44444- suite for sale or lease Spin
t-*e
0fe
-s
nextto
20. Sports Equipment
Phone 753 4470 or 75342944
Call
i
:
el
S
- 753-7411
753 6612
P.• • ', Associates 153.7724
A
,Rom N() tilt ( 10(K
S7
435-4525
•
.-ave Oak Hickory firewood
One stall 4.•hi room for one car $20 a rick will deliver Calm
nor!. -.)o for rent 753
Doctor or nurse worried about
and
ng irotor $20 Cali 489-2440
-M -M el el el el
-M M M M
753-6837
getting to work this winter
561
after 5 pin
Lawn sweeper Sweep your
vwhen
the ice and snow comes'
DIAMOND
LARGE
Rent
For
32. Apts.
22. Musical
lawn in one tenth the time
Need a phone in your car? Have
CLUSTER LOOK.
Snowbound
be
Don't
Push type $39 99 pull Type
.Spinet piano used he new Usa pet hut no place to put it'
SMALL DIAMOND
'This Winter
31 -10 hu capacity. $11999
22nd Extra nice a
ed console and grand pianos
•
PRICE!
Like a large work room away
pull type 38 16 bu capacity
niences central hear and
Practice pianos New Baldwin
from it all for those rare spare
Seven fiery. well cut diamonds
Wallin
Hardware
99
carport
No pets Couple prefer
$189
pianos and organs Lonardo
moments' We have a solution
that
for
smartly mounted
Paris
red Deposit one year ease
for you For the complete picPiano Company. across from
large diamond look. In your
1101 Circaraina 753 0291
PostOffice Paris. TN
ture call 753 1492 Offered
Mobile home roof coating. 5
choice of white or yellow gold.
by Century 21 Loretta Jobs
pail $26 99 Wallin
E f ficiency apartment rivm
Used Spinet piano 8. gallon
01 CT TOTAL AT
Realtors
QUALITY
Paris
Hardware,
i•
n
,
kitchen
,:oinhir
room
Clay',
save
beauty and
DIAMONDS
bedroom and bath One hui_ri
& B Music 753-7575
Mobile home anchoring su: 28. Mob. Home Rents
from MSU $110 per month
• Purdom & Thurman
plies available at Wallin Harc:
SALE PRICE
For •ent TA rJectroom and 3 Available January 1st Call 759
For Sale
ware
Paris
$d.
l
Insurance & Real Estate
%kb thi. ad
bedroom tra --rs n Shady Oaks 453.8 after 12 noon
New can. of hog lard for sale Trailer Cour' 189 2611
Kentyck,
For rent Furnished 2 bedroom
50 pound can 753-5814
Stereo Console
PI)
AOC,
downtown
near
.r root 12x60 Two apartment
For
fr
The Tote Machine It's a dolly
AM/FM with 8 track
on and a half fully Murray Available January f '
r
It's a cart It a a hauler s a
300.00
,•••,,e• ore
Court Square
: ee Brandon Dill at 753-4109
s5flor different
rr, r
ro-k4e4
Different7s5t3
10W111 '44•4r, ,r4r•ro piot
you ,
II 753-6531 ask for
wood carrier It s an outboard C sT I
COW!
40,1
,
t4k• Ev1114, POotor•des12
folks modern tri-level 4
For rent five room unfurnished
motor caddy It s a leaf and
bedroom n 2 bath home with
Heatini-CodinIT
SEE THE ALL NEW LARGER 1980
apartment $150 per month
brush cage $79 99 ha!,r1
753-5447
heat and air, family
central
Phone
deposit
$100
ATC-185
Hardware. Paris
A, lc • nor covers $1 99 to
kitchen large
eat-in
room
pin
after
5
Exterminating
23.
1,vo vinyl bucket sea' et- $ • -9 wir. n Hardware Paris
utility room situated ,on
Ali
a;,ar.
duplex
condition Ca 753.ellent
neaters Automatic Two bedroom
• acre lot in-I Priced in the
',lent with fireplace $265 plus
after 4 pin
.227
753air 1320 watt
$ 4 0 s Phone
A
deposit No pets Call 753
A 1492 Offered by Century 21
ye, 5tcr. 9 '.500 watt $1899 6329
Nood for sale. $20 We
me Paris
Loretta lobs Realtors
759-1167 after 4 p
-s- fir-Rent
-m
31-Itoo
Four bedroom home on wooded
-;.
,
Frye-Apache -Chippewa -American
in city school district Den.
Furnished room for r- ent
Early
Lay-Away
Limited Sepply
I '."24 with fireplace and wet
chen and laundry facilities fur
sesig
nished One block from MSU
)er 2 full baths For more information call Purdoin & Thur$50 Per month Boy's only Cal'
11: fi:Ifj
00
inan, 753-4451
Pt-el 1"," 15: 11Y '6 rt
759-4538 after 12 no
In Trade
- -•u
HH•• S
.T
from
block
one
rent.
for
Rooms
::
University 759-4909 or 753- 38. Pets-Supplies
4 For an old pair of jeans for a new
.„1
AKC registered tiny Toy Poo"
:
24. Miscellaneous
pair of men's Levi, Wrangler or Lee I
Call 753-0957
puppies
C3 34. Houses For Rent
Aritque crocks tor sale itiui
Pre-Christmas
Sale All type's
1,' Jeans, or overalls.
=
miles
,
make unique 'Christmas gifts
0
grooming were $12 00 now
monper
$200
South.
641
Call 753-6347 after 5 =
-0 on
$10 00 By appointment Con
Des Brands Of Steel Toed
• th 753-8681
weekdays anytime weekends
nie Lainpe 436-2510
I
Safety
is
Or
Boots
Shoes
w441
Also
repair old clocks
111,1;Wak-,airc4
Three bedroom 1 1: bath den
111%411WaifilK
Public Sale
41.
NM
utility for washer and dryer
1/3 Off
BEADS
Antiques Gold Victorian bangle
BAGS IL
References
MID Newly decorated
bracelets and other antique 0
.11
and security deposit required
ewelry Makes ideal Chr4stroas Cr
$250 per month Located 5 or
Phone. Mayfield. 241
miles out of Murray 3281
6
't.;Sr15
O
:31
1at 8255 or 382-2731
SAVE
=
Blacktop driveway sealer 5
bedroom house
Garage Sale Saturday, 8 30 Iii
three
or
Two
BONNEVILLE
gallon pail $7 99 Supply
dark. 1516 Oxford Drive
for rent ideal location near
Wallin Hardwafe
limited
Brass headboard, books, tooLs.
school Attached garage
Carter
small household goods, clothes,
Paris
753-75911
0
° Central
oc
0
Immediate
other
and
knick-knacks,
Olympic Plaza
0. and fireplace
Murray,Ky.
goodies Priced to sell"
Center
Christmas Special' Skil Router •
0. cupanc'y $270 per month Call
•
753-9885
Murray,
Ky.-(502)
.VillrolliNasatualro
111Pullir
NM
=
model 548 '1 hp $2499
759-1020 after 5 30 pin
•
Wallin HarBware, Paris
-▪
.
Hours
9-9,
1-6
Sun.
I/
..le Two bedroom house for rent 43. Real Estate
• $165 per month, 753-3582
Christmas Special' Skil cor- e
Ninety-sin acres of rolling
We Dress People and Horses
inch drill 2 speed
dless
wooded land suitable for sub
;Shoe L Saddle Repairs, Orthopedic Services
Gm
rechargeable. reversing model =
road frontage
36. For Rent Or Lease division Good and
"Boots a Shoes For Every
Z
Wallin Hardprice
low
$2999
2002
view,
beautiful
0
114 0.•Top IsTRIHs,
111,1
PIO, 11411
,
I
ware. Paris
Call Spann Realty Associates
Activity Under The Sun"
w•
Soace For
Olds - Pestilec • cams,
Office
Chain saw chains Three
Dan Post-Cow Town-Texas-Red Vij_igi 1
eighths inch pitch for the
Rent. Lan 753Presents
"Satisfied Customers Are Owr
following bar sizes. 16...
Amley Auction
after 5:00
Main Concern"
7618
2499.
$11
.
20
51025.
Realty Sales
Wallin
Hardware,
$14 99
1406 West Main - 7S3-5315
Parts
Mini
Christmas Special' Pro-Sharp
Warehouse
chain saw sharpener sharpens
complete
.
Saturday,
December
pro
IS*,
a
chain
$1199
like
Space
10
Storage
is
This
four
a.m.
On The Fifth Day Of
Nallin Hardware Paris
tispersol of Ramseys elm* up end body shell"Mgh.
For Rent
Christmas Scott
way 641 in Dexter, Ky.
753-4758
Christmas Special' Skil saws
Drugs Suggests:
Big 5 hp air compresser, 200 gallon tank, grinders'
all with 7'4- blade model 538.
sanders, spray guns, bumping tools,"
rens17,,,:
37. Livestock-Supplies w
$2999 model 574 $3499
socket sets, 2 tire changers, wheel balancer. ag"'r
model
99.
$49
model 576
Christmas Special' Tennessee • rti;
vack, tool boxes, floor and hydraulic Jacks
'
559 $5999, model 553
Walking horse. stallion Masters
ders,
vices,
paint,
racks
of chrome moldings ciru,1
Hardware
Wallin
$19 99
Crown Royal. 3'2 years old,
panels,
hoods,
ter_
for
late
bumpers,
In
panels
iir.7"4.Paris
gentle, black with three white
G.M. pickup beds, automotive and tractor pa :,
'
stockings Moving, must sell
Firewood $25 a rick. delivered
tires, and wheels,trailer axle and wheels.tape
quickly Call 901-642 8544
Oak, Hickory, assorted Round
cords, lots more. 4 row J.D corn drill, model 495,
days
and split. 18* or 24- 489grain elevator, 501 for mower. Other fa" equip2327
ment, Dining table and chairs, china cabinet, bufFourteen Angora goats for sell
furfet, antique stove, refrigerator, other antique
753-9548.
Firewood $20 and up 767SELECT
niture. For information call
4441
38. Pets-Supplies
FROM A SPECIAL
For Christmas giving, original
GROUP
Lost Small dog. black and
oil paintings and prints Extra
gray. part Scott Terrier Lost in
lithographs
x48
24
special
vicinity of 280 past Bonnets
,
Off
trained at only $6 00 each
Store Answers to the name
435-4128, Lynn Grove,P.
while they last Goodman's Art
Jack Children's net' 436-2598
Shack, 1513413

sadiei

6atif

4

4 lasommimaaft.

$9950

Furches Jewelry

10

•

14K
Gold

Accessories For
All Occasions

0

5

OVERBY HONDA
SALES & SERVICE

4
•101

Pre-Holiday Sale
$000

Kelley's Termit
\,...,
& Pest Control

r

1.

_._•
Vernon's
1
....1
T- Western Store .
1

TREASURES
& TRASH

THE LAST
GREATPONTIAC
SALE OF THE
SrEVENTIES

SCOTT DRUGS 'ow

The Twelve Days
Of Christmas

PURDOM

AUCTION SALE

WOODS FLORIST

Meeker
Wallets

Now Open For Business

25%

Chester's Auction Service

*Poinsettias
*Christmas Arrangements
*Cemetery Arrangements
753-6671
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43. Real Estate

1td

e

o o mar e
43. Real Estate

53. Services Offered
.,,uidt,un
ri,

7 7rilt•-

LAY-AWAY A NEW
)
ia
ztakic
'YAMAHA FOR CHRISTMAS

I Estate
ky

different
level 4
)ine with
it. family
!.n large
j on 1'1
in the
753
mtury 21
n wooded
rict Den
and wet
'note in
n & Thur-

wwwimb.h7:They ,henob:

43. Real Estate

43. Real Estate

This makes house sense' for
the active family who wants a
really functional home, here's
yaw -opportunity 3 bedrooms,
2 baths, fully equipped ,kitchen A good place to raise a
753
!amily Call
1492 Offered .by Century 21
Loretta lobs Realtors

%
0
.
102
4
2•
753-1222
NEAR DOWNTOWN
Investment
opportunity with this
large older home near
downtown. Excellent
room arrangement for
professional offices or
Al,
apartments.
garage
apartment.
behind main home included in package.
Price now only $45,000.

',Du< 0, 00 on,00• I to
,
.

C

111 Qypit•7,

10

, of
/o op.!

pasccabom

COMMERCIAL
PROPERTY
4000 Square feet insulated metal building
on 11,2 acres located on
busy highway 4 miles
from Murray. Priced
below
replacement
cost - $60's. Phone
Kopperud Realty, 7531222 for full time real
estate service.

For the °veer, 0• 0•00,1

you

A real man s/rod steak

i

0..rnoSI
On/y•

en,.
c h..,b../ fid

12 Oz. New

Vori Strip

$925

TA. ylery byes,

Sirloin FOe Two(with all the trommings) Our Famous
Salad Bar (a moot in itself. you'll find it a true delight
All You Con Eat

1

$14.95

I
i t
I
C
I
C
I

eni

What a beautiful spot to build a shopping
mall."

40 Wooded Acres
.Complete Privacy
Of
Large private lake,
stocked with fish.This
property is one mile S.
of Hwy. 94 W. but
torally secluded.
Beautiful building site,
tree farm. Only
$25,000.

Fill Her Stocking
With Lovely Gifts
From

Call 753-8080

1

Map ddca eldsztidpirszcOPOCIESalliplEhiliMpilipi

Not

•

60,

$23,900
This attractive Home
features 2 BR., large
kitchen, dinette, good
sized utility, nice
carpeting. Easy walking distance to Bel-Air
Center on a quiet
street.

1

Master Charge

Visa

CARTER STUDIO
WEDDINGS I
PORTRAITS
753-8298

How about a new 30x40 foot 3bay shop building with i2 bath,
new 5 hp air compressor, and
wood burning stove, to work in.
and a new 2 bedroom. 2 bath.
luxury home with central heat
and air to live in? All on over 2
acres of land. Close to town.
$35.000. Want to know Iflare'
Call James Green at Spann
Realty Associates, 753-7724.

48. Auto. Services
CARROLL
TIRE
SERVICE

01,11MI

Your Car And
Light Truck
Tire Dealer
1105 Pogue
753-1489

De .S'.say•es ants it.. Edda *US. Choice Ike& cut Issals dais
TENDERNESS NOT GUARANTIED ON EXTRA WELL-DONE STIAILS

latie 0
12th & Chestnut 753-1314
assis.fossoms....ts.i•tsas4a.44•12.45-44•40.44•1h.mthascha......A

Tire sale! Coopers hest 4-ply
Polyester white wall, 12-32
tread depth, 7 rib with 120
tread wear level. A78x13-.
$22 55 plus 1.72 FET:
E78x14-. $26.10 plus 2.20
FET, F78x14-, $26.97 plus
2.32 FET, G78x14- or 15".
$28,83 plus 2.54 FET.
H18x14- or 15-. $30.02 plus
2.76 HT: L78x15-, $32.21
plus 3 06 FET Wallis Hardware,
Paris.

OFF

Pro Line
*Golf Clubs *Balls *Bags-Shoes'

ALL REDUCED

dod- lc.. •
eVer.

TO SELL
REDUCED
TRY OUR CHRISTMAS
1415 Main

LAY-AWAY PLAN

mach,
corm0 r
on In an,..
you ne,.1
somernIn.

753-2202

Cashier's Checks or Cash Only
12 ft. Hi Lo Shags & Short Shags -25 rolls - only $3.95
1.•
sq. yd.
•• 12 ft. Plush & Plush Shags & Hi Lo Shags & Short..4.
Shags -23rolls left- only $4.95 sq. yd.
1.
12 ft. rubber back Shag - 17 rolls left - only $3.50 •
yd.
•sq.
'
One Time Only!! ALL our $6.95 sq. yd. 1979 stock
wide - reduced to $5.95 sq. yd.,cuts or roll.
store
.
'If you want to save money, now's the time. FINAL ..
•
clearance; will not be repeated. This is fine, namebrand carpet.
• No personal checks on this sale. Bring CASH.

We are the oldest and largest most reliable
stereo store in Murray. We sold the first car
stereo ever sold in Murray.
•

.f

Before you buy. stop and check prices on Pioneer

•

.4

•

•

•

World of
Sound
222 So 12th (in the rear)

Look for the Big Orange Sign

.14
"
411111161

FREE
20 MILE
DELIVERY
753-0984

Mewed end reedy. Up to 12 i 24. Also barn stylo, of.
Hess, cottages, mobil* home ed-ens, end patios,, or U.
pre-cet completely reedy to assemble op to 24
40. Buy the best for less.
CtO3tPIOSPIl spa nuias IPM

;
.
110
st•

S.

01

New phone no 1901 4944963
•

HORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP
209 Wand Street
Closed All Day Wed.
NEW OFFICE HOURS:
Saturday 7:30 til 5:00
Monday-Friday 7:30-Noon
Prke of
PRICE SHAVE 75'
HAIRCUT $1.25
'SOMME. ••,.
calk Mame can 713 3411 sae day as eked. Illeftry Pubic
Ileapitd a

I and Craig, and many other brands. We are still the

largest, with the lowest prices and with guaranteed •
service after the sale.

1979 Jeep Renegade, excellent
condition. 753-6802 or 4365366.
1978 Jeep CJ-5 Renegade,
loaded with options, 6 cylinder.
20 mpg, $5800. Call 753-0138.
Moving must sell. 1967 International Scout, needs some
work. $300. Call 153-0347_

53. Services Offiled-

wi
4.,

Sales and Service

••

•
•
• s•
h

Sc sewing
.15 Ice years ro
IeSo corny
011 sornelhir*
spefld t on
3on

CUSTOM-BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS

Carpentry service Whatever
your needs, old or new quality
work Call 753-0565
Fence Sales at Sears now. Gall
Sears 753-2310 for free
estimates for your needs
Fireplace and chimney brick
repair. :Fireplace inserts and
stoves, Made to order. Brick
house pointing. Call after 6
pin. 436-2855.
Guttering by Sears, Sears contmous gutters installed per
your specifications Call Sears
753-2310 for free estimates.
Home repairs and remodeling
services 753-2501 after 5 pit

'56:Free-Column
Free puppies' Call 753-7746.
Free, 3 kittens, one female, two
male, Housebroken. 753-3293
Free kitten. beautiful. 7594130 or 762-3377.

0011.0.000000
CY1000P SANYO

I

1976 Chevrolet pickup. Call
753-6012.
1966 Delevan, air ride, 6 car
rig. $4500. Call 436-2764.

See the new Prowler trailers for
1980 • Also many good used
trailers. Arrowhead Camper
Sales. Highway 80 East,
Mayfield, KY. 247-818/.
1973 Starcraft pop-up. 7533938.

mILS. Y01.1 Car
he Sulg.7

53. Services Offered

Licinsed Electrician and gas in
stallation, heating installation
and repairs Call 753-7203
Painting - Paperhanging Commercial or residential Free
estimates 759-1987
Roof leaking? We have the products for these lobs. Apply on
wet or dry roof Also de-icer tor
commercial use Call John M
Morgan. Hazel. KY. for survey
492-8161 or 492-8696
Tractor work breaking disking
bushhogging. blade work, snow
removal from driveways parking lots. etc Call 753-7400
from 8 til 5. after 5 pin 7532632
Wet basement' We make wet
basements dry. work completely guarenteed. Call or write
Construction Co ,
Morgan
Route 2, Box 409A, Paducah,
KY 42001 or call day or night.
1-442-7026
Will do plumbing and heating
repairs. and remodeling around
the home. Call 753-9600. ,
Will haul driveway white rock
and Ag bine, also have any type
of brown or white pea gravel
-Call Roger Hudson. 753-4545-or 753-6763

Would like to sell i974
Mustang Hatchback 489-2276. op

51. Campers

Bel Air Shopping Center
753-5323

Pioneer and
Craig

Must sell! 1973 MG Midget.
$900 Call 753-3984.
1965 Mustang convertible, 90
per cent restored, 6 cylinder.
with air, automatic, power
steering and brakes. $3000.
1968 Chevrolet convertible.
307 Super Sport, a fine car,
$3200. 1965 Thunderbird convertible, $3000. Early 1969
Lincoln Mark III. $1500. All
collector cars, priced to sell
fast. See Bob Cook, Hazel, KY.
1974 Monte Carlo, maroon
with white vinyl top. $1100.
Call 753-6170.
1975 Monte Carlo Landau,
power brakes, steering, and air,
cruise, new tires, wire wheel
covers. 6500 miles, excellent
condition. Call 759-4908.
1970 Plymouth Satellite. Gold,
318. excellent gas mileage,
good reliable car, many extras.
$600. 753-4879.
1976 Regal Buick. low mileage
loaded, excellent condition
Call 753-8666.
1968 Rambler stationwagon
good transportation. $275
753-8124.
1976 Vega GT stationwagon,
,030.0 actual miles Call 75385
76
3

For sale: 1979 CJ-5 Renegade.
Call 753-3938.
1974 model Ford Ranger XLT.
Call 753-7458 after 5 pin.

Murray Sewing
Center

Starts Dec. 15; Ends Dec. 22!
One Week Only!!

8 miles south

1977 Trans Am, brown,
gold pin stripe, T-top, TA 400. $5000. Call 7539635.

Stylist• machine 6 built-in Foshion• and Flex-Stitch disc
patterns free-arm, front drop-in bobbin, 4-step built-in
button (P

•• GIANT CHRLSTMAS
YEAR END SALE!

Open 8 to 5. 6 days/we..1,
of Murray, Ky . on Hwy 641

1976 Blue 2807 Datsun. 4speed. 753-7655.
1960 Chevrolet. 4-door sedan.
runs good $250. Call 7538124.
Extra nice 1975 Monarch Ghia
6 cylinder, automatic, power
and air. AM-FM. 32,000 miles,
power seats. $2590. Call 4982595.
4o0r0sale:F9 1978 Grand Prix. 753-

your Cur•.,• es for less

Jackets, 11-Neck Sweaters, Shirts and other
golf and tennis clothing

•

Paschall & Son Carpets

A little Dodge cold. $350 Runs
good, good tires. Call 7672455.

'SCWlfl
''
11-1•
'
rrac
'thh
,• of ready-to;he(I,
b
be nde
7

Aurora, Kentucky

•

49. Used Cars

For sale 1972 Dodge Charger,
good condition. 436-2727
1973 Ford LTD with ph, ps, and
air. 4-door, good condition.
$700. Call 753-27-15 after 4
pin
1976 silver Grand Prix, one
owner, family car. Excellent
condition. 31.000 miles. factory inags Priced to sell. Call
7531971 Grand Prix. T-top, cruise
control.. power windows, door
locks. AM-FM stereo, rear window defogger, 34.000 miles,
$5100. Call 7515970 after 5
pin.

(SPEND IT ON
A FRIVOLITY.)

Hitching Post
Gift Shop
• *MO

.4
111-

Save $40" On
A Necessity

Up To$1 WULF
Free Drilling + a Free Game)

Sale Dates
Dec.8 to Dec. 17th
Close41 on Tuesday

*sem

Snow tires for Cars and most
pickup trucks. Plain or studded. Studded tires only $4 extra
if you buy early. Wallin Hardware, Paris.

Bowling Balls
Up To $1
•20°F-1.
Bowling Bags

M

40% off on clocks
30% off on TRINA purses
40 to 50% off on Wicker

ILLE

4

Pre Christmas Sale

Annual Sale
Storewide
10

.50%

11 49. Used Cars

49. Used Cars

4:. Auto. Services

UNIROYAL UNIROYAL

KY.

• FDIC

4

Glassware

Corvette Lanes
Wingfoot
Golf Shop

baked bread

MURRAY

11

jal1C011

$3.75

:talfan Spaphem I Meat Soar•

Al

I
1

Start Your
Christmas Club
Today
o/BANK
PEOPLES

MICHELIN MICHELIN

r,,,,,pwj.rtli our own spocool 1000. woporewl from co old Mahon /Alcoa

insfades a hip to ow •olod tow and° /oat 0/ fresh

0

The
Showcase

II

1V

3

b............................................................
I 6 Oz. Lobster Tail
i Surl & Turf
$13.95
I
$4.95
C 10 Oz.Chopped Sirloin
$7.25
B Oz. Rib Eye
I snail ,” s,i• mg
$7.95
Oz. Kansas at Strip
C co.k.d
I 6 Oz.Queen filet
$7.95
C
$850
I 6 Oz.Lobster Tail
$8.75
16 Oz. T-Illone
,..
iP 8 Oz. Filet Mignon
A Prep/ IVO lot

'man

3

Also
Yamaha
Three Wheelers
Coming Soon

1
1

Boyd-Moors
Reel Estate
I OS W- I 2th

M

ied about
is winter
w comes
Cr Have
to put it?
porn away
are spare
solution
plete pc
Offered
qta lobs

Mini
50 C.C. Auto.
For Ages
3-12

BUYER'S CHOICE
Four bedroom brick
home in Kirksey. Very
neat and well built
full
with
home
basement. Lovely garden and flower areas
in well manicured
lawn. Also 40 x 50 concrete building suitable
workshop or
for
garage. The price is
right at $42,500. Phone
Realty
Kopperud
today at 753-1222.
HOUSE
APPROXIMATELY
3 ACRES
Unusual opportunity
to have your own horse
farm within the city
limits of Murray.
Property has attractive cypress plank
fencing, 36' x 24' redwood and concrete
block horse stable, and
the home is an extremely well maintained 3 bedroom, 2
bath home. Phone
Kopperud Realty, 7531222 for all the information on this oncein-a-lifetime opportunity.

TH

_

Xourn Sc Touren! itunaba, Lib 1
/

753-1222

9

Ave on these high heating and
cooling bills Call Sears 75i
2310. for tree estimates

All TYPES home remodeling
and maintenance. References.
work. Free
Guarenteed
estimates. Call 753-8948 or
753-2501 after 5 pin.
Byers Brothers & Son-General
home remodeling. framing.
aluminum siding. gutters. and
roofing. Call 1-395-4967 or 1362-4895
Carpet cleaning, at reasonable
rates. Prompt and efficient service. Custom Carpet Care 4892774.
free
cleaning,
Carpet
estimates, satisfied references.
Vibra-Vac steam or dry cleaning. Call Lee's Carpet Cleaning.
753-5827.
Concrete and block work. Block
garages basements driveways.
walks, patios, steps free
estimates. 753-5476.
Carpenter contractor New and
remodel Hawley Bucy. 4928120.
Do you need stumps removed
from your yard or land cleared
of stumps? We can remove,
stumps up to 24* below the
ground, leaving only sawdust
and chips. Call for free
estimate, Steve Shaw 1539490 or Bob Kemp 435-4343

Limited Quantity

Twin Lakes Office
Products, Inc.
114 Mein Street
Murray, Kentucky 42071
753-0123

FallHouse Cleaning
Walls, windows, floors and carpets, gutters. Free
estimates. Insured and experienced. Call day or
night:

759-1176

AUCTION
SALE
Sat. Dec. 15th 10 a.m. - George
Hodge & Son. - 205 S. 5th St.
Murray, Ky.
Everything offered for sale
must be sold - so come and bid and
you will buy it. Will be selling - antiques, furniture, lamps, mirrors,
some glassware, T.V. stands, new
portable appliances and many
miscellaneous items.
Terms - Cash
Not Responsible In Case Of Accidents
Owner - George Hodge & Son Inc.
Auctioneer-Vernon C. Lile

Lile Real Estate
11 Auction
474-2717
Aurora,Ky.

,
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Rites Held Today
For Richard Hagan

Fred Enoch Dies
Today With Rites
At Church Friday

Watergate Hit Packing Again

The News In Brief

I Deaths and Funerals I

WASHINGTON
WASHINGTON IAPI — The
Carter administration, in its
latest turn of the screws
against Iran, is telling most of
the Iranian diplomats in the
United States to get out.
The State Department
reports about 183 Iranians will
be going within the next four
days, leaving skeleton staffs
at Iran's embassy here and
consulates in New York,
Chicago, Houston and San
Francisco.

allows convicted felons to
carry a gun. But Tony is a
professional bodyguard and
they made an exception
because, as he says,
strictly in connection with the
business."
Ulasewicz enlivened the
1973 Senate hearings with hoss
difficult $200,000 to buy the
Watergate burglars' sileence.
INTERNATIONAL
TEHRAN, Iran (AP) — A
leading Tehran newspaper did
an about-face and published a
condemnation of Sen. Edward
Kennedy today after his
disavowal of a bogus letter
expressing his support for
Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini.
"It would be dangerous for
the Iranian nation to think that
there is any difference between Kennedy and Carter."
newspaper Islamic.
the
Republic said, quoting- an
unidentified spokesman for
the Committee of American
Residents in Iran.

SAVAK official says.
Former SAVAK adviser
Hassan Sana made the
allegations Wednesday during
a tour by foreign reporters of
the police agency's former
prisons.

By HARRY F. ROSENTHAL
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON (AP) —
Graveside rites for Richard
Tough Tony Ulasewicz, the
W. 1 Dick) Hagan were held
comic hit of the Watergate
Fred Enoch of Hazel Route 1 today .at 11 a.m. at the
hearings, is packing a rod
died today at 12:30 a.m. at the cemetery at Elizabethtown.
AP)
(
again.
m
BRUSSELS, Belgiu
County
Murray-Calloway
the government
Mr. Hagan,83, died Tuesday
Now
— The NATO allies are exof
years
69
Hospital. He was
for joy when
at 3:15 p.m. at the Highland
jumps
y
a's
Americ
scarcel
pected to endorse
,age and his death followed an Baptist Hospital, Louisville.
condemnation of Iran today convicted felons ask to carry a
exextended illness.
He is survived by his wife,
for the seizure of the U.S. gun. But it can make an
His wife, Mrs. Ruth Lucille Mrs. Margaret Graves Hagan,
y in Tehran Nov.4 and ception. And did for Tony.
Embass
Holland Enoch, died Nov. 19, 2425 Broadrneade Road,
After all, he reasons, "I'm
the holding of 50 Americans
1978. One brother, Wade Louisville, • formerly of
not going to assassinate or
hostage. '
Enoch, also preceded him in Murray, and one nephew,
NATO foreign and defense shoot birds. It's strictly in
death.
Jack Newton, Richmond.
WASHINGTON AP) —
ministers on Wednesday connection with the job."
Mr. Enoch is survived by
Ulasewicz turned private
President Carter's blueprint
approved an American plan to
one daughter, Mrs. Eugene
U.S.
after 21 years as a New
of
for sharply increased defense
eye
ds
deploy hundre
Sue) Burkeen, Lexington;
spending through 1985 appears
missiles in Western York City detective. He did a
nuclear
three sons--Roy Enoch,
to come close to meeting some
Europe beginning in 1983 to little covert work for Richard
Vienna, Ill., Rex Enoch,Hazel
demands of key skeptics of the
counter sophisticated Soviet Nixon's White House and later
Route 1, and Rob Enoch,
SALT H treaty.
SS-20 missiles already in became the witness who
Murray Route 1; one sister,
Defense
sent
Carter
The funeral for Hassell
place. The plan also calls for enlivened the 1973 Senate
t it
Mrs. Vernon ( Bobbye Wilson, Shelton of 511 South Sixth Secretary Harold Brown to the
new arms control talks with hearings with how difficul
buy
to
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Mrs. Lucille Harris Shelton;
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LEXINGTON; Ky. (AP) —
Mrs. Ivie Wilson, Sharon, Receipts: Act. 522 Est. 600 Barrows &
"Sales during the fourth Former Lexington Mayor H.
Gilts .50-15 higher Sows steady 31.50
Tenn.
lbs.
450
over
higher advance on wts.
quarter thus far have been Foster Pettit reportedly is in
640.50-41.30
The funeral will be held US 1-2260-230 Its.
12tz percent above last year line for appointment as state
140.25-40.75
Ibis
2200-240
US
the
at
a.m.
Friday at 10:30
339.25-40.25
US 2-3 340-250 lbs.
year-to-date sales are up secretary of public protection
and
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Tenn.,
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"There might be an anmore cautiously, looking for nouncement in the next 24
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reen color TV—now
modifying their purchases to to comment," Pettit said.
FICA S sharp -bright small•sc
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Funeral Saturday
At Local Chapel
For Mr. Shelton

Chain Head Still Looks
For Record Year In '79

Mrs. Alexander Is
Dead At Age Of 89;
Funeral Is Friday

the Watergate burglars'
silence.
Listen, he had to use so
many pay phones he finally
bought a busman's coin
changer. He had $75,100 in
hush money M a brown lunch
bag and complained that
"trying to get rid of it was
becoming a problem."
Ulasewicz' testimony
became so hilarious that Sen.
Howard Baker asked, "Who
thought you up?" Once the
laughter subsided, Tony,in his
best Brooklynese, said, "I
don't know, maybe my
parents."
Might as well have been
Damon Runyon.
Anyway, Tony was convicted three years ago of
failing to report on time the
$41,000 he was paid to be the
White House bagman. He got
one year's probation, un-

supervised.
Light as the sentence *as,
Tony lost his right to carry a
gun. That's hard on a
professional bodyguard who
has watched over the likes of
Nikita Khrushchev, Rafael
Trujillo, Fulgencio Batista
and the king and queen of
Greece. Not to mention the
Shah of Iran.
There is a provision in
federal law allowing "relief
from disabilities incurred by
conviction." That means cons
can get permission to pack
heat if they prove a legitimate
need.
Ulasewicz applied arid, after
a year, got it. The police
returned his guns last rlth
't
but word of that action
surface until it was published
Tuesday in the Federal
Register.

,
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RCA Is No. 1.....On All Smart Santa's Shopping List, Come In And See Why...

Lexington Mayor
Reportedly To Be
Headed To Capital

Hog Market

BIBLE
INSTITUTE

Stoek Market

Thurs., Fri. & Sat. Night
Dec. 13, 14, 15
7 P.M.

Ashland
American Telephone

Bonanza
Chrysler
Ford Motor... .
GAF
General Care
General Dynamics
General Motors. .
General Tire .
Goodrich .
Hardees
Heublein. .
IBM
Jerico
K Mart
Pennwalt
Quaker Oats
Texaco
Wal Mart
Wendys

Different Speaker Every Nite.
All Public Is Invited To Attend

Larry Salmon, Minister
Thursday- Leon Penich,Scotts Grove.
Friday- Billy Turner,Sinking Springs.
Saturday- James Garland,Hazel.
-Continent.
Sunday - 11 a.m. Don Fanner, Mid

53 .1.
245/3 341A
6 unc
334
1044
.16's uric
57% +14
514 +1.
.30's -4
184 +
.•l34 -4
314 +
.651.4 .1.4
2041a 20'sA
. .24 -11,
.31's
29%
.29'w tux
..354%
12'sB 133srA

Higher Interest Rates To All Savers
Accounts
51/ 0/ Regular Passbook
a/0
Oh Daili compounding the annual effective yield
565%. There is no minimum deposit and you earn
intereu from date of deposit to day of withdrawal_

9.85%

4 Year Variable Rate
Certificate of Deposit
The rate paid is set each month, based on the 4 year
curse. by the U.S. Treasury. Your rate is
guaranteed for 4 years.

11.769%

7th and Main
753-7921

"*1
Art
KNIA,

LENDER

• AccuLme black matrix p.cture tube provides a
sharp high-contrast picture
• Automatic Fine Tuning AF TI pinpoints and holds
The correct broadcast signal
• Contemporary styled durable plastic Cabinet
with beige finish

Our
lowest
price ever
for an XL-100
console with
Xtended Life
chassis

LEXINGTON, Ky. AP ) —
Three men wearing ski masks
robbed a branch of First
Security Bank on Wednesday
and escaped with an - undisclosed amount of money,
Metro police and FBI agents
said.
The bandits left behind a
device resembling a dynamite
bomb, apparently to divert
police and aid their escape,
said John McCauley, FBI.
senior resident agent.
The bank and surrounding
stores in Eastland Shopping
Center were evacuated as a
precaution, but the device
proved to be highway flares
tied in a bundle. McCauley
said..
Police said late Tuesday
they were searching for the
bandits, described as white
males of medium height and
build.

Check these deluxe features.
• Automatic Color Control
• Automatic Fleshtone Correction
• RCA,S energy-efficient XtendedLife chassis
• Super AccuColor picture tube
• Automatic Fine Tuning

$59800

wwwomsommio
.4
111
41hRMea

SAVE ON RCA B&W TV TOO!
e TV
New RCA ComPact 12 Sportabl

You get all these deluxe leatureS
• RCA s reliable 100S solid state
TV chassis
tune,
• Advanced New Vista 200 VHF
• One-set VHF fine tuning

Cost

RCA
Black 8 While TV

12"

si0.00

1•11•••,

We Have A Very Limited Supply Of 1979 Close-Out
Model Color TV. They Will Be Marked Down To Make
Room For Other Models Arriving Soon. If You Want To
Save As Never Before Come In Now... .

LOUISVILLE, Ky AP - Estimated
receipts cattle and calves 200 terminal

and auction sales to 10 43 a.m.; all
slaughter and feeder classes scarce:

withdrawal requires a substantial interest penalty

Murray
-:,- Downtown
Branch Hopkinsville
Federal Savings & Loan

d_ iagonal XL-100
'
_'
RCA 13
Roommate color TV

Livestock Market

Minimum Deposit
S10,000.00

Ask about our monthly or quarterly interest checks
Early

$298°00

N.

Money Market Certificate
Term
6 Months
(182 Days)

Ski Masked Men
Rob Branch Bank
In Lexington

Now
Only!

Murray
South
Branch
Assn.
715 So. 12th St.
753-1214

limited supply of cows and feeders molly steady; receipts fell /50 from early

estimate;
Slaughter cows utility 45 75-49.25; catter 42 50-46 00;
Slaughter bulls individual yield grade
2 1630 lb 56 50:
Slaughter calves and vealers scarce;
vealers untested, few choice 320475 lb
calves 66 00-72 00.,
Feeder steers medium frame No: 1
small I,A 610 lb 8000, medium and large
frame No 2335-433 lb 4950.75.00; $25,-7015
lb 65 004730.
Heifers medium and smallframe No. I
355-450 lb 67.&71 75,
Flogs 400: borrows and gilts weak;
receipts 300 short of early estimate. US
1-22111-235 lb 4140-42 It. NO..2 few 224348
lb 4)10, 2-1 couple packages 250-255 lb
39 60-39 70. sows under 5I lb scarce;
over 500 lb 50 higher in limited test; 1-3
490-600 lb 29 50-30 45. boars over XS 1b
21 25-22 00
Sheep 25. untested

111
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Hear ye, hear ye! Santa's ringing
in this holiday season with an
all new ... all now assortment of
gift ideas for everyone on your list!
This special section will guide you
to the places to shop in MURRAY
to find those extra special gifts for
everyone on your shopping list.

Christmas shopping ... and the
everything you-need-to-know
about festive touches, home

Wrap up your holiday shopping
early by shopping in Murray,
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Looking for a sporting dog?
try an English Springer Spa
He loves people and is good
with children He is a sporting
dog: hut adapts well to domestic Me His tierce hark makes
him an ekcellent watchdog
It these charatert.tics match
up to what you have in mind tor
that important member sou're
thinking of adding to .sour tam, then the dog tor sou might
he an English Springer Spaniel
The English Springer Spaniel
was one 0 six breeds to on the
Ken -l_ Ration Show Dog ot the
Year award It ranks 10th in
populariis among the I 23
breeds recognized hs the
An1Crliall kiinel Club
-The oldest of the sporting
spaniels. the English Springer
traces its histor has k
hundred e.11", In the 14th s•en:
turs. French writer described
read hook
the breed in a w
on hunting
It sou'IC considering an En1t tarn4
elish Springer tor
renwsnher that he will require lots ot room, care JO
loke.
This hearty canine needs
jait access to open spaces, but
he also is extremels eiksvto
house-train and travels well bv
car.

Built for endurance and :lctivit!.. the English Springer
loves to work—as a companion, a retriever or a watchdog.
With a medium-length coat,
the English Springer can stand
cold weather and would be uncomftirtable in hot climates.
His coat sheds regularls and

Birds, Other Animals Can Find Several
Uses With Trees Following Christmas
I OIL ARONSON
surprises."
Al' Neu sfeatures
The birds will compensate
After its holida) use has you not only with friendly
ended, don't throw away your greetings but they will devour
Christmas tree. The birds and harmful oVer-wintering insect
other animals can enjo it and eggs on nearby trees and other
it can be a present to your plants.
garden as well.
Cut off boughs of discarded
The tree may be poked into christmas
trees. Place
the ground and utilized as a sit taller branches, curved
bird feeder near a kitchen ends up, around plantings or
window so you can watch what on t4arden buds to serve as a
happens. Some evergreens ii tulch on exposed ground.
will retain needles much of the This will reduce frost-heaving
winter. Hang suet from of plants. Larger branches
branches to attract meat- may be used to build
eating nuthatches. brown protection over valuable
creepers,
jays
and landscape plantings such a
chickadees. Peanut butter boxwood,
rhododendron,
also will be welcome for
hungry visitors.„
Add a feeding shelf to the
tree so that you can offer the
birds a mixture of feed.
Finches, sparrows and
carindlas will sing their
praises. Jays, nuthatches,
chicadees and others enjoy
sunflower seeds.
We know of a Christmas tree
decorated with garlands of
popcorn, cranberries, acorns
and raisins. Pine cones were
spread with a mAture of one
part cornmeal and three parts
peanut butter, and "suet
Bt

4.111.• SALILYN'S CONTINENT 1E. an English Springer
Spaniel. earned the ken-L Ration Shim Dog ,of the lear
assard for %inning the most "best-in-group— title,. in the
Sporting Group last ,ear. The breed is a g I choice for an
artists &toils that likes the out-of-doors,
should be groomed often
weight. 50 pounds Ken-1. RaEnglish Springer colors in- tion rates the English' Springer
clude black or liver with white as a moderate eater.
markings, liver-and-white or
To learn 'mire about the Enblack-and-white with tan mark- glish Springer Spaniel. iosit
ings; blue or II%er roan; or pre- local dog show and talk to
dominantly white with tan. breeder., owners and handlers.
black or liver markings.
The breed has dark hazel
For a list ot breeders. write
eyes, a short tail and long ears. to the American Kennel Club.
Average height at the shoulders 51 Madison A%e . Nev York.
is 20 inches, and averaee

azaleas, laurel, contoneaster
and other tender items.
Anchor these shields firmly to
shelter plants from wind and
snow damage, winter burn
and sun scald. There should be
air space between the branches and the plants.
Strip needles from the tree
and spread them under
azaleas, rhododendron,laurel,
andromeda and other acidloving shrubs.
Popular Poinsettia
The poinsettia continues to
be the most popular Christmas gift plant. We've had
many queries about how to
care for it during the holiday

and how to make it flower next
year.
First, care: Give the plant
lots of light, near a window.
Dim light will shorten its life.
Poinsettias like temperatures
between 60-70 degrees F.
Don't let any part of the plant
come in contact , with cold
window panes. Keep it away
from radiators, doors and
drafts. High temperatures will
cut the life of the bracts. For
longer bloom, place the plant
in a cooler room at night t 55-60
degrees.
Water only when the soil
feels dry to the touch.
watering until there is
seepage from the drainage
hole at the bottom. Wait 20
minutes for excess water to
drain, then empty saucer
This is a good way to
waterpost plants.
Feed with a soluble fertilizer once a month.
In late February or early
March, cut back the stems to
4-6 inches, removing the oh:
lower and one or two side
branches, This will permit tho
buds in the uppermost leaf

axils to grow and develop.
Keep the plant in a sunny
window.
In late sing or summer,
repot into a larger container,
if necessary, in a good sod
mix. After frost danger, sink
the pot into the ground in a
slightly shaded area. Cut off
the terminal portion of all
shoots between July 15-Aug. I.
The terminal portion can be
rooted in a sand-peat moss
mixture. They should flower
for('hristmas.
Take the poinsettia plant
indoors before the first frost
and pla7 it in a sunny window. Keep it in complete
darkness from 5 p.m., to 8
'a.m., from the end of September until color shows in the
midbracts. generally
)ecen'her.

Gifts
Starting At

Elegant and -unusual
gifts he'll never guess

754
Come See
Our Wide .
Selection
Of Baskets
And Wicker

Christmas is filled with rewards—with the satisfaction of
'giving and the excitement of
-receiving.

If you really want to stimulate
his curiosity, tell him he'll like
the way it feels and then gift him
with one of Dunhill's supple
suede or leather desk sets, a
But it's possible for you to
handsome leather key case v. ith
double your pleasure, and that
a built-in flashlight or a sterling
of the man in your life, by givsilver brush with real badger
ing him a gift that is unsurpassed
bristles.
in luxury and elegance—one
If he likes to throw a good
that you will be as proud to give
party, there's an electronic baras he will be to receive.
tender which holds four of his
Alfred Dunhill of London,
favorite liquor bottles in a handthe leading masculine name in
rubbed oak case, and dispenses
personal luxury. has some rare
each at the push of a button.
;show -stopping- Christmas
Or for wine connoisseurs.
gift suggestions.
how about a solid brass Bacchus
From the finest leather goods.
wine bottle opener which rewriting instruments, jewelry
moves—and replaces—the cork
luggage, entertainment accessowith one simple movement.
ries and men's toiletries, to thi
Tell him it will make him feel
broadest array of smoker's re,
like a million dollars and he'll
quisites, lighters, pipes and spenever be able to guess what it is.
cial blend tobaccos, Dunhill
Only you will know it's a glass
carries everything a man might
dome filled with a million doluse or carry on his person.
lars of U.S. currency (ShredThere are also some really
ded. of course!)
unique and luxurious playthings
such as an 18kt. gold miniature
If you want to surprise him on
Rolls Royce at $15,000 (or a
Christmas day just tell him it's
sterling silver version at
from Dunhill. You'll be confi$1,750), and a porcelain.chess
dent in the knowledge that
set, hand painted in 22 kr. golef-ii there's only one thing he'd preor platinum for just $3,500
fer—two gifts.

IHere's a Christmas gift
suggestion:
4 For
Arsonon'
Earl
"Associated Press Guide to
House Plants," send $1 to
Plants,
House
Al
Newsfeatures, 50 Hockefellet
Plaza. New York, N.Y. 10020.

Open
Sundays
1-5

V1 HEFNER COI NTR1 Ito +Ws oR I I 11 !..TREETS take 'on
home for the holiday., m-parates pros iii, the perfect textured
look. The two-button tweed blazer 441.99,and flared corduroy slacks (520.99) are worn with a jacquard ...rater %e.t
ISI I .341) all of which ari11616.99)and an I Itressa
.ap and tie
as ailahle through Sears 1979 Fan Ge.tieral
as add& at orlerleol wear,fat.haton +tore..

YOU CAN BECOME THE ULTIMATE GAS SAVER with the
'Magna Collection"' from Alfred Dunhill of London, a limited
edition of miniature Rolls Royce motorcars in sterling saber or
18 kt. gold. Both the 1932 Rolls Royce Phantom HI and the
1965 Rolls Royce Silver Shadow models, designed in '
scale, have working parts, an additional mark orCraftsman.hip
and elegance.

Knives

25%°!

Lingerie Sale!*

4, itf900
*1.

Hwy 121 Murray

Compact _
Pro 12b0

46.

ig

Blow Dryer
$895
Timex

On a Long Winters Night . .

-4(

Watches

Be Long and Lovely

TIMEX

In famous maker nylon gowns
and coats in pretty pastels with
delicate embroidered trim.
Short styles also available.

All Styles
Buy Now For Christmas

All
Thorsen

TIMEX

Reg. 1299 to 1899

Now! 699 to 899
Indoor-Outdoor

Thermometer
$444

Hand
Tools

10% Off

$7.77 Value

Black & Decker

Drill

f!V.191141,10r1 •
•;0411, I 4441;44

are'cir

99

, 10000
ten
00
:. `k
,

Panties
Soft and cozy brushed nylon
gowns to keep her warm.
Lace and embroidered
flowers trim this lovely
gift.

Reg. 1099

Now! 499

Briefs and bikinis in assorted
styles.

Reg. 4pr./5°°

Now! 4pr./3°°
Slips
Half and full slips.
Many styles to choose from.

Reg. 599 to 699
Holiday Caftans
and Floats
Exciting caftans and ftoats
in exotice prints and colors.

Reg. 1999

Now! 399
Slippers
Specially priced for perfect
gift giving. Many styles.

.Now! 899

299 to 599

'Central Shoppl'72 Mon.-Sat 10-9
Center
Sunday 1-6

'96

Sli

1111 as
'401
ti,ektasym 4.1

:i.
ZA,7136MIN

Black & Decker
Sharp
Wallet

Calculator
$1188
$19.95 Value

Zig Saw
$1099

Plenty of Free Parking

Murray Supply Co.
208 E. Main

Love and luxury are yours
with beautiful turquoise

Top.
'tiny

ner,
ner.
siiil
sink
in a
I. off
all

3 be
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iwer

ilant
frost
winplete
to 8
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@II, one balmy evening. you
envounter a December-born
friend stiffing fixedly at the new
moon and holding a turquoise.
December's birthstone, don't
be surprised
Hindu mystics practically
guarantee the •'moonlighting"
—gating first at the moon
and then at a turquoise—will
bring prosperity. especially
to December's children
For centunes the turquoise
has symbolized wealth, reports
the Jewelry Industry Council
The stone itself has even been
used as money by some Tibetan
and American Indian tribes
But turquoise is almost
equally valuable as a love
charm It can mysteriously reconcile quarreling lovers and
ensure its wearers' fidelity,

Practical Gifts
For Christmas
For That Special Someone

probably for these reasons. turquoise often appears in Russian
wedding rings.
Like prosperity and love,
turquoise has been prized by
man for thousands of years.
The earliest known pieces of
wrought jewelry are four magnificent gold and turquoise
bracelets discovered in the
tomb of an Egyptian queen who
ruled over 7500 years ago. Her
gems probably came from the
world's oldest known turquoise
mines, located on the Sinai
peninsula.
Iran was another ancient
source of the gem and is still a
major producer of the highlysought-after "robin's egg blue"
turquoise. Iranians consider
the stone a protection from
harm.

Insinkator
Garbage
Disposal

From the bookshelf...

FRITHS WINTER
j()FIN W CHAMBERS

Trash Compactor
Built-Ins & Free Standing

s.4t

Lill

Whirlp,90

iOil •!-le E.
II ti.
Al
fellei
020.;

Tiny seed turquoises are still
worn by Iranian women to
guard against sterility. Men
wear turquoise rings to protect
them on their travels. Even
horses and donkeys are bedecked with the gem to ward
off the evil eye and promote
-surefootedness.
The turquoise has long been
sacred to the American Indians.
.Some call it "chhl-eui-hut-tal",
which means "iiKe highest and
most valuable thing in the
world.4
• Navfros and Apaches considered
indispets-able
medicine men,
men,' hunters and
warriors. Attaching a turqutuse

=MI

•-•

to an arrow was supposed 1.
drive it home with lethal swiftness.
The southwest United States
is now the world's chief source
of turquoise, particularly for
stones deep blue or blue green
in hue.
American Indians are world
famous for their turquoise and
silver jewelry. Many jewelers
believe that turquoise should be
declared our national gem.
The great beauty of turquoise
set in gold or silver has made
a favorite choice of- both men
and worntn —December-born
or not.

Dishwashers
411111C-110

Light
no/
Fixtures %RUA) Off

Sensitive new children's
book has appeal for all
@Askilltul blend of survival;
ecology. and the joy of living
trames a new children's book
Winter
Fritzi•%
entitled
(Atheneum. 5.8 95).
Author John W Chambers
weaves a tale of 4 Siamese cat
left behind during the winter
months on the barrier beach of
Fire Island, located oil the coast
of Long Island in New York.
frit:a . % Winter combines
Chambers' knowledge of the
Fire Island landscape and ecology with the beautifully simple
graphics of Carole Kowalehuk
Odell to tell of a deeply "human" feline pitted against the
elements •
Catching mice had always
been a game for Fritn. Now, it
has become J pressing need for
survival
Running from fierce dogs had

always meant retreating no
further than the security of the
Arnold family's beach house
Now, it means climbing a tree in
earnest.
Frani's Winter is one of those
rare children's books with appeal for children and adults
alike. Adults will delight in the
thrill of escape from a Ins or the
camaraderie of a gray cat who
teaches Fritz: how to hunt with
patience and precision.
Fritzi's ability t survive the
harsh, gray and foggy winter of
Fire Island is a lesson to children. It is a demonstration of
Fritzi's transformation from
house cat to wily hunter.
During the passage of the
neat summer with its golden
sunshine and abundance of
people and food. Fritzi is happier. stronger and more full of
life than ever before

SEIKO

206 E. Main
DESPITE INFLATION. informal hunches of flowers actualb
• have come down in price. Your budget will go even further it
sou give flowers the proper care. Cut one half inch from each
stein, fill the beaker with tepid water 'Hived with
iitioning
solution and posit
the arrangement a•a.v fr
heat and
light sources.

Fritlay
specials make
weekeittls
special

00•••10•
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FOR HIM. FOR HER.
FOR CHRISTMAS.
SEIKO QUARTZ.
For her, the widest selection of the most
elegant and accurate quartz watches ever. For
him, a dazzling array of models including
ultra-thin dress quartz, day/date
quartz, Multi-Mode LC Digital Quartz, and
many more. Each thevIttmate gift.
Seiko Quartz.Sa

Furches Jewelry
Court Square

Even if you have no plans at
all, a cheerful hunch of flowers
celebrates the very welcome arrival of an unstructured. peaceful few days.

Amazing as it sounds. -each
Friday Flowers hunch usually
Contains .enough frilly, fun
flowers for three charming accent arrangements.

y 1114ft

Ladies
Dresses

25%

Off

•

•

Select Groups

Ladies
Sportswear25°
4
One Group Ladies

Gowns,Pajamas
& Robes

.
AMBIENCE
Mee's.

Wherever you go whatever you do Flee Bags
Collection from
can lake it • pall of today s Ambience
casual bags are made 04 ,00 supple and
These
Samsonite

By Loraine

colors With stitching mai

contemporary
,ugged ccci n a variety ot
tor
keep hpcyng And mere s one desired
stands up and hpheYs that
Sarnsonote has it Save now
your lJe style Ambience Only

One Group Ladies

Shoes.-..
Samsonite
Travel Kits

25%
25%

50%

Off

OFF

Off

Shop National Stores
For A Merry Christmas

upon receiving your Friday
hunch, cut at least one half inch
from each stem with a sharp
knife. Remove all the leaves
from the part of the stein that
will he under water.
You might get the idea to put
just one soft, delicate flower in
a bottle. Or; you might prefer
In gather all of them together in
a clear ,glass vase- Then again, you can al vs.:
choose to group a few sprays
here and there in teacups, bud
vases and soup howls.

°i/e 0r

Large Group

If you're planning -10 have
some 1,end.over -to a 4.
ball game, put a howl of flowers on the coffee table for
everyone's enjoyment during
halftime.

town? A spray of daisies or
carnations in your hair or dangling from a narrow chain around
your neck will he dazzling on
the dance floor.

•.

"
0"
140
.
1 161

Flower lovers have inherited
the earth at last! More specifically. what they- have inherited
is earth's bounty of glorious
blossoms.

If you're packing up for the
weekend, a bunch of flowers
will transform a stale hotel
room into a cozy home liwa.s
I rom home.
Planning a night on the

753-8194

Murray

•

Casual bunches wrapped up
and displayed at florist shops
are being called "Friday Flowers" because they seem to
typify the "Thank goodness its
Friday" spirit.

No. YL178•1—$215.00.
Ladies' thin dress quartz
Yellow top/Stainless steel
back, brown dial. Also
available in white—
$215.00.

Free Parking

Wholesale Electric Supply

Thai's because, despite inflation, informal hunches of flowers actually have come down in
price. Florists across the coiltry are offering weekly specials
that are within •ever-yone's
means.

No, F0040-$200.00.
Men's Ultra-Thin dress
quart, Yellow top/stemless steel back, Roman
numerals on white
dial, strap.

Portable & Built-Ins

Open Friday
Nights Till
Christmas
1-5 On Sundays

Downtown
Court Square
Murray,Ky.

Dee Cee Overalls
wa,

%PO&

We Have A Wide
Selection Of Colors
To Choose From
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Homespun Replacing Tinsel
fo Describe Christmas Season
th; crushed candies are
spooned directly into floured,
greased cookie sheets inside
the dough borders. As the
cookies bake, the candies melt
and the result is a stained
glass-like shape.
Candles and Christmas are
a natural combination. And an
appealing and inexpensive
arrangement can be made by
drilling 12 holes into a long
piece of 2-inch-thick wood. The
holes will hold a dozen slim
tapers.
Another idea is to group
candles in varying sizes in
front of the fireplace when it
isn't going. Light the candles
and you will have the illusion
of a fire. This idea would, of
course, be especially welcome
in front of an inoperative
fireplace.
Another inexpensive idea
can start out with a walk in the
country to hunt for pine cones.
When you have enough. get
some wire coat hangers and
bend them into spirals or
circles. Then glue the pine
cones onto the wire, add a red
bow oor other decoration and
you have a homemade wreath.
If making things is not your
idea of fun, you will still be
able tri find plenty of ornaments, in a rustic tone.
Homey _ornaments now
abound at tree trimming
shops and departments.

ByMARBARA MAYER
bakine and natural items are
AP Nen sfeatures
used to decorate the home and
Nowadays, "tinsel" has to provide original and
come to be a negative word. delightful eats.
But "homespun" is a word
a
have
always
- •1
positive Williamsburg apple tree as a
fraught
with
possibilities. So, wfo not make table centerpiece," said
this Christmas a homespun Harriet Hands, a cookbook
holiday instead of one that is author.
filled with tinsel?
Ms.. Hands purchased her
You have an excellent wood cone with nails emprecNent. because once upon bedded in it at Colonial
a time nature provided all the Nilliantsburg. Va. She imholiday decorations needed to pales an apple on each nail for
celebrate Christmas. Nature a
colorful
centerpiece.
was, of course, transformed However, she said, a
into something civilized by styrofoam cone stuck with
homemakers.
heavy kitchen matches on
For example, 16th century which the apples could be
German Christmas trees were placed would easily duplicate
decorated with shiny red the attractive; tifiiny apple
apples. Then. during the tree result.
American Revolution, pieces
Another inexpensive trick is
of pastr shaped like stars, to take a walnut, drill a hole in
hearts, flowers and bells were one end and spray it with gold
combined with berries as tree paint. Attach an ornament
ornaments.
holder and use the walnuts to
Alway s in the past, candles, decorate the tree.
holly and ivy boughs and
Ms. Hands produces cookie
roping of evergreens provided gifts in her kitchen by baking
the decorative gaiety which lange 14-inch rookies and
set Christmas apart from the frosting them with °orrest of the lone, drearly winter namental icing. "I pipe a
in northern climates.
person's name on the cookies,
But then, not so long ago, wrap them and give them as
natural thifig's were forgotten gifts," she said. Another
m
favbr of synthetic Hands' original is to bake
decorations. Christmas and cookies shaped like hands and
natare, however. make ,an ice them.
unbeatable pair. And, the
Stained glass cookies are
homey Christmas tradition of made from hard candies.
baked cookies and candles is Which are crushed, and any
now back in fashion.
sturdy: cookie - dough.- The
Vor more'lhan-nne -family; doUgIt forms the nuttirre-and

Allow

By SANDY COLTON
AP Newsfeatures

includes a supTHIS GRIDUP OF FINE 1 IN s4 1
ple leather us Het, a silk e rrin• 41.• .inen. ii.'. gulti•plateil classic
for ;stain pen and gold-platrli liollagas lighter. The rats be
found at Alfred Dunhill of London,the leading masculine name
in personal luxury. which has a wide range a acer.o.nrirs that
add up to classic elegance ai (.hristmas.

l'nless strongly selt-destruk
tive.1 the time is NOW tor anticipati_n$ holiday gilt giving
Holly. mistletoe. shining ornaments. twinkling candles
THE season is List approaching
To ignore it is to be an ostrich
"Yes. -Virginia,- Sawa cannot do it alone l'he selecting

INDOORS OR OLT-OF•DOORS,Jockey Internationalbais-theperfect.look for the active sportsman this Christmas. Tenniswear is geared for comfort, durability and style—the look easily
carries over into racquetball and any other active indoor sport.
Fabrics offer combinations of cotton and poly esters in basic
whites, tailored with dean, clear colors in a selection of red,
blue, yellow and brown. Engineering ntripel. highlight fashion
touches, Such as dolman sleesed tops. self-banded collars and
inserted pockets.(Approximate retail price of complete outfit
shown is $37.00),

By CEC1LY BROWNSTONE
Associated Press Food Editor
DEAR CECILY: A few
Christmases ago!tasted some
fudgelike brownies whose
creamy-white top was marbled with chocolate. They
were wonderful, but I
neglected to get the recipe.
Would you have it in your
files? — CHOCOHOLIC.
DEAR CHOCOHOLIC: Here
is my version of those
brownies. I, too,think they are
utterly delicious. And great at
holiday time because they
may be baked ahead and
stored in the refrigerator
where they stay moist and
flavorful for a couple of
weeks. — C. B.
MARBLETOPBROWNIF-S
4
ounces
semisweet
chocolate, from an 8-ounce
package
5 tablespoons butter, at
room temperature
3-ounce package cream
cheese, at room temperature
1 cup sugar
3large eggs
All-purpose flour
Vanilla
1 2 teaspoon baking powder
1 4 teaspoon salt
12 cup coarsely chopped

Now!
Don't Forget

walnuts
In a small saucepan over
very low heat, stir together
until melted the chocolate and
3 tablespoons of the butter:
cool.
In a small bowl beat
together until blended the
remaining 2 tablespoons
butter and the cream cheese:
beat in until blended i1 cup of
the sugar 11 tablespoon at a
time I. one of the eggs, 1
tablespoon flour and l.
teaspoon vanilla: reserve.
In a large bowl beat
remaining 2 eggs until
thickened and lemon color;
gradually beat in remaining 31
cup sugar until thick and ivory
color: beat in until blended the
baking powder, salt, .
teaspoon vanilla and cooled
chocolate Mixture; remove ti
tablespoonfuls and. reserve.
Into the remaining chocolate
mixxture fold in walnuts
spread it over the bottom.of a_
greased 9-inch square cake
-pan; evenly spread reserved
creani-cheese mixture over it
Drop reserved chocolate
mixture by tablespoonfuls at (i
equidistant intervals over
cream-cheese mixture.
At one corner of pan, insert
a small spatula r only through
cream-cheese mixture) arid
make 4 zigzag marks acrii•
surface; rotate pan i tur7
and repeat zigzagging.
Bake in a preheated
degree oven until a cake test• • 7.
inserted in center comes ol:t
clean —. about 25. minute,
Cool conipletely on a ver.•
rack. Chill before cutting
squares and removing. Still..
covered,in refrigerator.

that counts," is true.
and giving ot gilts to those who
Thoughtfulness shows and
are loved indicates caring The
excess generosity only indicates
better gaits involve rememberhaste, thoughtlessness or, even
ing as well
worse. guilt!
The sooner started the better
The last of the three columns
Uncle Jake would rather have
is your key entry. Think about
something YOU selected and
each person-and try to associate
not -a gift certificate, and why
one thing with that name that to'hurt Cousin Dave by forgetting
tally identifies that person an
him'
your mind
rhe drama.and excitement of
For instance, if next-doot- last minute shopping appeals to
neighbor Stan is -a tennis enthute., !stew Yorker
car-toonists.-4roviast; onite -ren-ffis.-.-rjearast,Patrick lknnis tans,
and those
to %%horn kamakat c is a serious. buddy. Rick. may enjoy.out-ofthe-way bistros so write "bisTort'
tros." Perhaps your son. John.
he grooming experts at
has just landed his first big ácChu. RevlOn's masculine
count—write "Big Man!"
counterpart to the famed Charlie
These will clue you in to the
line. have sent along thoughts
perfect gift.
tor compiling a working gift list
The payoff is simple: person
for men.
plus amount to spend plus a speWorth sharing. they apply to
cial thought equals a near-perwomen just as well. Begin with
fect gift. Chaz works well for a
a pad, a pencil. and a holiday
variety of men..lt is THE scent
frame of mind. that says "success," 1980 style.
Relax. put your feet up. and
With individualism and true
think pleasant thoughts about
sophistication
but easy comfort
the men you genuinely care for.
and unselfconscious style. Chaz
Tension helps some problems,
is available in a wide range of
but NOT making a list where
special gift sets. These are in a
love and affection play a part
variety of combinations and
March fathers, brothets,husprices—to suit almost every
bands. lovers across your mind
man on your list .
as you list their names. Sons.
The right-on-target Executive
sons-in-law, co-workers, those
Dart Board is in its own wood
who help with the day-to-day —
case to hang in study or office
as you review these Toms.
and has Chaz Cologne and
Dicks and- Fearrys. consider
Moisturizing After Shave Balm.
THEIR special differences.
Less costly, but equally apEveryone likes the gift he repropriate for one of the men on
ceives to he selected especially
your list is the Chaz Tnple Play.
for him The ideal gift complia winning holiday strategy feaas
life
recipient's
style
ments the
turing Cologne, After Shave
much as it expresses the feelings
and Body-Freshening Talc.
and taste of the giver
A wonderful single item, perSerious considerations come
fect for the nephew away at colnext as plans are formulated.
lege or even your particularly
Only YOU know your budget.
nice postman—Chaz Soap On A
You know what you lee] you can
Rope. a conditioning soap bar
-spend. Next to each entry on
with built in moistunzers.
your pad. give yourself a maxiThe reward for early planning
mum amount that you can live
is simple: beautiful memories to
with:and plan to stick withlt-last through the year. a 1-41-owifNo one to whom you give a
satisfaction from having chosen
gift wants you to be depnvecl on
all your men perfect gifts and,of
his account! The old saying that.
course, the pleasure of all that
thought
is
the
gift.
it
the
"it isn't
Chaz in your life!

By all means put this one
down on your list for anyone
interested in photography',
from the rankest amateur to
the
most
advanced
professional. They'll all learn
soniething and enjoy. it too.
"How To Take Better
Travel Photos," by I.isl
Dennis HP Books) is more
than just another travel
photography book. This 8-by11 volume, filled with both
black and white and color
photos, tells you what to do
- before you leave, what to take
with you, how to cope With
problems that will arise when
you get ttieri-and what to do
with your pictures when you
get back. While written for the
more advanced amateur
photographer, there is enough
in it for everyone who loves to
travel and take pictures.

"Opportunities
in
Photography," by Bervin
Johnson and Fred Schmidt
I Ziff-Davis) is for the young
man or woman who would like
to make a career in
photography. It spells out the
various types of photographic
careers available, tells you
how to get the education you
need to qualify for the job you
want and then how to pursue
the job itself. "Creative
Professional
Photography," by Robin
Perry (Ziff-Davis
is all
worth, no pictures. But it
cOntains a lot_ of. outspqken
advice from an old pro. Good,
down-le-earth advice given
with an air of confidence that
only comes from one who has
been through the photo mill
and beaten it. Recommended
for
the
professional
photographer looking for new
sources of revenue or the
serious amateur who would
(Iiakm
e eto
ramake a buck with his
"SNOWDON,.
a
photographic biography by
Lord SnOwdon," (Times
Books to me only demonstrates that it's possible to get
to the top by who you know
rather than what you know.
There are a few good pictures
in the book but, given the
same time and opportunities. I
know
a
number
of
photographers who could have
done better. I've never been
fond of grainy, fuzzy, dull
pictures.

ONNOOPSZEIPIZICZPIOMPAPIMIIMPNI

Do You Have
Along
Christmas List?

Mi
Mi
Mi

me
lot

-14

416 Main-Murray
SANTA MAKES A TRIPLE PLAY with three basics for perfect
FA-giving—After Shave, Cologne, and Body-Freshening Talc
. . . from Chaz.

111MIS41/0117461001ZeIMM*0101$1001
.

Model
509
$5499

Model
599

Gasoline
Trimmer/Edger

9O9

Model
307

With 100' Cord

$17
99

Electric
Trimmer/
Edger

Electric
Trimmer

Murray Lawn & Garden Center

753-3361

Mi

mit

At Special
Christmas
Prices!

The

Mk

IV

The Famous
Weed Eater...

We will frame any
print or any person
(portrait)for you!

Mk

Mk

Frame It First

753-8301

It's an education covering
just about every facet of
photography from seeing to
shooting, -equipment and
peiliFW to what to do with the
end results.

"Guide To National Wildlife
Refuges," by Laura and
William Riley Anchor PressDoubledayt is probably the
most comprehensive guide to
What, where and how to shoot
wildlife on the market. Perfect for the. serious nature
photographer:

L

But...

Dixieland Center

"The Joy of Photography,"
by the editors of Eastman
Kodak Co. Addison-Wesley I
is a great leap forward in howto photo books. The 8-by-10
volume is superbly designed,
easy to'read and packed with
photos and illustrations.

-Images, images,Images,"
by Michael F. Kennedy and
Raymond
F.
Schmitt
i Eastman Kodak Co.) is the
best book I've seen on
shooting, producing and
presenting slide shows.
Whether you work with one
projector or dozens, this 240page paperback is loaded with
ideas, charts, diagrams and
illustrations that will teach
and inspire you. A must for
anyone who likes to put on
slide shows.

Let us help you fill it with
.14
I gifts from...
Mi
me
Mi

Hang It Up

Blackford
House Gallery

time I pick it up, I long to go
there. A perfect coffee table
book to set one to dreaming.

With the holidays and gif"The Keepers of Light," by
tgiving tune upon us, I'd like
to tell you about a few photo William Crawford Morgan
books that have crossed my and Morgan ) is a new kind of
photographic history book.
desk lately.
This 8-by-9'2-inch volume has
"Italian Hilltowns," by 360 pages,
including 24 pages
Norman F. Carver, Jr. of color and
a host of black and
Morgan and Morgan) is a white photos,
illustrations and
spellbinder. This 9-by-1012- diagrams.
inch, 192-page book contains
History books, frankly, turn
176 black and white photos. '
me off unless I'm researching
Carver is a true technician something. But this one was a
with a magnificent sense of surprise. The author writes so
composition. This is the first interestingly that I found it
of what is prorWised to be a hard to put down.
series on world folk arIn addition to the anecchitecture. If Carver does as
well with the rest as with this dotefilled history' there are
how-to chapters that explain
one, it can't miss.
in detail how you can go back
It's like taking a lovely view in time and create
prints as
into the tranquil past. Every they did in the past,
do color
separations and conserve and
restore old prints. A natural
for the series photographer
who is into advanced
darkroom work.

Making the perfect
holiday gift list

Marbletop Brownies
Have Fudgelike Taste

.1 smash anvtime

(Photo Books Make Good
Gift Ideas For Holidays

Free Parking

200 E. Main Murray
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Floral feasts set the mood at mealtime
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Fri on the lighicst,41..id to ilik
Juiciest steak to the most slit lulls lus.ious dessert. thine
isn I a food that kali t he made
none appetizing with all al
rangeink-iii 44 U.
•••• ikdi h.
Fkoth..I IiI.tuhI
playful,
festive
1,-k'. I) 11,041,1 in:ales a
ditferein almospheie with a
mood all its into
Mums. symbols in pinnital
art, arranged OP the table create
the simple. subtle ambianie iii
the East, pertekt komplements
to Japanese cuisine
A linear display oi three
as
halanked spider) tugi mums conjures the
Onental feeling
Its totally dillerent. say,
from two red roses garnished
with sprays of asparagus fern in
poicelam bud vase
Ibis sets the mood tor moris
intimate, min:intik dining coin
plete with soft light, slowly
sipped wine and conversation
that need mil rise above a
whisper
A Nicker basket brimming
with yellow and white munis
and daisies is pure sunshine,
perfect atmosphere kir a picnic
Color the white and yellows
with touches of red and green
none other than strawhimiks'
and cool lemons

As our energy sources he
precious, it he
comes increasingly imponant
to make efficient use of our
energy in all phases of family
life, including food preparation.
Oster, manutacturer.of small
appliances, is making an effort
to not only develop economical
appliances, but also efficient
operating --- procedures .and
energy information to help consumers make wise buying decisions and gel the most from
their energy dollars.
The- following are questions
commonly asked by consumers, with answers designed to
help clarify the role of the small
electric appliances in the total
energy picture.
Q. Are small appliances big
energy users?
A. No As the name implies.
small electric appliances use
very. hide energy. The cost of
using them. is a fraction of a
cent per recipe.
Generally, small electric
appliaoces will do specific
tasks more efficiently than a
gas or electric range.. A small
electric appliance, such as the
Oster "Super Grill" Electric
Griddle, can do certain cooking
jobs-more efficiently than your
range.
Q How can we use small
appliances to help Save energy?
A. Rather than using the
whole oven or range lop to preCome More

Ft kois with tloweis ekthie
hagiallies and, v.hen
all the pisiiiskeis have finished
their lunaves. they can eat the
strawbeiries and squeeze the
k:iiions for Icinoriade.

The knack for selecting the
flowers that are Just right with
your food is something like
selecting %Me.
With steak and other hed'
dishes that call ha- full-boshed,

A V. It
BASKET brimming with 'env+. and whit, MUM., and daisies is pure sunshine,
perfect a
',here for a picnic. Exotic, romantic, plaquE festi%r — flowers create special
that .erto just right with different kinds of d • g

pare 4 single meal, it is more
efficient to use small appliances
designed specificaHy for a particular task.
For instance, a small electric
appliance, such as an Automatic Egg Cooker/Poacher, will
do a more efficient job of cooking eggs than our range.

variable heat control helps to
conserve energy

Cr- What do we look for
when Purchasing an energy efficient cooking appliance?
. A. Choose one With a thermostat. A thermostat controls
the temperature and therefore
the amount of energy used to
cook your meal. This helps
save energy because.you do not
use more electricity than you
need.
It is also a good idea to
choose an appliance that has
more than one use. This is a
wise investment because of its
versatility.
You can use the appliance to
save you energy in many ways.
The Oster "Fritter" Deep
Fryer, for instance, also serves
as an all-purpose cooker, and its

Q. How can we use our
*small electric appliances more
efficiently?
- A. Whenever possible prepare a complete meal-in-one,
such as a breakfast of eggs and
bacon on an electric grill. This
saves the energy used to heat
several. range top burners.

Always be sure to turn an
appliance off when not in use
and unplug the cord from the
electrical outlet. •
With any appliance, always
read the recipe/instruction leaflet and follow the manufacturer's instructions for its use.
Take proper care of your
appliances for maximum efficiency.

Winter
Coats

111
31111
111

$2277

aBordeaux
Like a monarch's crown, the
region
France

it's fall, and you're
suffering from a bout of spring
fever, leave a vase full of lilies
on the kitchen table_
Each morning you and your
cup of coffee share with these
sunny flowers should bring a
smile of realization that spring
is another day closer.
Salads, meats, poultry., fish
— any feast seems to taste better if the feasters can feast their
eyes On a sumptuous arrangement of flowers.
But what about dessert?
Here's something sweet, cool
and wickef looking, but without a single calorie. Weight
watchers delight — it's an ice
cream soda made of flowers.
Wedges of white floral foam
pressed in a clear glass resemble frothy soda. Three pink
carnations become three scoops
of strawberry ice cream. A
sweetheart rose in the middle is
the maraschino cherry. For the
finishing touch, a straw makes
this sweet treat look absolutely
authentic.

ITH COL0811 I. BELLS
ringing out their message of
jo, in a Spimwriti latch-hook
wall or door hanging, it'..
ra., to get into the holida,
lleasuring I I •31
the — Hells of Jo,'" rug kit
conies with Acrilan arn to
'c
plete the project. Ideal
for gi‘ing as a finished wall
hanging or as a gift as a project to be done. kit retails
for about $18.

liqueurs Irla I
II bear her
ot
is name
dotted with its own precious
Today. five young chefs are
jewels. restaurtnts held in such continuing the trend of excelhigh esteem that they are consi- lence pioneered by Duglere
dered national treasures
and Brizard In restaurants
the city of Bordeaux has a named the Saint James,
Menadeck.Chapon Fin, Clavel
long history of culinary excellence Celebrated tor its food and La Tuptria. they continue to
create specialties based on the
and wine as early as 310 A D
by the poet Ausonius, it is also prime ingredients found in the
region .
the birthplace.of
Although American cooks
one of the masters of French
may not have Bordelais proclassical cookery.
ducts such as crayfish. pia
This well-known city in the de foie gras or escargots
readily
listoneal province of Aquitaine available, they can
still purProduced yet another citizen chase a complete
selection of
who contributed greatly to the the tipe
liqueurs produced by
world of food and spirits, an en- Mane Brizard.
terprising eighteenth century
The only traditional liqueurs
woman named Marie Brizard.
produced and bottled in the
After receiving a recipe for a Bordeaux region, they are imhealth elixir from a West Indian
ported from France in a variety
sailor she had befriended. of fresh fruit and rare spice
Mane began producing the fine flavors.

Gladioluses and carnations:
beautiful inflation fiMlflers
Gladioluses and carnations
have a lot in common.
First of all, both flowers
conic in standard size and miniature: Second, both are plentiful in florist shops all year.
Third, and most important to
sour wallet, both are among the
longest lasting cut flowers, a
feature that Makes them two of
the best flower buys
you've• -arranged tall
gladiolus spikes nyourself, you
can't fully appreciate how. versatile and cooperative they are.
Each long, slender spear is
lined with beautiful florets.
When the bottom ones burst
into bloom, the top ones are
still tight buds. They unfurl just
as the lower blossoms fade.
What perfect timing!
Majestic stalks crisscrossed
naturally in a clear glass bowl
are open. loose and airy, truly.
refreshing to behold.
:Though a favorite of interior
decorators it is not the only was
to display gladioluses. For a delightful departure from the
norm, individual florets can be
broken off the stalk and floated
on water.
-

Entire Stock
Men's & Boys'

Single Control

and fish, the white wine foods
During the summer, select
pastel-colored flower!. —
pinks, yellows, whites and
blues During fall and winter,
look for warm rusts, oranges
and reds,
Or, if

NI

lit

red wine, flowers should he
bold in color, large in size and
heavy in texture.
Light airy daisies, baby'.
breath, freesias and roses coin
pleinein light' salads. chicken

Dual Control
$2777

Full Size
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CARNATIONS PIT SPICE IN LIFE because they emit a
(lelightful, spicy fragrance. Perhaps no flower blooms in as
rinui colors, has • • lure sizes and is as long lasting, except
the graceful gladiolus.
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Bel Air Center
Hours: 10-8 Mon.-Fri.
10-6 Sat 1-5 Sun.
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Create floral fantasies
florets also make
beautiful hairpieces. They can
he wired to a comb or barrette
and fastened to the hair. Because the flower is long . lasting
it will stay fresh through an en
tire evening of dancing and dining.
Though perhaps best knossn
for their salmon color, miniature
and standard sized
gladioluses also bloom in
dynamic red, white. selloss
pink and orange, and many
exotic bicolors.
Without exaggerating, its
safe to say that carnations put
spice in life. That's because
Their ruffled rows of crepe
paper-like petals emit a won- .
derfully spicy fragrance.
It's an apt coincidence that
carnation's botanical name,
dianthus, means "divine
flower.•'
Standard sized carnations
bloom in just about every conceivable color from white to
pink, salmon, red and yelloss,
and many shades in between
Miniatures, which are
slightly more than half the
standard size, flower in fascinating variegatated combinations of lavender and white and
pink and white. They also come
in solid white, yellow. red,
pink and lavender.
.
Standard or miniature carnation stems can be cut down for
low, cushion-like arrangements
in a shallow bowl, or left long
for a looser design in a tall
vase.
Because carnation foliage is
sparse. an arrangement can be
enhanced by some sprigs of decorative podocarpus or leatherleaf fern.
For longer living flowers
Gladiolus

Here are some. tips for prothe already long lises
of gladioluses and carnations.
Upon receiving the flowers,
cut each stem on a slam with a
sharp knife. For gladioluses,
two or three inches off the bottom is enough. Remove
minimum of only one half inch
from carnations.
Arrange them in containers
filled three quarters with tepid
water and mixed with preservative solution.
Floral preservative, available
at all florist shops. nourishes
flowers and retards growth of
bacteria that may shorten their
lives.

„,.49.99
Reg. 59.99

Deluxe Rally Supreme Table Tennis
table with a 9-ft x 5-ft Stableply top
double braced corners Hinged legs

Stainless Steel
Thermos

is 99

1-Ouart capacity Leakproof stopper
Cup with handle Reg 24 99
-

"Bet*" 1
Slumber

Bag
Teen size washable, doubles as a bed
comforter
55 We•

Longlife
PERMANENT
ANTI-FREEZE
& COOLANT

To make her talk lust hug her and she will say
six different phrases No batteries needed'

Squeeze

up

play

the bulb Ns tongue springs out Picks
ants etc

longing

Save ;20.00
Eveready
Heavy Duty

Batteries

Reg. 79'

All around the house
Display 'arrangements On
coffee tables, kitchen counters
or, if they're tall enough, leave
them on the floor by a couch.
tkin't put them on the top of
the television set, near an air
conditioner or by a window, no
matter how "perfect" they
look there. Cold and hot blasts
and sunlight can age flowers
before their time.
Replenish tepid water every
few days to keep your house
Full of luxuriant gladioluses and
carnations, and your wallet just
plain full.

Prt-vents rust corrosion,
loosens nuts and bolts 9-

Two solid state transceivers morse code key.
volume control, switch and telescoping antenna

Matt not mewed)

17 4,1 •

Bench-type work center mounts to most surfaces 16" vise taws swtvel
grip Work surface tilfs to 15 30* 45- positions for craft a booby
work Removable metal covers protect vise laws from metal objects it
holds them more securely *79-020
52 TO
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SALE PRICES
EFFECTIVE
WHILE QUANTITIES LAST

SALE PRICES EFFECTIVE
MU SUN. DEC. 16th

Bel Air Center
9-9 Mon.-Sat.
1-6 Sunday

Murray, Ky.
153-8304
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WE HAVE EVERYTHING YOU
NEED TO GIVE YOUR TREE THAT
SPECIAL CHRISTMAS GLOW.

--;1L

GE 15-LIGHT COOL BRIGHT SET

K7*1rNZs

INDOOR/OUTDOOR
OL7-15C8

Christmas
Cards

They span the miles and the
years — and show you've remembered.

17
/
11 ---j/1E,e4111541
excelience is an American tradition

GE 15-LIGHT FLEUR DELIGHTS
STRAIGHT LINE SET

'
,der

SELECT FROM A WIDE VARIETY OF EXPRESSIONS

=

BOXED
CHRISTMAS
CARDS

:
,

.1441
15-nm,Otitis

„ G.E. 35-LIGHT

FAMILY
HOLY
BIBLE

CHOOSE FROM MANY
DESIGNS IN MODERN.
TRADITIONAL, OR RELIGIOUS STYLES

MIDGET LIGHT SET
IN DOOR/OUTDOOR
WEATHER PROOF
UXL2-35A

P

eace
on Earth

INDOOR/OUTDOOR
FL2-15

it342

CARDS &
ENVELOPES
BOX OF 15, 16 & 18

ONLY

BALL
ORNAMENTS

•

KING
JAMES
VERSION

$1 88

LARGE SELECTION OF COUNTER
CHRISTMAS CARDS
HALF PRICE
GE-5 LIGHT COOL BRIGHT

CANDOLIER
CAL7-5
GOLD BULBS
WHITE CANDLES

METAL

HOLIDAY
GIFT
WRAP

TREE STAND

GARLAND TINSEL

Sparkle Tex

15 FT. BAG
AVAILABLE
IN
ASSORTED
COLORS

$488

TREE
SKIRT

Model
41

$39.95
VALUE

PACKAGE
OF
4 ROLLS
120 SQ, FT.
EACH ROLL
31/3 TO. x 36"

$998
CLOSE-OUT
SPECIAL

$344

ALL OTHER BIBLES

99

HALF PRICE

e/4gLi

AN OLD FASHIONED

CHOCOLATES

CHUN
GRANDMA'S

1

FRUIT
CAKE
3 LB.

3 Lb. Holiday
Assorted

2 Lb. Santa
assorted

$388

$480
^

02118

4 Lb. Santa
Assorted

$688,
IN
LITNOGRAPHED
METAL
CONTAINERS

SAVE 18, ON 2

TAKE ADVANTAGE NOW! OF
THE SPECIAL PRICE ON OUR
LARGE SELECTION OF
SATHERS CANDIES & NUTS
SPECIALLY
MARKED
PACKAGES
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For Christmas Giving
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